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Spinney-Libby. Miss Fannie
Another Country Ride in Which a Pond is
Margaret Libby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
“Discovered.”
Libby of
16 Manthorne road. West
Roxbury. Mass was
Swan Lake was the objective one afternoon
married, Oct. 10th to William R.
last week of an auto ride. Objective seems,
Spinney of
Unity, Me., at the borne of the bride. Rev G
however, hardly a fitting word, as it sounds
L, D Younkin of Winthrop Highlands
officiattoo much like objection; and surely no one
ed. The maid of honor was Miss
Margaret
would object to visiting one of the prettiest
Hines of Portland, Me., a niece of
the biide.
sheets of water in Maine in a comfortable car !
Miss Harla Conover of Brookline
and Mi.a
with a careful driver and good company. In !
Elsie Giles of West Roxbury were
bridesmaids.
passing over the "Kelly Flat,” the scene the j The best man was F.
G. Brown of
Cambridge
day before of a manifestation of public spirit ! The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
in the voluntary work of residents of the viA reception was tendered the
couple. Mr.
cinity in graveling this section of the highSpinney is a graduate of Bowdoin and Mrs.
way, we noticed a single team engaged in comSpinney of Smith College. After a wedding
pleting a job that will be highly appreciated
trip they will live io West Roxbury.
by all who travel in that direction. Farther on j
the writer was attracted by the Mason’s Mills j
Darby-Trundy.
Ralph Frederick Darby
chapel, having been present at the breaking ; and Mrs. Rosina Chapman
Trundy were marground for this building, when a woman held j ried at 7 p. m. Oct. 18th at the home of the
ofthe plow and the whole neighborhood was
ficiating clergyman. Rev. Arthur A. Blair, No.
drawn together by a common and commend- j
The single ring service was
83 church street.
able purpose. The spirit in which the work ;
used. The bride was becomingly gowned in a
1
was begun and carried on can only be regarded
stylish suit of brown velvet. They were acas a manifestation of practical Christianity.
companied by Miss Mildred I. Darby, a Bister
The foliage has begun to assume its autumnal
of the groom, and Scott W. Edminster, a brothcolorings, but while most of the trees seendur- ! er of the bride. The
newly-weds left immediing the ride were evergreens, here and there
ately for a week’s visit at Temple Heights bebrown, red or yellow relieved the somewhat fore
taking a short trip. On their return they
somber background of spruce and pine. If
will begiu housekeeping at No 5 Commercial
there are more enthusiastic or appreciative
street.
Mr. Darby is a prosperous young busiadmirers of Maine scenery than Mr. and Mrc.
He is proprietor of the pool room
ness man.
Thomas B. Dinsmore I have yet to meet them,
Knowlton block on

Last week
that she turn
or

surrender
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SUFFRAGE MEETING.

A

The "News

Address by Mrs. Lewis Jerome Johnson.
the Allies demanded of Greece
Mrs. Lewis Jerome Johnson of Cambridge
over her navy to them, dismantle
chairman of the Massachusetts Congressional
her forts on the sea coast, and
commitl**

give over the control of her railroads and telegraph service. The^e demands were made as
a precautionary measure to ensure the safety
with the
| of the allies fleet. Greece complied
I demand under protest. Further demands were

the

of

National

American

Wo-

man's

Suffrage League, spoke before the Belfast Woman's Suffrage League and a few
friends in Memorial hall Friday evening, Oct.
13th. Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt, president
of the local League, presided, and introduced 1
made on Greece because of the discovery of a
Royalist plot in which it was said that if the Mrs. Johnson as one thoroughly conversant
allies should seek to coerce Greece into join- with the movement throughout the country
and particularly anxious to assist the new
| ing the war and try to force Venezelos upon
Mrs. Johnson congratulated the
King Constantine, the king would retire north- leagues.
ward along the railway, taking the troops members of the Belfast League on the exwith him, and concentrate at Trikali, in Thes- periences that would be theirs in the coming
saly, and lie entrenched there until the arrival campaign in Maine and briefly mentioned some
of the German army, when he would strike in of her experiences in Massachusetts, both of
unison with them at the allies. The Entente an encouraging and discouraging nature. She
Allies have since formally recognized the pro- defined woman’s position in earlier days, when

i

kar tknnnkta

visional Government of Greece in the island
of Crete, set up by former Premier Venezelost
and

King Constantine

situation

or

will have to

accept the

lore his throne.

me Italians

have

again
Austrians in

taaen

me

nnJ

■

__

its cares, and said that the inventions and modeito improvements ot the
present have made it possible, and even
advisable,
for her to take her place in the world as a
home and

uueusive

brains and soul, which she may do
|
reach Triest, Austria’s chief port on the Adri- | without in any particular neglecting the inter1 SOCIE1 IES.
atic, and at several points south and southwest I ests of the family. We can never have a government for the people and by the
of Gorizia have made good progress and in ad
people un;t-l Adams, Mrs Edwin S,
til woman is given the ballot, she
declared.
j dition have taken nearly 6000 prisoners.
Irace E. W'alton went to
The Roumanians have had hard luck in their j The wide-awake women of today have caught
•- i,d the
meetings of the
invasion of Transylvania, their second army the spirit of equal rights and this is their
f Maine,
having been driven back with heavy losses, j century. Woman has taken her place in all
in the
High street and sev- the Bulgarians pursuing them into their own the professions and creative business lines,
ication of Timothy Chase
and in their company if you have not an eye j
eral wetks ago bought the interest of Mrs. country. The Allies have been called upon to ! but will never neglect her home interests.
will be held at Masonic
It
for the beauties of nature you may rest asEleanor B. Shales in the firm of Darby & aid in uefending Human a, and Russian troops is her nature to make and keep a home,and she
••-veiling with work in the
sured that they will be pointed out to you
It j
Shales,' candy store on Phonix Row. His bride are expected to come to the rescue. Meanwhile will always do it. The States that have allowdegree.
would take too much space to mention in de- wiii clerk for him the
coming winter. Both are the Roumans are reported to be holding their ; ed woman’s suffrage have never repealed the
of the Belfast Combut
that
tail all the charming views;
of the little
law. It has always worked well for the
popular young people and have the congratu- wu.
State.
of the Golden Cross,
hillside
with
its background J
white church on a
lations of many lriends for a happy wedded life.
The German U-boats expldt received much Men and women naturally stand side by side in
A dance
;' "day, evening.
of evergreens will hardy be overlooked. And
but
in
that
and
the everything
attention tae pa9t week, thuugh
voting to make the laws
:ig. and doughnuts and now we are at the foot of Swan Lake, which I
Blood-Gill. At a simple, but pretty home
that concern both, and
War news was crowded off the fiist page by
particularly in the
the writer first knew as Goose Pond; and many ] wedding Thursday evening, Oct 5th, Susan
home life.
Mrs. Johnson explained the way in
Robinson, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. base bail. There was much speculation as to
:i Camden visited Searsa story have I heard from the late W. H. SimpWilliam R. Gill, of this place, was united in whether mere was more than one German which the States have given women the right
g, Oct. 7th, and witnessed son, an ardent fisherman in his younger days, tnaniage with Dr. Guy Frank Blood, son of Mr. submarine off the
coast, and at this writing it of suffrage, “There are three ways for us to
Mason degree by the mem- of visits to this pond and of the poaching j and Mrs. Frank Blood of Camden. The cereis still an open question. As to the source of get it,” she said, “one by having the federal
Searsmont. There was a
carried on there at night. In passing it may ! mony was performed by Rev. G. H. Foxwell,
rector of St. Thomas church, in the presence supply of these predatory cratt the generally j legislature pass it and then having men vote
from many surrounding be mentioned that the outlet still retains its of
only the immediate relatives. The double accepted theory is that they are accompanied upon it; another is by having the federal govmost hospitably enter- name of Goose river. It is a question, how- ring service was used. Misses Carolyn and
merchant submersibles of the Deutschiaud j ernment vote upon it, in which case we should
of Rockland, nieces of the bride, by
,-smont brethren.— Camden ever, whether it still exists as a river. A river Evelyn Perry
the ring bearers. Misses Anna and Fos- and Bremen type, loaded with torpedoes and have to get two-thirds vote in the Senate, twobeing
may be dammed, many times, and remain a lina Packard rendered beautiful
Our torpedo boat destroyers j thirds in the House,and then it would be referwedding music ammunition.
but when it loses its mouth, it is a ques- and the wedding march was played by Miss
made a thorough search of the Maine coast ; red to the legislatures of the States; then when
idery, Knights Templar, river,
The house was very tastefully
tion whether it is anything more than a con- Rua Packard
the ensuing year at their
: that was given all the women would be franand beautifully decorated, green and pink being w ithout finding any trace of a German supply
duct to carry water for mechanical purposes.
11th, as follows: Eminent
the principal colors in the parlor while the station,but if they had overhauled the tug that chised, and the third method would be by a deHiramdale
tails
have
ceased
to
and
exist,
liviz groom ani di* ing non were bright with went out from the U-boat
K. Coombs; Generalissimo
headquarters at cree ot the Supreme Court. Women now, as
where the shore road to Searsport crosses decorations of autumn foliage. The bride’s
New London they might have found some- ; far as voting is concerned, are classed with
Captain General, D. F.
was
of
white
satin
with
tulle
liberty
gown
there is only a dry bed,along which is stretched
the idiots, the paupers, the criminals and the
Warden. T. Frank Parker;
trimmings, and she carried a shower bouquet thing.
insane. Extracts from the reports of MassaMaine Hills; Prelate, Mortis a penstock, like a huge black serpent.
of bride’s roses and sweet peas.
Her going
But to return to Swan Lake. In its miraway gown was of navy blue serge, tailored,
shusetts were an incentive for the women of
r. Frank R. Woodcock; ReD. A. R. OF MAINE
THE
%
hat
of
with large picture
embroidered purple
her State to work against the
The Temple and ror-like surface were reflected the surround- velvet. The
Libby.
liquor and white
wedding gifts were numerous and
Are Holding their 19th Annual Council in slave traffic, which can be cone only with the
ing shores. We passed on the left the former very pretty. Botn bride and groom are
•jre conferred and an oyster
very
P.
H.
almost
hidden
under
in
Thompson cottage,
town, graduating from the Camden
ballot. On their first eiectio:. day the women
Belfast.
The arrange;:or the work.
popular
Hign School, the wedding being a culmination
the trees, with the precipitous cliff at its back,
The 19th annual council meeting of the of the State of Illinois closed 1,000 saloons.
-tallation are not completed.
of a romance that began in their school days.
and soon came to the camps and cottages on
| The bride is attractive and pleasing, and after Maine Daughters of the American Revuiution She spoke of the secret way in which laws
•! Arch Chapter elected offithe lake shore of our local fishermen, recognizleaving High School continued her studies at
Wednesday at 1,45 p. m. in Red Men’s were rushed through Congress by committee
n u a 1
convocation
Tuesday ing among them “One John Cabin” and “Two the Rockland Commercial College and has been opened
nail,
High street, with about 75 delegates work, reierring particularly to the conscrip:h, as follows:
High Priest, John Farm.’’Then the Swan Lake House.better a valued employee of the Ordway Plaster Co.
from every section of the State. The tion law recently parsed.
King, Lynwood B. Thorap- known as Warden’s, where the best of enter- 1 The groom received bis further education at present
At the close of her address Mrs. Johnson
Tufts’ and the Boston University Medical Col- Portland delegation and several others arrived
.rren
A. Nichols; treasurer,
tainment is furnished those who visit the lake ege and is now engaged in hospital work. He
and have reservations at the suggested the asking of questions by her hearTuesday
night
.;:i worth; .Secretary, Clifford J.
for fishing or on pleasure bent. A little far- is one of our ambitious and bustling young men
Windsor Hotel, and others are guests at pri- ers, and Capt. Wm. V. Pratt of the U. S. Navy
of high character and fine address. They will
the Host, J. Earle Braley;
ther on, the car was turned, as a section of \
be
at home after Nov. 1 on St. Mary’s street,
vate
homes.
Forty-two arrived on the noon who recently returned from Panama, where he
:ner, Albert W. Miller. The road
beyond was undergoing repairs, and on Boston. Hearty best wishes are extended by a train Wednesday. The Boy Scouts, under the had been on duty as a member of the canal deMost Excellent Master dereaching the foot of the lake we went up the | wide circle of friends.—Camden Herald.
direction of Scout Master Orrin J. Dickey, are fense commission, followed with some interestered at their next meeting
hill by the little church and the neatly kept
ing remarks based on his thirty years experacting as escorts, etc.
cements for inspection and inNORTH
WALDO
POMONA GRANGES.
cemetery opposite, and on coming again into
Mrs. Johnson had referred
The opening session, with the welcoming ad- ience in the navy
c announced later,
the mam highway it was decided to strike
to the conscription bill as
having been passed
The regular session of North Waldo Pomona dresses and greetings, began at 1.45, with a
a;.ter. Order of the Eastern
across to Searsport.
The Nickerson & Damm
with the knowledge of only a few, and
Captain
wa6 held with Sebasticook
Grange, long program to follow, and the evening sesdaily inspected tomorrow, store and the Nickerson mill were passed on Grange
Pratt
what
explained fully
conscription means.
Burnham, Oct. 11th. The attendance was sion included an address on Vital Records uy
Mrs. Emma B Dickens of
the left and soon we were in what proved !o
He said that if we waited until war comes our
much smaller than usual, although six officers Mr. Alfred Johnson. As The Journal goes to
atron.
A reception will be be an unknown
men would be merely food for
territory to the party. Turn- were
powder, and
present, part of whom came from the press Wednesday afternoon it cannot report
<i Matron, wiih the Grand
that the idea was to train the men so that
ing into a cross road—it it could be dignified
they
The closing sesside of the county. The meeting was the meetings in this issue.
opposite
the
ery,
Worthy Matron, with the name of road, as it consisted of three
can think right and do the right
thing. “It is
with Worthy Master A. T. Nicker- sion lor the election of officers, routine busiduly
opened
and the Worthy Patron, deep ruts shut in by bushes—we were
too late to do it when trouble comes, and if we
appre- son in the chair ami
temporary oificers filled ness, etc., will begin to-day at 8 45 a. m.
others, in the receiving hensive it might end in a door-yard, but soon
don’t train a little before hand,” he said, ‘we
of the stores and dwellings were decthe vacant stations. Six granges were repreMany
w ill b-served at 6.30,
The we caught sight of Old Glory floating from a
will be .ike children.” he said that while he besented. Conferring of the fifth degree was orated in honor of the visitors, and the weathferred on several candidates staff on a “little red schoolhouse.” which was
loved tnorcugnly in sutfrage.tne point of view
er has been all that could be desired.
until
as
the hour was
postponed
afternoon,
will be giv- n.
Lone Star p inted white, as are most of the red school
that the woman has is entirely different from
and after a brief business session a recess
v ..1 Arbutus
Chapter of houses nowadays, and concluded, as Mrs. Dins- late,
the poiut of view that me man has. “There is
was taken for dinner.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
All were invited to the
guests, and atiout 200 more expressed it, to “follow the flag," and it
one thing,” he said, “that women have
got to
wr.eie the usual abundant grange
hall,
dining
f
ihe banquet.
was not long before we were
in a good road
bear in mind, in times which are critical. They
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of Odd
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Fellows and the

f the State of Maine
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Bangor this week

will be
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held

t.»day,

Rebekahs
the president and
uffiAssembly of Maine, with

-trict
t

in

are

>

in

f

22

rnents.

The

ia* mess
Grand

<•

the

Kebckah

As-

meeting in City

Lodge

9

met at

a.

WillisE

ParHon. John
Grand Master,

*y hall. Hon.
ked to succeed
Harbor

as

the District
usineas
wed

Deputy’s

asso-

meeting in the Odd

by
banquet.
•
ity hall a declaration of
C. Miller of Augusta, decider, and his staff, was fol►'
The meeting of the Grand
take place today, Thursday,
Archie R. Lovett of Bangor
regular business of the en:,e taken up and the election of
‘■r.-derick W. Peabody is slated
Wednes-

a

After

once m*'re

a

time

we carne

upon

a

traversed with his gun every font of territory
within a radius of ten or more miles of Belfast
he

later, and when told of the
route taken, at once said that it was Kano’s
Pond, had a mud bottom and was inhabited
only by pickerel, and was used for baptizing
interviewed

was

We rode

through

on

sad

J

expected that the business
arly in the afternoon.

can

memories

were

awakened

as

the

many former residents who have joined the
silent majority were recalled,
then through

Stockton, and passing a schoolhouse just as
“let out” a little boy and a girl with
their bookB were invited to take a ride home

school

gleefully got aboard
Inn, famed

and

the Switzer

little farther

on

the

the

car.

for its

car was

We

cusine,

turned and

and

a

head-

Belfast, leaving the children |at tneir
home. Their smiling faces no less than their
spoken thanks testified to their enjoyment of

!;

*“■
SimDson of Fairfield is
Ibr. 11. E. McDonald.

a

detour

was

made to

give

the

writer his first view of the

Carver Memorial
attractive as to evoke

building so
unutterable thoughts as to our own library—
architecturally. Then Union Hall was passed,
the

Knowlton of Fairfield is the
has, H. Walden.

A.
1

Rogers Chisholm of Lewistofi
her father, R. W.
Rogers.

"u!Jlse

is

Mtney of Bucks port is the guest
Mis. Thomas Gannon.
John A. Mace of Portland are
Mace Mcrrison.Court street

^

lih>

attended the Maine Music
'ailed ir. Lewiston on the
way

-ir.n

i)i

Searsport
a

I had not seen since the days when I
attended, and reported, the annual town fairs.
And they were worth attending.
With the
exhibits from farm and garden were
many

i;

Whitmore has
and

returned

.Springs, where
Pendleton

wlton.
A

spent

he will take

post graduate

I. Stevens has returned from a
""d, where he attended surgical
hospital. Mrs. Stevena remained
'!tr
visit.

'he Shoe Situation.
of

parts
world, and specimens of their
handiwork made on the long foreign voyages,
paintings, carvings and even fancy work.
As we went on homeward the
Betting sun
persisted in staring us out of countenance, so
that it was difficult to see the road ahead or
anything about us, but we were conscious that
a cold wind had
sprung up, from which we escaped when the car went down High street to
the "foot of the square” for the
crowning
scene of the trip—the beautiful vistas of
treeshaded Church street.
C. A. p.
State ot Trade.

pands.

Wholesale

conservatism

production increasing, owing
iosition of leather and other
^
9 not
strange that footwear prices
Either. Trading in some cases is
^native, but is unchecked on the
ihctories continue busy.—Dun’s
,Utt- 14 th.

as

trade

to next

Retail trade

ex-

he°vy despite some
year’s buying. Car

serious. Coal famine predicted.
Submarine activities unsettle leading
speculative markets. Industry at full speed.
Raw materials scarce, but high prices induce
quick conversion into cash. Record bank resources.
Building ahead of previous years.
New high levels for Bradstreet's price index.

| shortages

*

1

the

Extraodinary Activity.

I. York of Wilton returned
a
few days visit at the

f.lement of Orono and Seal
'bend the coming winter in New

1

of

Ledhe of New
past week fit

'.mmons.

olure

the

guests the

were

from

she

from

foreign lands, brought home by
Searsport seafarers who then sailed to all

curios from

Majority

1

area

In

country's crops short. Larue
wheat.—Bradstreets’ Oct. 14th.

Better Corn Price Next Year.
The Monmouth Canning Co., with factories
in Union, Liberty, Gardiner and
Monmouth,
have opened their books for 1917signatures for
acreage at an advanced price over former
years. Th e price paid last year was 2£ cents a
pound for cut corn; the price next season will
be 3 cents a pound. The object in this advance
is to get acreage
signed eany that the farmers
may preDare their ground this fall.^fgfe
gjfc

by

members of

The

the host

following

transfers of real estate

were

recorded in Waldo

Home grange,

Brooks, Nov. 8th, with words of
welcome by the master of the Grange and a
response by Albert Nickerson. Music, recitations, a topic, and an address by E. H Libby
comprise the program.
LOSS

OF THE

1. Drinkwater, et als, Northport; laad in Northport.
Otis I. Drinkwater et als, Northport, to Louis
Pennington et al, Washington, D. C., land in

Northport.
Levina S. Ellis, Stockton Springs, to Harry
H, Nickerson, Sears port; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs and Searsport.

LA BOURGOGNE.

Editor People’s Column.
Will you please
give the time, place and circumstance** concerning the loss of the French liner. La Bourgogne, several years ago.
Geo £ Allen.

Henry Knox, ThomastDn, county of Lincoln
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to Micajah
Drinkwster of Northport, county of Hancock

Sanford, Me.

ia the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Walter E. 1 rink water, Noithport, to Louis
and Mary V. Pennington, Washington, D. C.,
land and buildings in Northport.

The steamship La Bourgogne was run down
in a fog by the British ship
Cromartyshire, at
5 o’clock in the morning of July 4, 1898, and
sunk 60 miles south of Cape Saole, when two
days out of New York. There were 560 lives
lost including the captain and most of the officers.
All the cabin nassengers except one in
the second cabin were lost,—Boston Globe.
When the Maine Press association visited
Halifax on its summer excursion about the
middle of July, 1898, the Cromartyshire was at

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
the regular meeting of Morning Light
grange, Monroe, on Saturday evening, October
14th, the third and fourth degrees were conferred on three candidates, and the lollowing
program was presented; Song by the choir;
readings by Lizzie Evans, Grace Ritchie, May
J. Curtis; and the question box, which proved
interesting and instructive. A harvest feast
wi 1 be served at the next meeting.

port and was visited by many of the
party, and Mr. H. E. Bowditch of Augusta
secured as a souvenir a French
flag from one
of the boats used in transferring
passengers
from the sinking steamship to the Cromartyshire. The ships bow was badly damaged by
the collision above the water line.

Dingo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Whereas it has been the will of our Heavenly Father to remove from our nrdst a Hear sister, Jane Grant; therefore, be it
Resolved, That by the death of our sister,
Dirigo Grange has lost a highly respected
member.
Resolved, That while we bow in humble submission to the Divine will, we will ever cherish
her memory as a kind and loving sister.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family our deep sympathy; that our charter
be draped in mourning for thirty days and chat
a copy c f these resolutions be spread
upon our
records; also a copy be sent to the bereaved
family, one to The Republican Journal, Waldo
County Herald and Bangor Commercial for

NORTH MONTVILLE
Kenneth Clark from Unity is working for
brother, Lawrence Clark.

his

Guy Jackson has twelve acres of potatoes,
and they are turning out fine.
Esther Banton and Margene Foye visitfriends in China last Saturday and Sunday.

Miss
ed

J. W. Deane and

his

Busber, from Freedom,
Sunday.

Bister, Mrs. Emma

were

at

J. W. Nutters

publication.

Mrs. E. F. Banton, who had been with her
daughter, Mrs. Jessie Soule, in Lowell. Mass.,
for the past month,returned home Oct. 12th.
Mrs. Edith Vose, who has been working in
the camp for Emory and Rose through the
summer, has finished there and gone to work
in|the dormitory at Freedom.

Annie Libby,
Mary E. Foster,
Annie R. Clement,
Freedom, October 14. 1916.

*

must

from
state

world ot

training and of universal
country is a country
which develops the indivi ual. In that way we
have progressed farther man any otner country

s.

our

in the world.”

replying

contention

in

endum in all

Johnson maintained

Mrs.

regard

to

the

her

rignt ot refer-

A.

methods she would advise

wnat

to

avoid

the

roughness tne opposition seemed to create.
reply Mrs. Johnson suggested the method
already begun in Belfast, quiet organization
and indivuuai work. She implied that the
In

work

against

women

voting

was

led

by leaders

of

organized vices and those they could send
here to speak for them.
It is planned to huve other eminent speakers
come here, and also to have a debate between
an

the little daughter of Mr. and
E. Frost, was operated on last Tuesday
morning at the Tapley hospital for a critics
of appendicitis.

casa

1

Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore has loaned to the
Belfast Free library,
tha^ the public may
have an opportunity to examine
an in-

them,

teresting collection

of

in

two ago.

Mexico

a

year

or

pictures obtained

when

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford, who had
spent two weeks at the camp of Henry Clark
near Pitcher’s Pond, and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
H, Walden and Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase,
who had been at their cottage,
"Rocky Point,”
returned to the city last Sunday,

anti-Buffragist

and

a

relatives in Bangor.

Fred G. Spinney returned last
Friday from
week's visit in Boston and
vicinity.
Edward Wharton of Rockland was
guest of his niece, Mrs. Robert Hart.

a

recent

a

Mrs. James D. Clement of Orono is
spenda few days with Mrs. Amos
Clement.

ing

Miss Ethel M. Savery has returned from
visit with Mrs. James L>e.Vere in Bangor.

a

Mrs Herbert I. Harmon of Brewer has been
the guest of Belfast friends for several
days.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E. church
will give a Harvest Home supper in the vestry
at 6 p. m. Friday, Oct. 27th.
The society expects to maintain its usual standard of excellence and the price will be the same as at former suppers.
Come and your hunger will

Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson left
Friday
for New York on a ten days'
pleasure and
business trip.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Farwell and son Sam of
Rockland were recent guests of friends in

Unity,
noon

Frank p. Wilson, Esq., of New York
arrived
to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jefferson F\ Wilson.

Saturday

W illard Whiting returned
Dr. Orris S. Vickery, chairman of the Belfast
Saturday to Howard. R. I„ after a visit with his
Board of Health, returned
parents, Mr.
Tuesday from Syra- ; and Mrs. F'rank O.
Whiting.
cuse, N, Y., and after a conference with Mayor j
Mrs. Caroline Crosby and Miss Anne
William K. Keene and members of the board it
C.
left in their car Sunday for
was decided not to close the
Boston, to
public dances for a Crosby
spend the winter at the Hotel Vendome.
time on account of infantile
paralysis in Camden and Rockland,
Mrs. Ashlev A. Smith and
daughter Dorothy
The city officials have received from the returned to Bangor Monday from a few days’
visit
with Mrs. John A. Fogg and other
New England Insurance
the insurfriends.

Exchange

ance

rating

dwellings

for

which places Belfast
in class D. which is an advance over the existing rate. The matter wili be taken up at the
next regular meeting of the city government

hoped to secure the retention of the
C. rating.
Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher entertained the
Octagon Club and other guests last Tuesday
afternoon at her bungalow at the Battery.

Mrs. Amos Clement, he.- guest, Mrs. J. D.
Clement of Orono, and Mrs. Essie P. Carle
called on Mrs. Reuben Sibley in Freedom
last

Thursday.

and it is

The afternoon was spent with auction and
A fish chowder and picnic lunch was

sewing.

served at 6 p. m„ the guests remaining until
8.30. Mrs. Ira M. Cobe will entertain the Monday and Octogon Clubs this, Thursday, even-

ing.

VV. B

Mrs.
been

at

The Once

meeting
shore

in

Awhile Club

held

Kittridge cottage

at the

on

an

all-day

the Condon

picnic dinner was served
at noon, anu tea later, aDd the day was
spent
with auction and sewing. Miss Anne M. Kittredge entertained Tuesday afternoon at a
two-table auction party. The prize, a weekend travelling case, w: s won by Mrs. Harry L.
Kilgore. Mrs. Colby A. Rack lift assisted in
serving tea and light refreshments. The other
guests were Mrs. Maine Hills, Mrs. Norman A.
Read. Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs Leslie C.
Follett and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton, who subA

Monday.

stituted for Miss
A

“Coon”

Amy

E.

Stoddard.

local farmer notified
sportsmeii that a coon was ravaging his corn field and suggested a visit for the
extermination of the marauder, and one night
a party equipped with guns and
accompanied
by a dog set forth in an auto for the farm On
arriving at their destination the dog was sent
into the field, and soon give notice that he had
found—what was supposed to be the coon.
some

of

Hunt.

A

Getchell and

their

family,

home

summer

on

who have
the

Aliyn

shore

.the past season, have returned to Auwinter.
gusta
for the

Miss Doris Toward of Waterville is
visiting
friends in Bangor for several days, and will
also visit
at the

Miss„Antionette Simpson,
University of Maine.

Capt.

a

student

I. Snow of Rockland moves this
Rice residence on Middle
street, which has been occupied by Dr.
Alden,
now a resident of Thomaston.
week

John

A. S.

to^/he

Dr. and

Mrs, O. S. Vickery and son John A,
F. Vickery ot Morrill have
returned from a visit with Mrs
Vickery's
father, *ohn Ainslie, in Syracuse. N. Y.
Hon. and Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro left
tram

of

Belfast and J.

last

by

Monday

for their usual visit

in

NVw York

before going to their home in
Jacksonville,
Florida. They sent their car on in advance.
Miss Elizabeth McGray of Freedom is
visiting her niece. Mrs. Ralph Baxter, in Burnham,
and will go from there to Portland to
spend
the winter with her sister, Mrs. Anne
Stephenson.

our

Tea

Afternoon
afternoon

and

M usicale.

a

tea of the Junior

The

Alliance at the

t

apt. E.

Unitarian parsonage last Saturday at 3 p. m.,
largely attended. The house was attrac-

success, has

hostesses

receiving

at the

door, took the

cookies.

Miss Charlotte B.

dent of the

fancy

Wadsworth, presi-

Juniors, announced the following

musical program, which was greatly enjoyed:
Miss Hazel Doak, violinist, rendered the Flower

by Kerser, and Danse Tzigane by
Herrmann; Mrs. S. A. Parker recited Jimmie
Brown on Prompt Obedience and A Tale of
Four Cities; Arthur N. Johnson sang Tosti’s
Goodby,Little Boy Blue, A Little Bit of Heaven,
That’s How I Long for You; Miss Melvin O.
Dickey sang One Fleeting Hour, but could not
respond to an encore because of hoarseness.
and

Fern

Clement W. Wescott had

a

severe

cold

was

New

Advertisements. The Home Furnish-

engine which cost $10,000 to
installs which is more than the cost of the hull,
rigging and sails of the schooner. It is a 120
H. P. Dissell, of the oil burning type, and
capable of driving the vessel nine miles an

and hear this wonderful instrument. Satisfactory time payments can be arranged if

call

desired.... At

this

writing

the

weather

is

warm—unseasonably
bring a change, when you will wish you had
of the Electric Heating Pads sold by the
hour and she can easily make
eight miles an
hour right through a round of 48 hours. The Penooscot Bay Electric Co. Why not get one
great saving comes in the cost of fuel,for while now?.. .The City National bank, Belfast, makes
some special bond offerings this week.
Full
it would take 12 to 14 gallons of
gasolene at a
and price on application.... Don’t
cost of approximately $3 an
hour, the Lucia particulars
crowd your feet into narrow, ill-fitting, shoes.
can sail for an hour on
6^ gallons of solar oil at
so—but

a

few hours may

one

a

gallon, or about 35 cents an hour,
considerable saving when a ves-

means a

is

cruising practically

all the time.

The

engine room is as cool as any room, as no heat
is generated and radiated. A donkey engine
pumps air to the condenser, does all the necessary

hoisting,

pumps water to

wash the

deck, and in fact is a very handy donkey. The
Lucia carries a very small sail plan, as it is
rarely necessary to use the canvas. There is
a pilot house,quite unusual on so small a fisherman, and right back of the piloi house is the
captain's stateroom. The Lucia is 100 feet
long, 20 6 feet beam and 9.6 feet depth of hold,
and was built at Gloucester.
A MUSIC TREAT

.THIS WEEK.

Every hour of every afternoon this week we
are giving concerts of Recreated music with
Mr. Edison's new invention, which the New
York Globe refers to as the
“Phonograph with
a soul.’’
Come in and hear the New Edison.
Then write your opinion of it. The Edison

Company

is offering $200 in prizes for the best
opinions of the New Edison written Dy people
who hear it this week in licensed dealer's
stores Come in today.
CARLE & JONES
Belfast, Me.

Mrs. G. W, Pearson has returned to Morrill
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F, Gannon and son Al-- after visits with her
daughters, Mrs. Lillian
fred of Albion wers guests over Sunday of Gray of Camden and Mrs. Lora
Sherman of
his father, Thomas Gannon.
this city.

Go to The Dinsmore Store and get a pair of
the famous Ground Gripper shoes.V. T.
Lathbury, 85 State street, Augusta, Me., offers
for sale desirable residential

field,

Mass....John

property in Pitts-

George,

12

Washington

the

silver service.

Ernest R. Scribner, Colby, '17, of Houlton,
Harbor, went

as

associates presented

These

a

tively decorated for the occasion with autumn
flowers. The members of the Alliance acted

unable to sing. Several from the
oth&r city churches were present as guests.

an

employees.
couple with
and

and

fisherman.

the

was

ing Co., has something to say about Sonora,
The fishiDg schooner Lucia, commanded
by
Capt. John Seavey of Boothbay, who for 41 which plays all makes of disc records, with
of tone. You are invited to
years has been chasing mackerel with great exquisite beauty

sel

visit with

Miss Anne Simonton and Miss Lizzie Pendleton have returned to Camden from a visit
in Boston.

Mrs.

suffragist.

uil-BUKNING

AIN

lhat

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown have re*
turned from a visit in Lincoln.
Miss Etta Whitehead returned
Friday from a

Belfast friends of Col. Philo Hersey have
cards of invitation to the celebration
of his 80th birthday, Nov. 7, that Hotel Vendome, San Jose, Calif.
His many Belfast
friends send congratulations on the coming
event and would like to extend them in person.

received

silver collection and later served tea and

cases.

E. Wil3on, who had lived in two
States during sulfrage compaigns, inquired as
Kev.

to

Katherine,

Mrs. 0.

universal

service, and that

In

PERSONAL.

r.. Hayden.of
Norfolk, Va., guest at
Wayside Tea House, was called to Washington, D. C., last Saturday and left on the
night boat, accompanied by his son Alfred and
daughter Dorothy.
Mayor Frederic E. Boothby of Waterville,
who, with Mrs, Boothby, was in the reception
But soon it was made unpleasantly manifest line at the Maine Festival in Bangor, has writthat what he had found was “a common musten to Mayor Woodman
congratulating him on
teline mamoal of temperate North America,
the splendid police arrangements for the Feswell known for the power of ejecting an offen- tival.
sively odorous secretion produced in two musMrs. Richard P. Whitman and little
son,
cular walled perinal glands.” At least, that is
William P., of Campello, Mass., are
spending a
what the dictionary styles it;but it is commonmonth with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Janies
known as a skunk. As to subsequent pro- H. Howes. Mr.
I ly
Whitman will come for a
ceedings we are not fully informed. Whether short visit and rccompany them home.
the dog rode home in the the auto or was burMr. and Mrs. Eugene Torrey of
Hampden
ied, as is done with clothing similarly scented, celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary at
broaden their view, and look at things we cannot
say. As a “coon hunt” the expedi- their
home
Oct.
loth, entertaining, among oththe man’s point of view.” lie went on to tion was a failure.
ers, American Express Company officials and
that Australia nas tne best system in the

cents

At

that

more

of

served

County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Oct. 18, 1916:
was reassembled in the fifth deOscar L Sabin, Palermo, to Cnester Farris,
gree at an early hour, and Fred Batchelder
8. oke words of greeting to the visitors and F.
do; land in Palermo.
Eliza E. Nelson, Palermo, to Oscar N. NelM. Nickerson appropriately responded in behaif of Pomona.
Degree work and the disc is- I son, et als., do; land and buildings in Palermo.
siou of the following topic: “rihouid the next
Mary L. Goodell, Brighton, Mass., to Edproposed bond issue for building roads be used ! ward W. Giikey, Searsport; laud and buildings
exclusively for trunk lines?” wore the princi- j in Searsport.
Maria W. Williams, Central Falls, R. I., to
pal features of the afternoon. Worthy Master
Nickerson was appointed to open the discus- S. P. Strickland, Bapgor; land and buildings in
sion and ably presented his views, which are
Northport.
decidedly against exclusive trunk line roads
Mary M. Reynolds, et al. Burnham, to Cora
He was followed by F. M. Nickerson, Fred
E. Reynold. Burnham, et als; l*Dd and buildings
Batchelder Mrs. J. G. Mudgett and others. in Burnham.
Those who spoke were about evenly divided
A. W. Lowe, Fairfield,to James W. Tweedie
in opinion on the merits of the question, but Th orndike, land and
buildings in Thorndike.
when the vote was taken, it was found that
Horace L. Black, Palermo, to Lester R. Nelthe majority favored good roads for the farmson, do; land and buildings in Palermo.
pr
firat
B. F. Fuller, Searsmont, to James L. Bean,
After the customary acknowledgment for do; land and
buildings in Searsmont.
Emma L. Closson, Searsport, to Harvey E.
hospitalities the Grange closed with the usual
ceremonies.
Brock, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
The next meeting will be with Harvest
Louis Pennington, et al, Washington, to Otis

wnich

rr»' t

L

In

1

passed

for

ea

Library;

PERSONAL.

1

Maple Grove campmeetings.
to Searsport, and in
passing

the

converts at

w«s

grange.
The meeting

lake, deep set in the surrounding wooded
hMIs, a most attractive sheet of water, whose
identity was not known to any of the occupants
of the car. Knowing that Will Weshet had

Lovett

as head of the encamphe last session of the conven-

dinner

lit-

tle

Belfast.

of

Howard G.

Boardman, Colby, ’18,

of Dark

Providence, R. I., last week as
delegates of the local chapter of Delton Upsilan

at

to

the 82d

fraternity, held

national convention of tnat

with the Brown

chapter
Charlotte W'. Colburn, the Maine director for the New England Associated Alliance
of the Unitarian Churches, left Tuesday mornMiss

ing

for

a

short

visit

in

Boston and to attend

the

meeting of the Associate n in Roxbury,
where she will make a five-minutt address on
the work in Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle returned
Monday from a visit with Mrs. ruttie's brother, Harry Goodale, in
Bangor. They were
accompanied home by Mr. and Mrs, Emery
Varney, who had been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Clements in Detroit.
They made the
trip in Mr Tuttle's auto.
President George C. Chase of Bates is now
in the Johns Hopkins hospital, Baltimore, for
medical treatment, and will probably be away
some weeks.
President ('base has been there

before,
and

his

more

than

once

constantly

in

poor

the

past

health

two

years,
his

causes

friends much anxiety
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea, who are on
the road with “Common Clay, and having great
success, were in Trenton, N. J„ and Wilminsrton, Del., last week, p.nd will play in Montreal
the last week in October.
Their many Belfast
friends will be glad to know that they expect
to spend next summer at Ferndale, their cottage on the North Shore, Northport.
Miss Natalie M. Pottle, whose home for several years has

been with her uncle, Luville J.
Pottle, will leave the last of this month to
make her home with her father, Nathaniel J.
Pottle, in Howard, R I. Mrs, Luvilie J. Pottle will accompany her for a short visit, and
wi.l visit in Boston and vicinity on her
way

street, Belfast, offers two horses for sale....
Stockton Springs Trust Co., gives notice of
loss of bank book No. 320 of the savings de- home.
Mrs. I. B. Mower’s class of the First
partment.... Harry W. Clark & Co., the Main
Baptist
street clothiers, carry the Kuppenheimer suits Sunday school met Wednesday afternoon, Oct
11th for a birthday party at the home of Mrs.
and overcoats, $18 to $25, and other makes,
Mabel Fessendon on Winter street with about
$7.50 to $18. Give them a call, and you will 36 members present. The affair was in the
be suited on style, fabrics and price_Brad- nature of a thimble parly and was in honor of
ford H. Webber, Monroe, Me., offers for sale a those members whose birthdays occur in October, these ladies acting as hostesses. Refour-years old chestnut mare and a thiee- freshments were served
at close of the afteryears-old filly, both trotters, with splendid noon, which was very pleasantly passed.—
Waterville
Sentinal.
dispositions. Will make fine road horses....
Furnished chamber wit modern conveniences
The wedding of Miss
Margaret Edson of
to let. Apply to J. E. Hayes, 3 Court street.
Whitman, Mass and Richard Collins of New
....This is the season when blankets are in York, will take place in Whitman,on Oct. 27th.
order, and Carle & Jones have them at prices Miss Edson is a niece of Mrs. Walter C. Shaw
from 69c to $6. They were bought in case lots of this city and has frequently visited here.
and the early buyer gets the early prices....
She was a classmate at
Wellesley of Mrs. Amos
Special announcement by Carle & Jones: “La- J. King, nee Cora Morison, and of Mrs. C.
dies’ and Misses dress skirts made to order Chipman Pineo, nee Elizabeth A.
Quimby, forfrom materials purchased of us.”... .Carle & mer Belfast girls, who were graduated in 1910.
Jones are giving a musical treat Every hour Another wedding of interest to Belfast
peoof every afternoon they will give concerts ple, inasmuch as the bride has visited
here,
with Mr. Edison’s new invention, which the took place in Cortland, N. Y., Oct. 4th, when
New York Globe refers to as the “Phonograph
Miss Frances Alley was married to Rev. Charles
with a soul.”....Mr. Edison wants your opin- Ford of the Episcopal church of that
city.
ion on his New Edison and is willing to pay a Miss Alley was a classmate at Simmons of
Miss
for
it. See advt. of Carle & Jones
good price
Marjorie Shaw of Belfast and was her
for particulars.
guest here.

eight-seeing tour of this countrj
appeared at Fort Laramie and was aboui
to return to “the States,” and arrang
ing to travel together we chartered t
“prairie schooner,” one of a fleet re
turning to Leavenworth city empty after delivering their cargoes at Fort Laramie. There were some twenty-five 01
thirty wagons in the train,each drawn bj
six yoke of oxen. The wagons were large,

ist on a

LARAMIE.

AT

LIFE

ward from the fort,

Just across the Laramie river, eastwas a
long, low

THE CHIEF CHARM
OF LOVELY WOMJIII

of rough logs—the outfitting
establishment of Messrs. Major, Russel!

Soft, Clear, Smooth Skin Come* With

_

VI.
The Old Mountaineer’s Story.

building

The U.e Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

Waddell, transportation and mail
contractors. Beyond was half a dozen
Indian lodges, and in one of these were
and

high sided, with

four guests, two downeasters, a Bostonand a Virginian. We were seated
cross-legged on a piece of canvass that

man

covered the dirt floor and before us was
a tin platter on which was a large pile of
cow buffalo ribs that had been nicely
roasted before a wood fire by the patient
squaw. Opposite sat our host, a big

Behind him

Rocky Mountains.

the firelight disclosed the dusky features
of his squaw and the little papooses beside her. For, be it known, in those

Sloan’s Liniment for Neuralgia Aches.
lieved

medy
86 Drayton Ave., Toronto.
Nov. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome

juicy

supper and full of
meat, which we had
our

copious draughts

washed down with

tea, had thrown ourselves
buffalo robes and called

the soft

on

host tor

on our

■woman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. Yet a soft, clear

of

skin —glowing with health—is

a

only

the

story. After some hesitation he began
the story of “The White Woman.” This

natural result ofpure Blood.

related to

very unpleasant, disfiguring
Bash, which covered my face and for
which I used applications and remedies

time

a

their

across

weary way

troubled for

was

time with

many years before
blue-coated soldiers had

Uncle Sam’s
marched

“I

the

considerable

a

without relief.

of

Here is

the relief and in the future, I will not be
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
NORAH WATSON.

the story as I recall it;
One morning, said *he narrator, three
others and myself started from Laramie

$2.50, trial size, 25c.
At dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York.

adobe

on

sun-dried brick.

or

week’s hunt.

a

We had two pack-

mules, which carried

visions,
Horse Creek,
etc.

it

one

of the

rolled off its

blankets, pro-

our

We intended to camp at
but when a few miles from

pack
load,

mules broke loose and
and

rode on, leav*
ing Jack to repack the mule and bring it
into camp.
We got comfortably fixed
for the night, but Jack did not show
up.
Finally we started out to look for him
and found him lying on the ground where
we had left him.
I could see
the

moonlight

we

by

that

he

white as a
ghost and it was some time before he
could speak to us. When he had recovered the use of his tongue he told us that
after he had got the mule
he
was

as

packed
pipe and on raising
his head satv a white woman
standing before him. She said
something to him
and then jumped on the mule and
disap-

stooped

to

light

his

peared.
We took him back to camp, but he refused to eat and trembled like a child all
night. Once or twice when I awoke I
heard him praying, and I knew it must
be something
strange that could
Jack, one of the most blasphemous

set
and

reckless devils in the west, to
praying.
Next morning we went back to look for
the mule and found the tracks
leading
toward us, the four tracks where it
had
stood when re-packed, but none
leading
off in any direction.
Near where
we

found Jack

were

the prints of

a

woman's

shoes,

such as I knew were not to be
found within hundreds of miles.
Not long after our return to the
post
Jack received a letter
him of
death of his

telling

sister,

who had died

on

box,

a

horse’s

nose

t

se

down, and I

nearly

were

tail

run

to secure my

who had been

un-

us.

galloping

sudden

run

down to think of

pursuing

him

went back to camp empty-hand'
I don’t think I ever forgave Hunter

we

ed.

Then
one

an

He said: “When 1 first began hunting on
the prairies I reckon 1 was a little green.

One day I went out buffalo hunting by

myself. I had a fine little horse and
galloped him right up to a herd and picking out the biggest old bull let him have
ball in hiB side.

off in

a

sort

him,
navy-six

after

He turned and went

of humping trot and I loped
giving him a few shots from
as

1 went.

I

expecting

was

every minute to see him fall, but
ing to a break in the prairie he

on com-

turned

I tell you what,he looked mighty
wicked. The hair stood up straight all

on me.

him, and his eyes

over

a

a

like fire

was

right

and went

scare

just

were

wide open and he
steam engine.
My horse

His mouth

coals.

breathed like

at

him, and

just time to pull my feet out of
the stirrups when the bull caught him on
his horns and I. went over the horses

I had

head and landed

on

the buffalos back.

I

tell you what, I’d rather been straddle
of the boiler of a Mississippi steamboat

for it makes me feel
strangely, and none
of you believe it.
But as we looked on the
sober, solemn
face of the narrator we all
exclaimed,
“Yes, we do believe it.” Believe it or

sand and wasn’t hurt

not, the old mountaineers did, and would
stake their life and honor
upon it. The
Indians have a tradition of the White
Woman who brings death on whom she

got on my feet the old bull was coming
down after me, but I gave him two more
shots from my old “Colt,” which settled
his hash right where he stood. My horse

visits.

with the safety valve nailed down.
But
I didn’t stay there long and rolled off his
back into the canyon.
It
twenty feet deep, but I landed

was

A Night at the Sutlers Store.
As before mentioned the sutler’s store
only a place for trade but a general rendezvous am] the scene of such
Was not

dead,

and

a

on

girth

the

bridle

about

the soft
When I

mite.

unbuckling

th rew the saddle and

was

I

my
shoulder and walked to camp with the
ol d bulls tongue in my hand.
The

Pike’s Peak

over

Stampede.

festivities as were possible on the far
In the summer of 1858 gold was disfrontier. One evening some four or five covered in the
vicinity of Pike’s Peak,
sturdy mountaineers and as many young some twenty or thirty miles from Fort
men, late from city life but who had
Laramie, and there was a rush across the
donned for (he time the dress and manof the far west, had gathered there
for a supper in which various canned

ners

delicacies, accompanied by

Plains to the

new

gold diggings.

Some

of the wagons of the gold seekers bore
this inscription: “Pike’s Peak or Bust,”

big
but on their return, some weeks or
punch, had been consumed. Be- months later, they bore the one word,
hind us the long store, dimly lighted by “Busted.” Gold was
there, but not in
kerosene lamps, stretched away into sufficient
quantities for profitable workdarkness, its shelves filled with various ing. The route there was over the old
articles of trade—gay cloths and beads, California trail and at the
trading posts
and rows of cans
containing delicacies on the way nuggets obtained from men
eagerly bought by travellers from the returning from California were exhibited
surrounding wilderness. From the ceil- as coming from Pike’s Peak, and this
ing hung shirts of buckskin, leggings, naturally stimulated travel in that direcbowl of

a

milk

bridles,

articles of

tinware, etc.
tion,
and pipes alight, story- ers.

supper over
was in order.
I recall but two of
the many that were told. The
first, told
by the interpreter of the post, was as

telling

follows:
We were out

on

a

hunt,

Bill

Hardy,

pecuniary profit
gold fever was

to the

of the trad-

The

also experi-

enced at Fort Laramie, and the sutler
proposed to fit out a nephew in his em-

ploy

and

myself

with

a

stock of

goods

to

engage in trade at Pike’s Peak and the
interpreter volunteered to accompany us
with his squaw and lodge, so that we

Hunter and myself. Near the head of
Horse Creek, a few miles from camp, could set
up housekeeping at once on arwe found an abundance of buffalo and
riving there and then put up a shack for
were killing them
by dozens, drying the a store. We should have been the first
meat and smoking the
tongues for win- to begin trade on the ground and proter. We had killed nearly as
many as posed to stake some claims and looked
we wanted and one
day as we rode over forward to making a fortune. But about
the hills we saw that the bottom was that time I
began getting letters from
alive with mustangs.
They are seldom home telling me of a sister who had
seen there now.
I was anxiouB to get had a long illness from rheumatic fever
some
out

of

them,

with hard

as

our

horses were worn

and had been ordered

by

her

physician to
south for the winter as the only means
restoring her health, and I was wantto accompany her on the journey.

hunting. As we rode go
picked out a fine young of
mustang and galloped off after him. He ed
was a perfect beauty and fleet as the
This was a call that could not be unheedwind, and for mile after mile I could see ed and I had to give up my dreamB of
only his white hoofs before me. I had wealth and prepare for departure trom
no lassoo, but as 1
galloped on 1 unhook- scenes and companionship I enjoyed and
ed my checkrein of braided buckskin, a bandon a life in the open that had proved
ready to throw over his neck. After most attractive.
About this time a young English toursome time I got on his flank so that my
down the hill 1

and fine and comfortable

worth

a car
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Own This Car
Fine—it’s

W. R.

incompetency of the present admin
will make impossible its continu
ance,” declared Representative Thomas t:
Crago of Pennsylvania, in a statement give]
out by the National Republican Congressiona

a

beautifully finished,

luxurious

Comfortable—it has cantilever
4-inch tires.

car.

springs

and

Model 85-6, 35-40 horsepower six cylinder
motor, 116-inch

big

so
:

sold.

Come in

Big—the wheelbase is 112 inches.

we

wheelbase—$925.

today—we can’t get them as fast as
sell them—so order yours right away.

Gilkey & Son, Searsport, Maine.
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The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
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S

committee.

“One year and five months of Democrati
found the country with industries par
alyzed, the treasury almost bankrupt, ou
rights over the Panama Canal surrenderee
wages reduced, the cost of living increase*

rule

and

Progress
To the

army landed on Mexican soil withou
of justification,” continued Representa

our

excuse

Crago, who is Past Commander in-Chie f
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
tive

war

Editor

The

of

psychologists,

acknowledge

But
may be called to the relation word.
the child introrluced to a collection of

Journal:!
j

words

have abandoned the common sense view

sense

books

with

are

broad that the

patience of the American peo
pie has been severely tested. The Wilson ad
ministration went into power proclaiming

force

behind

which

nature

used

as

as

sitions and

the

war

unlike

conjunctions, prepocopulative verbs, all passing
as connectives, is
as hopelessly lost as
he would be in a South American jungle.
It seems a trifle as though common

they

that

whole, is assimilated, then attention

as a

Europe. The so-calle* 1 of psychology. Whether it is progress,
tax appears, industry revives because o f or not, remains for the future to decide,
orders, high sounding diplomatic note
Once there was an energizing, vitalizing

“Then the
war

Retrogression-

vs.

Titchener and James, the leading modern

rights, the useless expenditure of millions an 1
the hypocrisy of Democratic legislation is s

much
and

my

possible by such a car are
price.
The price is by far the lowest at which
many times its

old trapper and hunter told of
of his adventures with the buffalo.

His

and

appearance
frightened the mustang and he made a
bolt and was off.
Our horses were too

a

made

stampeding that mustang.

shouting

came

took

Laramie Peak; and that is the end
ot my story.
1 wish I had not told
it,

his

to

The freedom and wider range of activity

written, the cry goes up, ‘The Presiden t
has kept us out of war when in fact
ever,
move he made weakened us in the estimatio; 1
of other nations, for we committed acts o
war against a weaker nation, Mexico, an !
begged a servile truce with nations we knet ,
were strong.
“The weakness of our foreign policies, th ,
record of broken pledges, the surrender of ou r

successful,

the

near

mustang’s

preparing

was

when Hunter,

the

night “The White Woman” had appeared to him.
He only shook his head, left
off drinking, began to read his bible and
one year from that
night we buried him

touching

nearly

was

Both horses

toward

You Ought

Its possession will enrich your life and the
lives of every member of your family.

istration

between my fingers, and kept on gaining till I could lay my hand on his flank,
when I threw the rein over his head and

for

I

record of

6 for

the extreme end of the

prize

quickly

Washington, D. C., Oct 11, 1916. “In ap
pealing to the people to return the Kepublicai
party to power we have confidence that th*

the spurs into my horse’s
him ahead tar enough to grasp

stopped.

it

The Incompetent Democratic Administra
tion.

digging

and

apply;

Washington Letter.

stern, but could not gain another inch.
1 threw off the blanket 1 had behind me,
sides

to

DruggiBt, 25c.

at your

After using Fruit-alives” for one week, the rash is completely gone. I am deeply thankful for

50c.

pain. Easy

a

boundless

prairies that form the eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains; when
Fort Laramie, then the headquarters
of the hardy mountaineers, Kit Carson
among them, was an armed fortress built

for

rere-

penetrates without rubbing and Soothes th<
sore muscles.
Cleaner and more promptly
effective than mussy plasters or ointments
doeB not stain the skin or clog the pores. Fo:
stiff muecles, chronic rheumatism, gout, lum
bago, sprains and Btrains it gives quick relief
Sloan’s Liniment reduces the pain and inflam
mation in inBect bites, bruises, bumps and othe:
minor injuries to children. Get a bottle to-da;

WATSON

NORAH

Indian fashion.
the tender

throb of neuralgia is quickly
by Sloan's Liniment, the universal

The dull

days the mountaineers took to themselves
the horses,
a squaw to wife, to pack
pitch the lodges and do the drudgery, in
We had finished

roofs that gave

perhaps those who read what 1 have
written are tired also, and so I will enc
this series of personal reminiscences.
C. A. P.

man, and the personification of good nature.
He was the interpreter of the
post and had lived many years in sight
of the

canvas

plenty of head room, and in addition tc
our personal belongings and bedding w*
had a camping outfit and a good supplj
of eatables of all kindB,from substantial!
to delicacies, some contributed by the
friends we were leaving.
It might be of interest to tell something of the return trip across the
Plains, but I ant tired of writing, anc

were
on

abandoned

methods of

text-

in some

teaching.

come

to

believe

system is the part of

nervous

that the
us

ing

that

goes to heaven at the close of our earth-

ly

out words with which the child is
In the case of boys using oar8

familiar.
in

pond, little difficulty
would be experienced in drawing from
the child the word "row” or “rowing”

career.

There

a

boat on the

new

will

be not subsidized
ness

by

BELFAST AND
On and after Oct 1. 191G
at

Bellingham, Wash.,

or busiGEO. M. COLE,
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and it will leave

branded

a

|

The same is doubtless true in the life of

1

tem is clumsy and never used, and money
spent in teaching it to teachers is wast-

TO

Need Only Trust to Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, says Mrs. Kurtzweg.
Buffalo, N.Y.
My daughter, whose
picture is herewith, was much troubled
HTTn 1111 i'l
lwith Pil>ns in her
—

I

back and s’des every
month and they
would sometimes be
so bad that it would
seem like acute in-

flammation of some
She read
organ.
your advertisement
%\ in the newspapers
d| and tried Lydia E.
|| Pinkham’s Vegecompound.
She praises it highly as she has been
relieved of all these pains by its use.
All mothers should know of this
remedy,
and all young girls who suffer should

the mass of young people leave school
practical nor scientific and go into business simply to fail. The
gain by resolving this action word into same arguments which apply to their
and attributive idea.
an asserting
My acquiring business ability by observation
attention has for the first time been and experience, will apply to their accalled to the fact that the object of the quiring education by observation and exverb forms a part of the bare or simple perience.
A few churches oppose students at-,
predicate. The object is usually treated
like an adverb as a modifier of the verb. tending young peoples’ meetings unless
It
Here comes another fine distinction bet- they stop to listen to the sermon.
ter adapted to the senior in the Univer- would require a microscope to discover a
There is neither

sity than to the grades. When the verb
“grow” is followed by “tall” a portion
of its attributive force is drawn out and
centered in the

If you know of any young woman who is sick and needs helpful advice, ask her to write to the
Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass. Only women will
receive her letter, and it wiU be
held iu strictest confidence.

author,

This

---tttunf

try it.”—Mrs. Matilda Kurtzweg, 529
High St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Young women who are troubled with
painful or irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragging-down sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion, should
take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. Thousands have been restored to health by this root and herb
remedy.

is to double the necessary work.

thought,

adjective tall.
usually makes

wno

finer

distinctions than other
case

of

tion.

authors in the
makes less distinc-

participles,

He

“singing

sees

no

birds” and

difference between
“birdB Binging” in

In the first expression the word
“singing” is principally descriptive. In
the second, action is more emphasized.
This author makes a mistake by speaking, part of the time, -f the preposition
as a connecting word.
Green teachers
emphasize the connecting idea to the exclusion of the relation idea and thereby
a

tree.

confuse the children
few like grammar.
“in the

morning”

to the extent that
Such phrases as

tells

hind the tree” tells

“when;”

“be-

“where” and “in

haste” tells “how.”
After the idea or force of the phrase

Christian motive behind such
tude.

an

atti-

I have seen students

by the dozen,
go home from young peoples’ meetings
before the sermon, not because they did
not care for the sermon, but because
their intellectual capacity was already

ivertaxed.
One of the most serious errors of stuworking their way through

\ny

to

overtax

their strength.

machine will

amount of work

iividual.

In some places the pastor is
leen among the young people as one of
;hem. There is no business, from learnng to read, to the management of a rail■oad system or nation, that cannot be

mproved by

bringing together
thoughts and experiences of all the
jle. Those groups of people who

the
peopre-

;
|
j

j

j
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give opportunity
make a change in

j

to
Inca*

life.

in

Undeveloped Wale
Unlimited Raw
AND

Good Farming

The Penalty for
a Good Reputation

Communications
are

Foley's Honey
Tar Compound
enjoys a splendid reputation, for it
has been used for three generations.
Its fair name and high repute have
created a demand for it, and to supply this demand at a greater profit
imitations and substitutes are offered.
Purchasers who know the original
cannot be fooled by any “just as
good” offering and it is worth the

invited and

when

addressed

MAINE

1

When an article has been on the
market for years and has given comsatisfaction
plete
when
used
in
thousands of homes it creates for
itself a valuable 'reputation, yet at
the same time this good reputation
has Its penalty.

rev

will
to

r.

a

CENTRAL,
INDUSTRIAL B

!
*

MAINE

CENTRAL

PORTLAND. MA

and

effort of any one who wants a reliable
cough syrup to insist upon the original and genuine Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound, which has proven so
valuable for the relief of coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

f Every Woil'..!

FOR PERSONAL.

Dissolved in water for
pelvic catarrh, ulceration
■nation.

Recommended

Pinkham Med. Co,

James H. Duncan. C. E„

accomplish the greatby being kept in
jerfect order. The social hour spent by
:he young people Sunday evening is eslential to the highest interests of the in- Land
ist

j

AWAIT DEVELOPS

ients who are
ichool is

j

I F A

A

|

to iammes as il is mac nynrogen ana
oxygen should unite to form water. The
principles of business are as essential a
portion of education as reading, and yet

|>.|

Waterville.
Bangor.

FOp pHM TABIETS

ib the
To say that the word “Hew
bare predicate because it presses the asserting and attributive idea of the

j

Portland.

|

day.

i

w

!

Boston.

strongest

■

some

I I

Waldo. t7.
The executive committee of the Maine Brooks..
7 :
Teachers Association presents the pre- Knox. -7 4.
Thorndike.
75,
liminary program of the loth annual
meeting which will be held Oct. 26th Unity. 7 f.i,and 27th at Portland. In this conven- Winnecook. tg
Burnham, arrive. gi:•
tion are included the meetings of the
Bangor. 114
Maine Schoolmasters’ Club, the Maine Clinton. g
Branch of the American School Peace Benton. 84.
i League, Maine Council of Teachers of Waterville. 8;,;
English, the Maine Branch of the Na- Portland. 11
tional Council of Mothers and Parent- Boston, pm.

■

YOUNG WOMEN
MOT AVOID FAIN

j

!

depart.
Citypoint.

The program is considered one of the
ever offered to the members
a gum shoe, secret Cabinet regime.
society. There are indications that this
of this association. The number of genthe
a
of
Euro•'The public recalls the fiasco at Vera Cru E is
decline, notably
period
ed. Case and kind begin with exactly eral sessions has been increased from
and President Wilson’s unpardonable act i
pean war and some of the books now the same sound and yet every child nas two to three and the speakers for each
lifting the embargo on arms that our soldier s being published. I have used many dif- to learn which character to use in each of these sessions are too well known to
make further comment neceessary. In
should meet death from guns furnished to as
ferent grammars in a half dozen diifer- case.
the group and department meetings the
sassins by permission of our own government
ent States of the Union and in only one
learn
to
turn
executive
would
committee has for the first
If
every
people
In this so called ‘peace’ more lives have beet
old grammar published a half century effort to the best account, the greater time adopted generally the plan of prolost and more money spent than we sacrifice* !
a paid speaker.
The revenue of
ago did I find copula verb seriously used. part of human energy could be spent in viding
in the war with Spain. If we are at 'peace
the association must determine whether
And yet this old relic of antiquity has the pursuit of happiness. The world such a
should more than a hundred thousand of ou r
policy can be continued.
The two school music festivals which
boys be paying the price of war, taken frot ! been inserted in the local grammar and started out with the idea that happiness
home and families, to play a game of peace ? become the hobby of certain teachers.
in this world is not a thing to be sought. have alieady been held have proved of
such general interest and have received
If we have been kept from war by any magi : Copulative verb is not found in any ocher The school
boy is started out in life by so much favorable comment that it is
of the President, then how does it happe 1
language and is a decided incumbrance spending double the time and effort in felt that this should if possible be made
that Spain, Norway, Sweden, Switzerlanc
upon the English.
earning to read and write than is neces- an annual feature of the meeting of the
Holland and Denmark, countries much neart r
I was recently, not a little surprised to sary. There are but few sounds in association.
the European conflict than we are, have bee 1
Very low rates have been offered by
read in The Bellingham, Wash., Her Id human speech and it would be a very
able to maintain peace?
the railroads for attendance of teachers
a quotation from
which
editorial
in
an
“With a great flourish of trumpets the Den:
easy task to learn to recognize a charac- at this meeting. These rates are conanother paper was used, recommending ter to represent each of them, provided siderably less than have been in force
ocrats assumed control, and their record is
the discontinuance of the study of gram- each sound was always represented by for other meetings and will offer an addismal recital of broken promises and unfu
ded inducement for all teachers to take
filled pledges. The issues of this
After investigation I am not so the same character.
mar.
campaig
advantage of them.
are:
much surprised.
Indeed, it would be a
It is popularly believed that the human
Arrangements have been made for
tariff
revision by the friends of a boon to
“First,
humanity if such books could be race passed through a mythical age. hearing the splendid organ in the Portprotective tariff, and no twelfth hour conver
land
hall auditorium. This feature
deposited in the bottom of Puget Sound. ; Every child passes through that age and alonecity
sion to the idea of a tariff board can fool th e
is sufficient to make attendance at
It would seem that some one must have must have his nature satisfied by an- this convention worth
while, and it is
people.
a grudge against the rising generation
cient myths, fables and fairy stories. hoped that the registration will oe the
“Second, an Americanism which would pu
that
the
has ever
association
to pay off when children are required If half the eloquence and genius that is largest
the United States not only first
among othc r
known.
nations, but would protect us from force s to resolve such verbs as “swim” and bestowed on this ancient trash were beAll persons interested in education are
within which would destroy the foundation c f “plow” into an asserting and attributive stowed
upon the beauties of nature the invited to become members of the assojustice on which our government is founded,
element.
hildren would be more highly entertain- ciation. The membership fees are $1.00
t
“Third, a readjustment of the fiscal affaii s
for men and 50 cents for women.
It is sufficient for all the purposes of ed and also more
highly benefitted. In
of the government to the end that the
Members receive the association badge
peopl ! this life, simply to say that such words
walk of life, people are too apt to which entitles them to admission
every
to all
who pay the bills, shall have some say as t “
as swim or plow express action or tell
become
the
same
machines, doing
thing meetings of the association without cost.
the amount and methods of expenditures.”
what is done and are used as the prediThe
officers
of
the Maine Teachers'
day after day from force of habit.
Association are as follows: President,
cate of sentences. Should finer distinc- \
The essential of every subject, from
H. H. Randall, Auburn; vice president,
tions of meaning be necessary in the
reading to astronomy, could be mastered William B. Jack, Portland; secretary,
Beep Stomacii oweet -1 >ver Active -Bowels Regular
next world, that will be time enough to with half the effort and allow the time Glenn W.
Starkey, Augusta; treasurer,
M. King, Portland; assistant
learn the finer distinctions. I have in now wasted to be devoted to
subjects Miss HelenMiss
Mallian M. Reed, Gardisecretary.
years past been called an educational | not yet dreamed of.
Beginning with the ner;
auditor, C. A. Record, Sanford;
anarchist and refused a teacher’s cer- indvidual we have a
large floating popu- executive committee, the president, II.
tificate for thus censuring local senti- lation which becomes
scarcely a natural H. Randall, Auburn; Miss Clara L.
ment. But somebody must look after
portion of humanity, it is as natural Soule, Portland; William M. Marr, PatCharles N. Perkins, Waterville.
the weeds or this would be a great world that human
beings should be grouped in- ten:

'pitiless publicity’

IU

Belfast

1 HE MAINE TEACHERS MEETING.

l

Burnnam and Waterv;

are periods of rapid progress
periods of retarded progress, or even and then the written word could be
retrogression, in individual development. ; thoroughly taught. In practice the sys- Teachers’ Association.

and

r-LKSfiAH

for and from Bangor, Wa
Boston, will run as follow.-,

some Trust

interest.

ill

MAINE CENTRA!

The local newspaper by
showing the
people the various views of life, is one
of the most powerful influences for the
advancement of civilization, provided it

A few

human body for the accomplishment of years ago in one of our fashionable Norcertain great ends. Now thought pro- mal schools I saw them teaching methcesses are so vividly accounted for, by ods to prospective teachers.
Much time
brain activities, that psychology stu- was spent in describing scenes for drawdents have

fer not to consider anything
gradually become petrified.
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case

neuritis in

ds i have not been able
often. Climate and
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greatest
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making the fight. Los Angeles
County has the only Prohibitionist, Chas.
H. Randall, in Congress; Heaven and
that are

From California.

^jter

with Which Hecklers Are
Nagging the Republican
Standard Bearer.
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of

has

climate

I

earth will be turned to defeat him at the
coming election. The U. S. Liquor Deal-

flooding the State with
to defeat Prohibition, but

association is

ers

corrupt money
can

we

pray.

win if folks will vote as they
The womens’ votes would bring

| victory if they would vote solid for
,f thousands and made Dry, but they won’t. We have womens’
.pot of the world, and this Republican and Democratic clubs whoop.,ne of most remarkable
ing it up for the two old parties and
last Apr il one beautiful thousands won’t go to the polls.
another, bringing comM. H. Kiff.
and happiness over this
parts of the country

i-

with torrid heat that
spoiled crops and
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pidemics among huay a 90-temperature
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dose of this combination of
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been cold and wet.

persistently; half way measures leave a
lingering cough. Take Ur. King’s New Dis-

covery until your cold is gone.
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Dry amendments. There
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.possible

for
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for, and no doubt
unintelligent contest kept
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a
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to vote

It is safe
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100,000 stay at home
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v

vote
men

full vote—no stay aways

Si

cupaign taught the Drys
things and the State has
canvassed and the Drys
have a victory Nov. 1st.
mammoth bill boards
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Prohibition and
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In the October Woman’s Home Comwill amount to $9,000,000. The panion, there are some suggestions for
Hallowe’en parties.
The writer says;
it a $6,000,000 crop was the
“Little favors that children will adore
produced in California. They or that can be used at parties may be
Have a dish of
wineries and accessories at made from pop corn.
and say that this will all be hot thick sugar sirup ready and build up
little figures of the corn by dipping each
if Drys win. The San kernel
in the sirup.
Use a marshmallow
y is the greatest grape pro- for the head, putting on the features
with
melted
chocolate.
Make a hat
1914, outside of the city of
a large chocolate peppermint for
vote was Dry. The grape using
the brim and a round chocolate for the
they are simply slaves of crown; stick on the hat with the sirup.
and that they do not pay
“Another impish figure is made by putLast year hundreds of ting features on a lollypop and sticking
it
into a shiny apple. Sticks of candy
it' acres of grapes used in
make the arms and legs.
>* worth picking.
“On large chocolate peppermints mark
r traffic is
hiding behind the jack o’ lantern features with melted
and their destruction does white fondant, and ornament little cakes
iced in white with tiny pumpkins made
hem. It is the distilleries' of
yellow fondant, and citron stems and
ties and about 15,000 saloons' leaves.
itcra'ure

,>r

10

month from tomorrow. The main
work in the meantime for all is to mobilize the army of repudiation and protect
its morals from over-confidence. In many
Stales the campaign has just begun. It
was
formally opened in New York last
night by Mr Root, who pronounced “the
judgment of the world” upon the Administration with the authority attaching to the president of the Hague Triounal, and the calmness, thoroughness,
fairness of the statesman that the world
recognizes and respects i Mr. Root. It
was formally opened in Chicago last
night
by the eloquently constructive and conof
Mr.
vincing speech
Beveridge, who
marshalled the tenets of a creed of
advancing Americanism which went
straight to the hearts of Western men
and women whose hearthstones are tolay the nurseries of national vision. It j
was formally opened in Trenton the
night j
uefore by Mr. Taft, who has bent almost !
oackward through the last three long
and lowering years in an effort to refrain from criticising the Administration, until the cowardice of its course
and the crookedness of its processes
forced him to condemn his successor in
the White House for his disgraceful disingeniousness and for the supineness of
ris subserviency and surrenders to force.
[t will be opened in Massachusetts tomorrow by Senator Lodge, and within a
fortnight in a dozen other States by both
the ex-Presidents and the next President, assisted by the ablest leaders the
nation can muster in the task of cleaning its own conscience at home and of
restoring its own good name abroad.
When we face the fact that we are j
now engaged in
the most momentous
vivic conflict since the Civil War, only \
the money-mad and indifferent among
the electorate will fail to do their parr,
to the end that, in the noble words of
Mr. Root, “America may be revealed
again in the hearts of her people; that
they may realize their love of country; I
that their patriotism may be quickened;
that they may be ready again to live for
her honor and die for her duty as their
fathers lived and died, and as millions of
men are living and dying now for their
countries on those sad battlefields of the
Old World.”—Boston Transcript.

in grape growing
‘icon business. The Wets are
*
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Hughes by nearly 200,-

Preparedness!

Are you ready for Winter? Is your
system clear of
Have Summer colds left
you entirely? Have you
overcome all effects of Summer foods?
restore your body to full
vigor with the
old ”

It

s

PERUNA

the tonic that clears away the
congestion, purifies the
blood and invigorates your whole
system.
Peruna, in tablet form, is handy to
with
It
carry
you.
gives you a chance to
check a cold when it starts.
Manalia Tablet* are the ideal laxative.
They form no habit and have no unpleasant effects. Your druggist can supply you
The Peruna

■-
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HOME-CURED MEAT.

Wincing Democrats Trying to Run
Away From the Record of the Administration

and

Down

All

the

in

How to Preserve Beel

Inveigle the
By-Paths,
Thinly-Disguised Effort

Voters

to

Company, Colombo*, Ohio

Recipes

Your Postmaster
is

j

BUT—
The American flag is still unsaluted
at Vera Cruz.
Villa is still uncaptured and unpunished.
still
Carranza
slaps the United
States.
There still has been no accounting
for American lives and property destroyed in Mexico.
The whole question of reparation for
invasion of American rights by various warring nations is
still sleeping
in a pigeonhole.
AND—
All the “direct challenge and resistance” noticeable to the average American is included in a series of notes
said to possess high literary quality, if
nothing else in particular.

Wabbling Woodrow.
Opportunism lias claims that every
statesman must respect.
But never
has there been an opportunist in the
White House of greater willingness
to change than the present incumbent.
The country feared it had placed power in the hands of a doctrinaire schoolmaster incapable of bending. It finds
that it has a man of remarkable plasticity of judgment, who one moment
stands for states' rights and the next
for nationalism, who one day is a pacifist, and the next is out-shouting Col.
Roosevelt for arms and ships, who one
week is for a barren neutrality and
the next for war in behalf of general
righteousness, who one night is for
collective wage bargaining and arbitration of industrial disputes and the
next is waving the flag of decreeing
wages up or down as the votes of the
larger number can be controlled.—
New York Globe and Commercial Ad-

vertiser.

Gen. Pershing’s army continues in
fine fettle, “fit for a fight or a frolic.”
To its credit let it be said it went
as far a$ politics permitted.

GLYGERINEANlTBARK
PREVENT APPENDICITIS
simple mixture of buckthorn
bark, glycerine, etc., known as Adler-ika, astonishes Belfast people. Because
The

BOTH lower and upper
bowel, ONE SPOONFUL relieves almost
ANY CASE constipation, sour stomach
or gas.
It removes such surprising foul
Adler-i-ka acts

matter that

a

on

few doses often relieve

or

prevent appendicitis. A short treatment
helps chronic stomach trouble. The INSTANT, easy action of Adler-i-ka is astonishing. Thea01d Corner [Drugstore
Co. iju

an

important

man

in the

commun-

ity. He has many things to look
after, and watches the time for the
arrival and departure of the mails
very carefully. If he didn’t follow the
regular schedule, things
a

of

pretty fix.

regularity

would be in

But he knows the value

and takes

good

care

to

get the mails off on time. In mat! ters of health the postmaster’s example is a good one to follow. Keep
your habits regular, and when the
stomach, liver or bowels need help, he
sure to take the right remedy in time.
Neglect to do this makes matters
worse and harder to remedy.
Many
postmasters in New England will tell
you that “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
is a fine remedy to keep the system in
order. It is a great regulator, acting
promptly in cases of indigestion, sick

headache
Buy

a

or

;

and

constipation.

35c bottle at your nearest store,
write to-day for free sample.

ML. FMedicine Co.,

Portland,

Me.

less than luu pounds of meat is
l to be corned, make the brine in the pro
A loose board cover,
portion given.
; weighted down with a heavy stone or
piece of iron, should be put on the meat
: to keep all of it under the brine.
In case
any should project, rust would start and
the brine would spoil in a short time.
It is not necessary to boil the brine except in warm weather. If the meat has
been corned during the winter and must
be kept into the summer season, it would
be well to watch the brine closely during
the spring, as it is more likely to spoil
at that time than at any other season.
If the brine appears to be ropy or does
not drip freely from the finger when
immersed and lifted it should be turned
off and new brine added after carefully
washing the meat. The sugar or molasses in the brine has a tendency to ferment, and, unless the brine is kept in a j
cool place, there is sometimes trouble
from thiB source. The meat should be
kept in the brine 28 to 40 days to secure
more or

1

thorough corning.

|

Dried beef.—The round commonly is

used for dried

beef,

the inside of the

i thigh being considered the choicest piece,

it is slightly more tender than the outside of the round. The round should be
cut lengthwise of the grain of the meat
in preparing for dried beef, so that the
muscle fibers may be cut crosswise when
the dried beef is sliced for table use. A
tight jar or cask is necessary for curing.
The process is as follows: To each 100
pounds of meat weigh out 5 pounds of
salt, 3 pounds of granulated sugar, and
2 ounces of saltpeter; mix thoroughly together. Rub the meat on all surfaces
with a third of the mixture and pack it
in the jar as tightly as possible. Allow
it to remain three days, when it should
be removed and rubbed again with another third of the mixture. In repacking, put at the bottom the pieces that
were on top the first time.
Let stand
for three days, when they should be removed and rubbed with the remaining
third of the mixture and allowed to stand
for three days more. The meat is then
ready to be removed from the pickle.
The
forming in the jars should not
be removed, but the meat should be repacked in the liquid each time. After
being removed from the pickle the meat
should be smoked and hung in a dry attic
or near the kitchen fire where the water
will evaporate from it. It may be used
at any time after smoking, although the
longer it hangs in the dry atmosphere
the drier it will get. The drier the climate, in general, the more easily meats
can De dried.
In arid regions good dried
meat can be made by exposing it fresh I
to the air, with protection from flies.
i
as

‘/Ae Newer,

'agger, Bette,

HUMPHREYS*
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies are
designed to meet the needs of families
or invalids, something that mother, father,

Screen.
Produ ctions

or invalid can take or give to meet
the need of the moment. Have been in use
for over Sixty Years.

nurse

No.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
ID
13
14
15
10
17
19
20
21
27
30
34

77

Priea

for

Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations. 25

Worms, Worm Fever.
.25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 25
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia. 25
25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach_ 25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
Eczema, Eruptions.25
Itheunmtism, Lumbago. 25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External,Internal. 25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25
Whooping Cough.25
Asthma. Oppressed. Difficult Breathing. 25
Disorders of the Kidneys. 25
Urinary Incontinence.25
8ore Throat. Quinsy..25
.25
Grip, Grippe, La Grippe

Sold by drugglst3, or sent
Medical Book mailed free.

on

THEY

GUARANTEE
YOU A

GOOD TIME

receipt of prioe.

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE
William and Ann Street*. New York.

CO.,

SS.—In Court ot Probate, Held at Hel
fast, on the IOth day of Octobei, 191B,
Loretta H. Thompson, administratrix on tlie
estate of Alfred Thompson, late of
Winterport.
in said County,
deceased, having presented her
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

WALDO

Corner

PROBATE NOTICES
certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and test amen of Sarah A, White, late
Liberty, in said County of Waldo, deceased.
Having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to lx* held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not he proved, approved at d allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A

lit-

DUNTON of Belfast, in said
of the la-1 will of Marie L.
Andrews, iate ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the Judge of Probate may determine
who are entitled to said est te and their respective shares therein under the will.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and foi
said County, on the 14th day of November, A D.
1916, at ten of tlie clock betore noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
petitioner should not be guanted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

1.1)0 Ss.— in Court of Probate.heul at Bel.on the 10th day of October. 1916.
Longfellow, executrix of the will of
Longfellow, late of Montviile, in said
County, deceased, having presented her ttr^t and
final account of administration of said estate for

that ah persons interested may attend at a Probaie Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the 14th
day
of November next, and show cause, it any
they
have,why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

1X7ALDO SS.—in Court of Probate, held at
M Belfast, on the lOtli dav of
October, 1916,
George Mixer, executor ot tin will of Mary a.
Coombs, late ot Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented Ins first and final account
of administration of said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Weeks successively in 'I he Republican Journal,
a newspaper
published in Belfast, in said County. that all persons interested may attend at a
1 robate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
a,»y °* November next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
SS —In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day of October, 1916,
Raciiel M. Pendleton and Benjamin F.Colcord,
surviving trustees under the last will ami testament ot Benjamin F. Pendleton, late ot Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented
their second account as trustees of said estate
for allowance.

Waldo

!
!

j
<

!

88—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 10th day of October, 1916.
Robert F, Dunton, administrator, on the estate
ol Marie L. Andiews, late of Bella-1, In said
County, deceased, having presented his first ac- j
count of administration of said estate for allow- j

a

Pro-

allowed.

A true copy.

JAMES
Attest:

LIBBY, Judge.

88.—In Court of Probate, held at
on the 10th day of October, 1916
Smalley Carter, executrix of the will
of John F. Smalley, late of Belfast, iu said
county, deceased, having presented her first and

final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

Ordered, that notice tnereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of November next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

Congress Street,

POR I LAND,

:

;

MAINE

^-

*

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in

23tt_

A

true

copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

LIBBY, Judge.

EVIE HOLMES.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney

at Law

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all Courts/
a

Probate practice

specialty.

2ft

E. H. BOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,

allowed,

JAMES

Chiropody. Manicur-

ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
Full line ot all kinds of Hair Work at
my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phomix Row.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
wi eks
successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, ill said County, that alt ersons interested mav attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Beliast, on the 14th
day of November next, and show cause, if any
they have why the said account should not be
dd

I.eonahi>. Register.

South Main Street,

winternort, Maine,

OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS

AND TUESDAYS

For Sale
Clean, interesting, year-round work in our
publishing house in Augusta. No special education, experience or training needed. Any

girl not afraid of work
and

can

succeed with

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

us

good salary. You get moderate
pay (but plenty to live on) at the start—and
you have a chance to advance slowly but surely to a good position. The publishing business
earn

a

lel',306

CHAS. M. H iLL,
Searsport Ave.

t-ffers a fine future for smart girls. Write
fully about yourself to
W. G. GANNETT. Pub. Inc.,
3w40
Dept. R. J., Augusta, Maine.

WOOLENS

FOR SALE

SAVE MONEY by buying dress material
ind coatings direct from Factory. Write for
tamples and state garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD,
id346
Box B, Camden, Maine.

Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

WALDO
Belfast,
Martha

PUI’.I.ISHISH,
390

allowed.

WALDO

that all persons interested may attend at

00 Postpaid

GRENVILLE M. DUNHAM,

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

L. PEASE of Dorchester. Mass.,
of F. Bagley, late of Waldo, in
county of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition .praying that she, Bertha L.
Pease, aforesaid, or some other suitable person
maybe appointed administratrix on the estate
of said deceased without bond.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give uotice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in 1 lie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, v”thin and for said
County,on the 14th day of November, A.D. 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why tiie prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of November, next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be

Price, $3

allowance.

BERTHA
daughter
said

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, iu said County,

PUBLISHED ANfUAtLY SINCE 1870

WAfast,

Elmira 11.
Joseph F.

At a Pr« bate Court hern at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
October, A. 1>. 1916.

ance.

Professional Men of Maine
any other Reference
Book.
than

a

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The
Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, m said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court. to he held at Beliast.on the 14th of
of November next, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the said account should not he ailowmlJAMES L1BHY. Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register,

excutur

WALDO

of

I.do ss—In Court of Probate, held at Hel
m fast, on the 10th
day of Ocrober, 1916.
Annie W. Ausplaud, administratrix on the es*
tate of Ansel A. Ausplaud. late of
Sear.sport,
in said County, deceased,
having presented her
hi st and final account of
administration of said
estate for allowance.

F.

EDITION

It contains more information
value to Business and

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Register.

Leonard, Register.

SS.-lu Court of Probate, held at Belfast. on the 10th day of October, 1916.
Robie F, Ames, executor of the will of George
S. Ames, late of North port, in said county, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively,in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
c at all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court io be held at Belfast, on the 14tb
day of November next, and show, cause, if any
tuey have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

1916-17

ISSUED AUGUST 1st

be allowed.

Ar a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ana
for tlie County of Waldo, on the lOlh day ol
October, A. 1). 1916.

Robert
county,

MAINE REGISTER

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of November next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
weeks

of

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

—==-—

-T H E-

a

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October, A. D 1916.

liquid

Plain salt pork.—Rub each Apiece of*

1

Sugar-cured hams and bacon.—When
the meat is cooled, rub each piece with
salt and allow to drain overnight. Then
pack it in a barrel with the hams and
shoulders in the bottom, using the strips
of bacon to fill in between or to
put on
top. Weigh out for each 100 pounds of
meat 8 pounds of salt, 2 pounds of brown
sugar, and 2 ounces of saltpeter.
Dissolve all in 4 gallons of water, and cover
the meat with the brine.
For summer
use it will be safest to boil the brine before using. In that case it should be
cooled thoroughly before it is used. For
winter curing it is not necessary to boil
the brine.
Bacon strips should remain
m this brine four to six
weeks; hams six
to eight weeks. This is a standard
recipe
and has given the best of satisfaction.
Hams and bacon cured in the spring will
keep right through the summer after
they are smoked. The meat will be
sweet and palatable if smoked
properly,
and the flavor will be good.

for Curing.

Corned Beef.—The pieces commonly
used for corning are the plate, rump,
cross ribs and
brisket, or, in other words,
the cheaper cuts of meat. The loin, ribs,
and other fancy cuts are more often used
fresh. The pieces for corning should be
cut into convenient-sized joints, say, 5 or
6
[ inches square. It should be the aim to
cut them all about the same thickness so
that they will make an even layer in the
! barrel.
Meat from fat animals makes choicer
corned beef than from poor animals.
When the meat is cooled thoroughly it
should be corned as soon as possible, as
any decay in the meat is likely to spoil
the brine during the corning process.
Under no circumstances should the meat
be brined while it is frozen.
Weigh out
the meat and allow 8 pounds of salt to
each 100 pounds; sprimde a layer of salt
one-quarter of an inch in depth over the
bottom of the barrel; pack in as closely
as possible the cuts of
meat, making a
layer 5 or 6 inches in thickness; then put
on a layer of salt,
following that with
another layer of meat; repeat until the
meat and salt have all been packed in the
barrel, care being used to reserve salt
enough for a good layer over the top.
After the package has stood over night
add, for every 100 pounds of meat,
4 pounds of sugar, and 4 ounces of saltpeter dissolved in a gallon of tepid water.
Three gallons more of water should be
sufficient to cover this quantity.
In case

i

presidency.

|

j

FIERY WORDS.
“Direct violations of a nation’s sovereignty cannot await vindication in
suits for damages—the nation which
violates those essential rights must be
checked and called to account by direct
and
resistance."—
challenge
From Woodrow Wilson's speech accepting the Democratic nomination for

and Pork on the

Curing meats with brine is a good
method for farm use.
It is less trouble
to pack the meat in a barrel and
pour
brine over it than to go over it three or
four times and rub in salt, as in the drycuring method. The brine also protects
the meat from insects and vermin. Brine
made of pure water and according to the
directions in the following recipes should
keep a reasonable length of time. During warm weather, however, brine should
be watched closely, and if it becomes
“ropy,” like sirup, it should be boiled or
new brine made.
A cool, moist cellar is
the best place for brine curing.
Pure water, salt, sugar or molasses,
and saltpeter are all the ingredients
needed for the ordinary curing of meat.
The meat may be packed in large earthen
or a clean hardwood barrel.
The
I jars
barrel or jar may be used repeatedly unless meat has spoiled in it. It should be
scalded thoroi ghly, however, each time
before fresh meat is packed.
;
Curing should begin as soon as the
meat is cooled and while it is still fresh.
Ordinarily 24 to 36 hours after slaughter
are sufficient for
cooling. Frozen meat
should not be salted, as the froBt prevents proper penetration of the salt and
uneven curing results.

them.”

Mr. Wilson’s spokesmen seek to divert attention from the attacks Mr.
Hughes is making upon the record of
the Administration by asking him:
“What would you do?” they are unconsciously helping Mr. Hughes. They
are recalling to the memory of the
people the record he made throughout
his two terms as Governor of New
York.
It was then that he first said
“public office shall not be a private
snap under my administration,” and
made performance square with promise. There is this about Mr. Hughes
that makes him so different from Mr.
Wilson:
“Hughes means what he
says.” So it is that the campaign is
really a contest of character between
two men, with sincerity as the differentiating and deciding factor.

closely

Use.

When Mr. Hughes criticises the record of the Administration the spokesmen of Mr. Wilson cry: “What would
you have dbne?” They forget that it
is Mr. Wilson and not Mr. Hughes
who is on trial.
They forget that
four years ago Mr. Wilson criticised
Mr. Taft and Mr. Roosevelt throughout the campaign and that Mr. Taft
and Mr. Roosevelt defended their respective records, instead of crying
“What would you have done?” They
forget these things or they refuse to
confess them. They are trying to run
away from the record of the Administration and induce the people to follow them down some by-path of rhetorical hypothesis, all in the effort to
change the subject.
their fruits ye shall know
When Mr. Hughes was Governor
of New York he did not pay
political debts by tilling the public
offices with unfit men.
lie did not
champion certain principles during his
campaign and repudiate them after
lie entered office.
As Governor, he
did not resort to brave and beautiful
words as a substitute for firm and consistent deeds.
He was careful in his
use of words but he hacked his words
with deeds. He did not promise what
he could not perform. He did not
plaster the people with compliments
they did not deserve. He was not a
rhetorician, he was not a flatterer, he
was not “too proud to fight” for labor
or for capital, for the strong or the
weak, when the right was on their
side.

with fine common salt and packin a barrel. Let stand overnightThe next day weigh out 10
pounds of salt
and 2 ounces of saltpeter to each 10®
pounds of meat and dissolve in 4 gallon8
of boiling water. Pour this brine over
the meat when cold, cover and
weight
down to keep it under the brine. Meat
will pack best if cut into pieces about 6
inches square. The pork should be kept
in the brine till used.
meat

Farm—Satisfactory Methods for General

Rhetorical

to Change the Subject.

catarrh.

s\andbyiaVen'*'’

after every meal

ACHIEVEMENTS ASSURANCE
BLUNDERING IS NO HABIT

“By

the several States.
They are the results of preliminary polls.
They are
confirmed by information pouring into
New York through the channels of the
banking and business world. They give
an accurate account of the trend of
political sentiment today as it is observed
by those who are in closest touch with
the currents of popular opinion. If the
election were held tomorrow Mr. Wilson
would go down to defeat rebuked and repudiated by more people than any other
presidential candidate in a two-party
contest.

your money.

I),

LANDSLIDE.

paign Committee today. They came from
the State chairmen and the county chairmen and the precinct committeemen in

better Nov. 7th and

,io

At

side of the solid South for Hughes by decisive majorities, with the exception of
Missouri, Nebraska, Colorado and Nevada; where the tight will be close, but the
odds in favor of Hughes. These are the
reports reaching the Eastern and Western headquarters of the Hughes Cam-

not able to pro: ops, but you were able
Democrat party in your
and return to your first

cites

A

old.

000; New Jersey for Hughes by more
than 51,000; Illinois for Hughes by 150,000; Indiana for Hughes by 25,000; Ohio
for Hughes by 75,000. Every State out-

raspberries.
I

For 47 years

for young and

remedy
Druggist, 50c.

favorite

re

acres

antiseptic balsams
membrane, clears the

irritated

head, loosens the phlegm, you breathe easier
and realize your cold is broken up. Treat a

your

big scale here.

the

cold

Snow squalls
Wisconsin, Minnehern States, and the
skies.

on a

Changing Seasons Bring Colds.
“Stuffed-up head," clogged-up nose, tight
chest, sore throat are sure signs of cold, and
Dr. King's New Discovery is sure relief, A

forget

My house,

situated on the
of Salmond and Cedar
streets.
E. Q. FROST,
Maine.
corner

tf40_Belfast,

MEN WANTED—TO.BRING OR MAIL
their Safety Rszor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such aa
Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman. 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

PATTERSON’S
MUSIO SHOP,
I? Main

Street,

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

LEE

Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING

REPAIRING;
PATTERSON. Proprietor.
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*
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forcement and that there is

why
was

been his wish
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

no

reasoi

have the law enforce!

to

BEST AUTHORITIES

Eastport, and that he was willing ti
the committee nomi
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. appoint any deputy
nated, or to appoint any two men, thi
'!ARI.ES A. PILSBURY. f Busineea Manager latter number being preferable on ac
count of the support two men could givi
Advertising Terms, lor one square, one each other in the way of protection am 1
inch ienjrth in column, 25 cents for one week evidence in making searches.
No actioi
*ud 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
was taken, but it is safe to say that thi
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
law will be enforced in Eastport fron
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
in

months.

now

FOR PRESIDENT

Charles Evans

on, without fear

or

Hughes

once

York,
ton.”

tunity

INDIANA.

succeeded

but we have

a

few timei 1

getting to Nev
yet to see Washing
in

Then don’t miss the first oppor
to visit “the most beautiful cit;

in the world."
Belfast extends
the D. A. R.

hearty

a

welcome .to

Japan promises to be good if her toes
are

not trodden upon.

A Guernsey cow was sold at anction in
M assachusetts last week for $6,100. No
wonder milk is high.

Episcopolians

The action of the

in vot-

ing to substitute prayer for the safety
of the nation for the prayer for the presia

dent is timely.

The editor of the Democratic campaign
book, made up of samples of “Woodrow

tampered

Wilson,s

W'it and Wisdom,’’

with

specimen speech by omittitg
“too proud to fight.”

the

one

phrase

It will not be news to baseball enthusi-

asts, ana so we will simply remark in
passing that the Red Sox defeated the
Brooklyn Nationals by a score of 4 to 1 in
the fifth and final game of the world’s
series of 191(3 at Biston, Oet. 12th, and
that night Boston celebrated its fifth victory in world's series since 1903.
With its issue of Oct. 7th the Marine
Journal, New York, began its 39th year
of publication and its 32nd year under
It. is an able
the same management.
the Ameriof
advocate
enterprising
reminiscan shipping interest, and the

and

cences

of

George

1...

the

veteran

Norton,

are

wishing

Here’s

features.

attractive

editor, Capt.
one of its most

Marine
many prosperous voyages to the
Journal and its skipper.
“President Wilson is about
of the

the best

political speech-makers,”

says the I

Lewiston teun, but it adds: “What he
or sound.
says is more eloquent than true
It is not true that business has been set
The Clayton
free by recent legislation.

setting up Labor and Agriculture as
privileged classes, and the Shipping bill
extending Government meddle to foreign
trade cannot be called setting business
bill

Nor the Federal Trade CommisNor the unequal income tax.”

free,
sion.

and the Democratic campaign managers who assert
that Mr. Victor Ridder of the Staats-Zeitung wrote that portion of Mr. Hughes’
Philadelphia speech which referred to
British interference with United States
mails, Mr. Ridder relurns an emphatic
To Mr. Norman

Hapgood

It was so styled mon
quarter of a century ago by thosi
well qualified to make such a statement

than

Mr.

Hughes.

response to President Wilson’s
"notes” Germany promised reparation
for the sinking of the American ship
William

P.

been made?

Frye. Has
Regarding

any reparation
this initial Ger-

outrage there is a sentimental interest, as the ship destroyed bore the
name of one of the foremost and ablest

man

advocates and defenders of the American

shipping

have become

ington.

though

But this seem3 to
closed incident at Wash-

interest.
a

And

the

with

so

the American

Lusitania,

people

have not

forgotten or forgiven the murder on the
high seas of our men, women and children, nor the further fact that all Germany rejoiced over the foul deed and
that the commander of the submarine
that sank the Lusitania, giving.her passengers and crew no opportunity to escape, but firing upon them when they
were

taking to the boats, was given high
by the German Emperor.

honors

ago wasningtoi |
The Congression;
al library alone is worth the journey ant
*
there are other attractions without numeasier

a

lew

ure in
the campaign that followed his
nomination, yet a little later he drove
Corgrtss into repealing the act which
gave this privilege to our shipping. In
this, as in other public questions, he has
changed front whenever he thought such
change would advance his political fortunes. HiB personal interests have been

the first consideration.

Eastport

is to be

a

dry

town

from this

county cfficialB, can be relied on to produce that much to be desired result. Following the example of Rockland, Vinalhaven and other

progressive

places,

business

men

a

meeting

and well known

citizens was held and after

a

thorough

discussion of the situation it was
consensus

of opinion that

of the citizens of

of

the

big majority
Eastport desire ena

whom

"If

tongue,

years

or

has

come

when

some

upon these modern
cannot help us. No

are

Suit or Overcoat
Is the

Priced at

answer.

go to those accused

and

mean

justified

undeserving,

then

we

$18.00, $20.00, $25.00

shall he

Other makes at $7.50 to $18.00

leaving them to their punishment,

in

but never shall we be justified in joining in
the hue and cry after their characters, no

The law

Agos of society.

j

and

Surely the time
restraint should be placed

a

KUPPENHEIMER

but let us
people
give them a warm grip of the hand, a
friendly glance of the eye, a little kind assurance. They are in trouble, and they need
it. When we find out for ourselves that they

we

her love of mischief.

his

fabric that will wear
and holds its shape, a
in

fairyland.

sheriff

can

jury

arrest them.

can

indict

them.

HARRY W. CLARK & Co,

No

These witches of the

The Main Street Clothiers, Belfast.

We Examine

—

The

j

j

(without thf

j

And

hit

! wag the tongue.

Like the wasp,

OBITUARY.
Andrew C. Butler
in

Searsmont, aged

He

was

died, Oct. 16th at hia home

83 years and 11 months.
born in Thomaston, the son of Calvin

Lucy

A. Field

Butler, but had lived most
of his iife in Searsmont, where he engaged in
farming. The funeral was held at his late
home

Wednesday

at 2 p

m.

in the estimation of

an

employer

or

superin-

tendent.

By and by these talkers have prejudiced
shopmate’s interests,the employI er has taken a dislike to him; soon a subterfuge
is found, and the poor fellow is discharged
Oh, these talkers, these mischief makers; these
their

Richards died Oct 13th, at her
home on Cedar street, after a long illness. She
was born in Boston 72 years ago, the daughter
Annie Louise

A, and Hannah P. Hopkins.
The family moved to Brewer in her early childhood, where she lived until 1868, when she
married Charles T, Richards of Belfast, who
died Oct. 18, 1897. The surviving relatives are
her daughter, Miss Louise VV. Richards, and
three sisters, Mrs. Deborah M. Hopkins, Miss
iNeliie H. Hopkins and Mrs. Georgia A. Bucknam, all of Belfast. The funeral took place
at her late home Monday at 2 p. m., Rev.
Walter T. Hawthorne of the North Congrega-

of the late Nathan

were

Charles E.

Owen, Charles P. HazelCharles O’Con-

tine, Charles E. Johnson and
Burial

was

made in Grove

cemetery.

smitten

one

secret, take away the most powerful motives to reform in that guilty life.
We may humble with shame needlessly a soul
who might, by a little encouragement from us,
rise to nobleness and purity. Oh, beloved, if
we see some one stumbling, instead of
tripping him up let us help him on to his feet. If
Lhat which is

who

we see some one on

giving

the down grade, instead of
additional push, let us reach out
for his hand and pull him up to the
top of the
aill. Instead of thistles, let us pass roses to
>ur fellow men.
Instead of pouring ammonia
sensitiveness with a panther's pa*; these who
sting our love and affection with a viper’s fang; j m their wounds, let us apply the oil of grace
these who take up falehood and give it wings ! ind kindness and bind up with the balm of
like the wind. Oh, I hate these vampires of j iilead. Oh, I tell you it is meager satisfaction
society as I hate Satan, whose children they lo have excited the wonder or gratified the
are! I have no words of kindness for that per- luriosity of some news seeker and
have
son who takes up in bis hands a case of moral
wrought about an irretrievable loss to some
ioul! That individual is little to be envied who
small pox and carries it around into every home
in the community.
’an carelessly throw all these aside, and with
I have no regard for that
watches everybody and rnisconoendish independence say: “My tongue is my
I person who

whisper with the hiss of a serpent; these
pull down character and shed the crocodile’s tear; these who fii.d a scandal with the
vulture’s scent, these who toy with a person’s

talked into
have

had

wife

say

mentioned

that
to

Chris.

Granitestone’a

her aunt that Mrs.

McDonald Ellis White, whose death, Oct.
12th, in an automobile accident at Etna, Maine,

sister

Spongecake

was present when the Widow Brownbread declared that Captain Crosalree’s cousin thought
i6 reported on the 7th page, was a grandson of
that Farmer Me Gee’s brother believed that
the late Hon. James P. White of this city and I old Mrs.
Dusinberry reckoned that Sam.
the son of the late Dr. James C. White of ; Whiffle’s uelter half had told Mrs. Gammon
that her mother told her as how Mrs. Lily head
Boston. Pie graduated from Harvard in the
class of 1885 with the degree of A. B., and
had been connected with the Houghton Mifflin
Company since 1889 and at the time of hie
death was their Boston manager. He was an
active member of that ancient military organization. the Boston cadets, and was a publicspirited, popular and respected man. He married Jan. 26, 1895, Mre. Elizabeth F. (Salford)
Hobos of Salem, Mass., the widow of a college
classmate and chum, and is survived by hie
v/ife, a daughter. Miss Elizabeth H. White

eartnly

please.”

There is

tribunal where

White took up his residence
in the historic city of Salem in one of the
handsome colonial mansions for which the
place is noted, and there his children were
born, but the Boston Transcript gives his latei
his

marriage

residence as 13 Washington Square, west
Mr. Wbite had been to Islesboro 6n busines;
relating to his father’s property there. Th<
summer home occupied for so many season
by Dr. James Clark White was rented thi
season and has since been sold, as it was no
convenient for either of the sons to occupy it

All

|

n

America’s Duty

Europe

of

and Asia

Lee

us

be generous in this

need. Contributions from anyone,
church, would be gratefully

out of the

or

•eceived by Rev. A. E. Wilson and will be forvarded to the proper relief c immittees.

a

words

children
upper lip,

in

worms

On Sunday morning, Oct. 22nd, at 10,45, the
service will be held in the Congregaional Church. The minister will continue his
His
uscourse on the Siulessness of Jesus.
ubject this week is “Jesus unique relation
isual

vith the Father—an

igion.”

We extend

vho

come

can

hearty invitation

worship

and

with

us.

to

re-

all

Come

prayer for yourself, for us and for the
we live in.
Sunday school at noon. All
are

urged to be

held at 7.30 p.

ifter

m

the storm.”
that

as a

out

in full

the mid-week

?o-night, Thursday,

announce

are:

a

perfect

a

lasses

ie

expression

of

;

subject,

service will

“What

The minister

strength.
happened

is happy to

result of the collection last

sour
Deranged stomach, swollen
Sunday he is able to taae to the Bangor Theo3tomach, offensive breath, hard and full belly
ogical Seminary $22. Many thanks to all who
with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel, pale face i I leloed.
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and
At the Methodist church next Sunday morndull, twitching eyelids, itching
ng Rev, Horace B. Sellers will preach on “The
of the nose, itching of the recJnfinished W ork of Jesus,” Sunday school at
tum, short, dry cough, grinding
of the teeth, little red points
At 2 30 p. m. Mr. Sellers will speak in
loon.
on
sticking out
tongue, starting
he Wood’s schoolhouse, Northport, At 7 30
during sleep, slow fever. If
>. in, Gospel service in the church with a seryouk child shows any of these symptoms, start
non on “Unused Opportunities.” This, Thursusing Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
and Worm Expeller AT ONCE.
lay, evening at 7 30 the regular prayer meet*‘My little son is gaining every day and 1
ng, followed at 8.30 by a meeting of the ofthink more of Dr. True’s Elixir than all other
icial board. Friday at 6 p. m., a Harvest Home
such medicines put together,” writes Mrs. Ida
Gagnon of Manchester, N. H.
upper in the vestry. The Young Men’s Baraca
At your druggist’s, 35c, 50c and $1.00. Ad:lass met at the parsonage last Friday evenvice free. Write me.
ng and elected the following officers: Presi<

1

Auburn,

Maine.

Blankets Purchased in Case

The Early

j lay of great

Freed from Worms:
of

or

Victims

he law of Christ”.

OASTO R i A

signs

Love,

a

/v.

stranger but

c

ots.

Buyer Gets the Early Prices.

Prices from 69c. to $6.00.

CARLE & JONES

ient, Byron M. Salter; vice president, Charles
Jetchell; secretary, Theodore Bramhall; treaslrer, Ralph Green; chairman of social comnittee, Fred Seward; practical works, Ralph
A
dramhall; membership, Samuel Durost.
social hour followed the election of officers. A
lordial invitation is extended to all young men
>f the city not attending elsewhere to meet
with the class members in their regular sesYou will be a
uon every Sunday at 12 M.
once.

Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson minister, residence 1 Northport avenue,
telephone 212-3. Sunday morning preaching
service at 10.45; topic, “Happy at all times—
the recipe for getting the most out of seven

in

broken Lenses IT-nlaa
V'^Vvvvvv

-^Optometrists ,-E25 Main Street,

Va., for

Chestnut mare t
old, weighs 1000 lbs
ane 2,201.
Dam

Bangor,spent

old

he

Grant

place.

Agnes Harriman, who is attending the
I., Pittsfield, came home Thursday for a
few days visit.
from

Monroe. M

last week

Rockland, where she had been employed
the

TO Li r

summer.

Mrs. James Stowers and Miss Ethel Reed

of

A furnished chai
modern convenu
to
,/. £
No 3 Courl

Brockton, Mass., were guests of Mrs. Josephine
days the past week.

Stowers two

SMITHTON, (Freedom.)

42 If
Jacob

tensive repairs
lock is

doing

Bert

making quite extheir barns. Ralph Over-

Greeley and
on

the work.

visiting

Bartlett is

Bartlett, for

son are

his

brother, J. O.

i

few weeks.

a

At 12 o’clock the Bible school
the church auditorium; visitors
cordially welcomed. The young people’s meeting at 6.30 p. ro. in the vestry; young people
invited. At 7.30, evening preaching service;
minister’s topic. “The marriage relation—common sense and Christianity in choosing a partner.” The first of a series of sermons on
domestic life. The topics to follow are “The
home and the husband as he should be;” “The
a

j

IUDi
! FOlEK
FOR BACKACHc KIDNF
CENTER MOM

little daughter of JohnTayler has been
very sick, hut is better at this writing.
The

Milton Wentworth is be

was

2 and 3 o’clock

It

a. m.

Cobb,

E.

was

first

seen

E.

and

by

after

Herrick

of South

VolneyThompson is

is

farmers and
thousand

tity

of

one

of

Northport’s

raised this

has

Mr.

prosperous

They

several

a large quanHe
and other small fruit.

are

offering $1.15

their

housekeeper.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
fast

called

on

friends in t

0

g

0

8
w

8
fi

8
8
8

8
8

g

“That kind of virus in our
life—surrender to force—would
bring us no end of disaster. If
let capitalists or workingwe
men, any interest, learn that the
way to get what i6 wanted is by
applying pressure and if we contlnue in that course for a few
years, democracy will be a failure, and we might as well give
up our form of government."—
Mr. Hughes in His Speech at
Portland, Maine.

Mr.

5

a

aim

Lennan, who bough
bui

year, has been
place, while living in
lai t

S

■

two w*

Somerset,

Lincoln,

6

j

and son, of

Hart

way home from

FORCE
TO
WOULD TEND TO
DISASTER.

;

at*

visiting his nephew, EarlMiss George Grey accorn,

a

5 SURRENDER

j

and Bartlett

Jones

Mr.

ket.

8

j

V.

have been in town this week,

number of hands in berry time,
picking, and Mr, Brown and family are kept
busy packing and shipping to the Boston mar-

employs

came

few weeks in

a

Mrs. Lewis Jackson.

heads of cabbage, and

raspberries

C. M, Berry

Mre.

staying

Penobscot

season

1

buil

at his home.

viBited Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Adams last week.
Mr. Brown

j

ha.

large crop of field

ing his piazza and making

Hudson Brown of Northpor t

Ellery

and Mrs.

George L. Frye

Mr.

fine and

Mr.

a boarder at
Adams,
watching it awhile he called the family and
they watched it until it disappeared in the
southwest.
Ic was quite high in the air and
had veiy bright lights.

Mr. and Mrs.

?

to his house.

thought to be an airship was seen
passing over South U'reedon Oct. 10th,between
W’hat

a

ter

o

Sommerville.M
in the spring and finish hi

8

family to Montville.

his home in

O

Mrs.

7}

James

<S
<$

L.

O.
11

Bartlett

Bartlett

vn

and fam

on old friends at V
She intends to close her h-

called

8

Massachusetts

8
8
8

apple crop.

as soon

as

Harrison Berry and A. I
Pittsfield last week.
Mrs. ''
“Three County fair/’
little son Edward, who have d
mother, Mrs. H. C. Ramsey, ft
ed to

8
S

g

home.

First

days

will mat

Splendid

BRADFORD II,

M. C.

during

8ro

sister

own

horses.

Miss

arrived home

filly,

ters and

his family into the
recently bought, formerly the Zenas

G. W. Crocker has moved
house

t

Braden, 1.131. ■Also

Saturday from Hickstay of several weeks.

a

Bel:a.-’ Sa

FOR SALE

F. S. Harriman arrived
ory,

|

Chase & Doak,

parents here.

the week-end with his

Miso Jennie Black
to the

Minor,” is what Mr. Wilson will preach on
lext Sunday morning at the Unitarian church,
rhis iB the Sunday President Wilson has set
ipart as the day to remember the starving
syrian and Armenian peoples by our prayers
ind help. “Ceasing to give we cease to have;”
•Bear ye one another's burden's and bo fulfil

ity

BLANKETS

Mr.

The Law of

vith

Familiar

familiar with their lines.

starving War

FOR FLETCHER’S

BLANKETS

son, Osborn White, and by a brother
Charles James White, M. D., of Boston. Or

j

to be

BLAKNETS

a

ind

OUnciren Ury

very many, have been talked
they lost their friends; talked

in

an

Shute, aster,.with aster sprays; Richard
Dhenery, Jack O’ Lantern with a pumpkin
antern. October greeted each helper as they
)resented their offerings and the play closed
vith a concert recitation. All were well drilled
Diana

rehearsed and consequences examined, The hour is hasting on apace when not an
die word shall be forgotten, and miserable inieed will be the apologies which the vain
talker wiil have to offer.
ire

now

partnership with "they say” and "it is
commonly reported.” Oh, yes, Sarah Littlejohn told me that she heard Jonathan Peters’s
are

an

ligher than

them to fit them for the insane asylum.
against until
against until people shunned them as vile;
talked against until they lost courage and
planted a pistol bullet in the brain or a dagger
blade in the heart. Oh, gossip has the tread
of a behemoth and the breath of a dragon. It
has gone forth, and fire blast marks its trail.
Merchants embarrassed because of business
talkers; homes askew because of some tattler’s
interference; husbands estranged from wives
bscaiise of some busybody’s yarns. God save
us from these scandal mongers!
Those who

him

Jwn, and I will say what I

bankruptcy. I know of men who
enough meanness practiced upon

Bow many,

iresented the charming little play, Octobers’
ielpers by Daisy B. Stephenson, at the close
if the Sunday school, Oct. 15th, Dorothy Spear
epresented Octoberwith autumn leaves;Robert
lohnstn Jack Frost, with frosty foliage; Helen
Rurgess, golden rod with sprays of that flower;

is in

place where the weary are at rest. Supposing we do know something true against
3ome one.
We may, by giving publicity to
Lhat

who

H. Curtis of Poor’s
Mills arrived in Belfast, Oct. 10th by the night
train and were taken to Evans Corner, Waldo,
for interment, Oct. 11th.
He died in Nashua, strues
!
everything, and thinks every one has a
N. H,. where he had been visiting his children bad
intent. I tell you, it’s an outrageous thing
j
since April. He was born in Monroe, the son
! to smutch the pearl white of a man’s character;
of the late Gideon Curtis. He served in the
but he who despoils a woman’s reputation is
Civil war and was a pensioner. His eons,
worthy of the lowest hell. I Know where
Herbert and Arthur, accompanied the remains
darkness has been talked into some homes. 1
to Belfast.
could tell you names of merchants who were
The remains of Freeman

not be healed until the

;an

they sting all

Reviewing the living issues of the who come into contact with them. Perhaps
campaign and comparing the records and they want a fellow workman’s position. Perbeliefs of Wilson and Hughes, Colonel haps they think that by pulling down the charHarvey concludes that upon the clearly acter of a shopmate they may build theirs up

Most

At Reasonable i

1

says:

the

Glasses

j

Bangor Friday, shopping.
Asa Styler, who is employed

Eyes

By Modern acienli

j

and

time on, if the co-operation of leading
business and professional men with the

people

accused until proved guilty, in
handiwork would be seen and

j

nell.

canal for American shipping, and Mr.
Wilson specifically advocated that meas-

class of

a

getting original,
tasteful, style, fashioned

matter how black they may turn out. Oh,
give them our sympathy. A minister had been
speaking to the inmates of a prison. There
caldron hide themselves behind "They say,” o
1
they were—a thousand men so hardened in sin.
conceal themselves around the corner of "It is
the
of
which
be
mentioned
ber,
may
In the course of his remarks the minister said
commonly reported.” The only course left
the
Nations
Corcoran Art Gallery,
that the only difference between himself and
; ooen for honorable men and women is to form
Cemetery at Arlington, and Mount Ver- I themselves into a vigilance committee. Let them was owing to the grace of God. After
Ther us banish from respectable society these tat- the prisoners had been locked up again in their
non, the home of Washington.
cells one of them sent for him and asked: '‘Did
don’t fail to order Steamed oysters al
j tiers who look in at our basement windows, j
Harvey’s and call for Cherrystones 01 peep through our keyholes, who hear a whis- you mean what you said, sir, about sympathizI per through a wall three feet thick.
This is j ing with us, and that only the heip of God
Lynnhaver. Bays at th° raw box.
home and the ideal life;” “The home and the
made you differ from us?” “Yes, my friend
The Churches.
the class of people who, when any sensational
j replied the
parent and common sense in all the house;”
J
In the September number of the North 1 circumstances are
clergyman. “Well, sir, I’/n in here
lacking, make them up from
“The son and daughter, how they should befor
life.
I
didn’t know anybody sympathized
American Review Col Harvey, aftet ! their own imagination for the pur ose of in- ;
Services at the Universalist church Sunday
j have towards the parent sober advice.”
with me, but I can stay here more contented
morning at 10.46,with preaching by the pastor, ! Preaching at Northport
weighing both presidential candidates in i creasing the interest or to adorn the story, |
Baptist Church at 2 30
now thafl have a brother out in the world
Rev. Arthur A. Blair. Sunday school at 12 m.
the balance, decides to support Mr. ! whether or not it changes the aspect of the
p, m. This, Thursday, evening at 7.30, the
how
On,
some of these unfortunate victims
the
North
whole
a
few
in
con!
at
matter.
words
By adding
Children's day will be observed
Hughes, as in all respects the best
j weekly prayer meeting; minister’s topic, “The
walled in by scandal and obloquy need a broth[Belfast church next Sunday, when an illustratcall of the fishermen—scripture reading, Luxe,
equipped and best qualified for the office. nection with those which fall from your lips : er out in the world. How
n.uch
more
like
one of those talkers will pervert your meanad talk will be given on ’‘Children in Other fifth chapter. Public cordially invited. Friday
Col. Harvey first brought Woodrow WilChrist
to take your stand by the side of some
Lands” by Miss Frances Walkley. The chiling altogether. He will describe you as as- i
evening the young people of the church will
son into the lime-light and was his earnof these persecuted and maligned
people and dren will take part in the opening exercises.
sorting what from your very soul you loathe
engage in a poverty sociable, and members of
est supporter until it became evident
make real to them the mercy and grace of God
These talkers !
and unequivocally condemn.
the church, congregation and Sunday school
The Palermo church was represented at the
that he was using the power and patron- will listen to a
we can’t depend on the
No,
beloved,
then
out
into
the
reports
sermon,
go
are cordially invited. There is no admission fee,
United Baptist State convention Portland, Oct.
age of the office to secure his re-election community, leave off the beginning and end- j which are brought to us about our neighbors I
4, by the pastor. Rev. S. J. Oldaker. He re- but anybody coming in good clothes and not
and changing from one side of <a ques- ing of a paragraph, curve their eyebrows, toss nor the reports of what our neighbors say of
masked will be subject to a fine of ten cents.
that the meeting was a grand success
1
us.
What is brought to us is changed in the ports
tion to the other when he thought by sc their noses, repeat the mutilated sentence, and
ind one of the best in the history of the con- A prize will be given for the worst costume
transit;
extenuating circumstances are left off;
also a prize to the individual guessing the
vention.
doing he could catch votes, Col. Watter- Bay, "There, now, the Rev. Mr. Psalmtune said
qualifying sentences are omitted; different exso and so, and what do you think of that?”
identity of the largest number of maskers.
man, also an early supporter of Wilson,
conference of the Maine
annual
The
26th
is
pression
given to the words. Nine times
The march begins at 7.45.
became disillusioned about the same time These talkers will go into your parlor, and with out of ten
the original was gold and it came to Christian Advent churches opened in the
malice aforethought tell some lie about your
and
at
Church
that Col. Harvey did, and though it was
Jhristian
Oct,
11th,
Biddeford,
as pewter.
Then again, we are not only,
neighbor, so highly colored that, were the you
SANDYPOIiVT
reported some weeks ago that he would story true, your indignation would be justified. to be assured of the truth of what we utter, '.ontinued until Sunday. Delegates from the
Afferent churches of that denomination in
but
we are also to utter it for some
Wilson
he
is
end
support
keeping mighty What then? Why, they bid you good aftergreat
Dana Danforth of Foxcroft spent Thursday
sermon
Maine were present. The opening
still about it. As for Col. Harvey he is noon and go over into your neighbor's parlor, —to promote the welfare of those around us;
rfvas preached by Rev. J. T. Clothey of Auburn I here.
a Democrat of Democrats; but with him
and, without stating what they told you, wilj to answer the ends of justice, to obey the im- i Me.,
president of the conference.
F. F. Perkins was in Bangor Saturday on
it is country first, and his utterances will begin: "I am very sorry, Mrs. Featherly, but pulse of duty. It may be true that the characbusiness.
At the Baptist Church last Sunday morning
ter of an individual is as we have
1
think
I
to
know
about
it.
think
you ought
have great weight with all thinking,
represented
Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson preached a sermon
and his actions faulty as we have described
| Mrs. Jennie Austin French is visiting friends
Even the Brooklyn it's a shame one neighbor can't speak kindly of lt,
patriotic people.
to the Belfast firemen on “Among the Bravest.” in Bluehill.
them.
It
be
that
he
acted
another.
Mrs. Thoroughly Good just told me
may
as we
just
a
thick
and
thin
of
Eagle,
supporter
Dhief Stephen S. L. Shute; assistants I. T.
The Switzer Inn at the Narrows has closed
you were real mean. Of course I don't want might wish to describe him as acting, and yet
Wilson, reluctantly admits that, “It
we be prohibited from the utterance of those
Plough and Eugene L.Cook and a number of the for the season.
my name mentioned. I come to you simply as
would be idle to assert that the prestige
was
The
discourse
were
iremen
highly
truths. We ought not to speak, because it
present.
a friend, you know.”
And the result is a
The Ladies Aid met Wednesday afternoon
of the President remains what it was.’’
ippreciative of the services of the men who with Mrs. Edna Cousins.
may inflict a wound on hearts whose happiness
neighborhood broil.
Of Col. Harvey’s article in the North
is as dear as our own. He is hard hearted inirotect property and life in times of fire.
These talkers go into the shop and store
Mrs. Carrie Healey and son Stanley were in
American Review the Biddeford Journal For some devilish purpose must these talkers deed who deliberately cause2 a wound which
The children of the Unitarian Sunday school

seemed iike

included that issue.

and intrigue for re-election. It declared
for free passage through the Panama

was:

sure

IFof

our

reputation?

"gossip-

may justly call whisperers. I am not talking
about the person who honestly and sincerely

have, however, partially repairec
the damage then done, and on a visit ai J
I

ers

platform
declared for a one-term presidency, and
Mr. Wilson w as not fairly settled in the
While House when he began to work

"There is

course:

nature

this question by his party. In other
words, the Democratic platform had not
But the

The text

month

felt in the better tone of public morals. Let
give our sympathy to those unfortunate
people whose backs are bared for the scourge.
There was John the Baptist. The Pharisees
of his day called him a fanatic. Nobody Jcnew
whether he came of blue blood or not. There
was Jesus of Nazareth.
How they talked
about him. Some of them called him a wine
bibber. Some said that he was all the time in
company with publicans and sinners. Why,
they went so tar as to ostracize Christ on acCount of his
And yet they made
an eternal blunder; he was Christ, the Son of
God. So, when they come to us and try to
prejudice us against some one, let us refuse
to form a hasty judgment; we don’t know how
much good may be in them.
Let our religion
just shine out. Let us not only bridle our

any man thinket’i himself to be religious*
while he bridleth not his tongue but deceiveth
his heart, this man's religion is vain.” Here
are some of the pungent parts of the dis-

Shepherd

When the suffragettes called on President Wiison at the White House he gave i tional Church
officiating. There was a large
them no encouragement, assigning as a | attendance of
loving lriends aid the floral
reascn that he had not been instructed
tributes were many and beautiful. The bearon

preached
ping” last Sunday night.

sermon on

you want to be

j

us

grounds west of the capitol and laic warns another
against dangerous association,
many rods of crooked walks of artificia I
and to protect the innocent. 1 mean the
stones that
Time am 1 I
led nowhere.
malicious talker—one who tslks because of

and

lr.

very forceful

a

and before Fred'Law Olmsted uprootec [
the magnificent old trees that shaded thi

Stone of Missouri and Postmaster General Burleson, sought the assistance of the

to

one

Rev. Mr. Richardson of the Baptist church

and it is many times more beautiful to
day than it was then. It was, however
a very attractive place in the old days
before the advent of "Boss”

cence of the

; I The Crime of the Whisperer.

a

denial.—Brooklyn Eagle.
This cooked-up yarn by a yellow jourmarked issues and as between the candiMr.
nalist has proved a boomerang.
dates, there is no reason why any proRidder’s repudiation of what every fessed Republican, any thoughtful Profair-minded person would regard as an j gressive or any principled Democrat
absurd tale was accompanied by the should not, and every reason why every
patriotic American should, vote for
countercharge that President Wilson, Charles Evans Hughes for
president.
Senator
or
through
indirectly,
directly
Slaats-Zeitung and of other GermanAmerican influences which have been
coi sistently hi stile to him and friendly

■

!

have just heard.
j
Now, how shall we meet this hydraheaded I
thing of the twentieth century? By every
honest man and woman bridling the tongue; if
each one of us would live up to a solemn resolve not to hear any gossip, if we can avoid
it; not to retail what gossip is forced upon us.
and to boldly publish our belief in the inno-

Ingredients of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills.
the

of

Every one of the ingredients of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills
is recommended by the highest authorities—the U. B. Pharmacopcea, the
Dispensatory of the U. S. and the
American Dispensatory,
The medicinal substances used in
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla include roots,
barks, herbs, berries, etc., and those
used in Peptiron Pills, pepsin, nux,
iron, celery, gentian, etc.
They are indicated, these authori*
ties say, in such diseases and ailments
as
scrofula, rheumatism, dyspepsia,
neuralgia, nervousness and debility.
When you buy Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Peptiron Pills you are buying
good medicines. Get them today.
200. doses $2.
At all druggists’.

congratulating Sam Conner of thi
Lewiston Journal on going to Washing
ton as secretary to Senator Fernald, th >
editor of the Lisbon Enterprise said
and

Charles W. Fairbanks
OF

All

favor.

“We have been in Boston
FOR VICE PRESIDENT

from ear to ear in our own town has no
better foundation than the absurd story you

___

In

OF NEW YORK

by the Monday wash that Mrs. Black-1
board had two husbands. What a splendid j
foundation for a scandal! And the story came I
co
straight, too. Much of the folly whispered j

guessed

RECOMMENDED BY

it cannot be obtained. The Bherif
present and said that it had alwayi

FROMrNENT FARMER SAYS
"TANLAC IS A WOND*

week.”

convenes

in

name,” said
R. F. D.'
Mr. Luther C. Hulbert, farmer,
Essex street, Bangor, in discussing his changed
at
physical condition to Mr, Ed, Dougherty

"Why wouldn’t

I let you

use

my

at

Sweet’s drug store a day or two ago. I am
to let you use ray name in reconr.nra ation of Tanlac, if it will help some one who
suffered as I have. I was so miserably run

glad

[

j

a stomach disordoing in bad shape. But Tania

down from

of the run-down condition

Gets, good, rich blood rushn
whole system and this spell
Mr. Hulbert. I am in bettor j
been for years, Tanlac did h
Read & Rills, City Drug >>
iiv*» sale of Tanlac in Belfast
t here

daily.—Advt.

>

1|

"___'

The Univereeiiet Social Aid will meet
todij
at 2 p. m„ with Miaa Louts A. Ma-

■

Thursday,

J

son.

The potato business has been active at
Unity,
The Maplewood Lumber Co.

recently bought

L.c vour

Don’t

I consideration.
them into

narrow

towJ

Jl

1,300 bushels, paying $1.10.
Miss Jennie M. Miller has closed her house,
wo. 61 Bridge street, and is in the Wald .1
County hospital for medical treatment.

feet the utmost

fitting shoes. Put
pai,- of the famous

Amos Clement, who has been at the Seaside
Inn, Seal Harbor, the past summer, is on a
hunting trip in the vicinity of Lily Bay, and is
accompanied by his son, John C. Clement of

on

Seal

| ground Grippers

Adelaide Percy, who recently resigned
as superintendent of the Waldo
County hospital and had since been visiting in Belfast,went
Bath
last
to
Thursday to visit relatives. A
position has been offered her in hospital work
at Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., but she has not
decided to accept it.

position that
intended.

Grippers

mind

j

i

the

ature

are

A check for $10 was presented
recently in a
public office in this city by the person to whom
it was payable, that was dated Aug.
26, 1900,
and was drawn on the old Belfast fJational

bank. The party who issued the check has
moved away, and it has been placed in The
City National bank with the hope that he
may be found.

A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V., Auxiliary was officially inspected last Monday evening by Mrs.
Mabel Heaton of Rockland, substituting for
Mrs. Florence Robinson of Bath, who was unable to be present, Mrs. Edna Perry of Rockland, Division Treasurer and Olin Ayer of Auburn, Past Division Commander, were also
guests of the Auxiliary. Mrs. Beaton’s remarks
| concerning the prosperity and interest
of
i
the order were very encouraging.
Mrs. Ethel
S. Whiting, the first past president,
presented
Mrs. Beaton with a sterling meat fork in behalf of the Auxiliary. A delicious
supper was

for

sale only by

I
;

:
Belfast.

News of

served at 6 p.

under

direction of Mrs.
dcock is in Boston selecting
I Mary Flannagan and Mrs. Almeda Robinson.
k of goods.
A dance followed tne inspection and
supper.
w reports that 40 years ago I
The hall was decorated with bunting, flags and
from
8
a.
it snowed 'here
m,
pennants.

J

|

h Carter

is in the New EngMass., for

;

f.i.tal, Roxbury,

!

belts, bookkeeper for John
g a

<

vacation and Miss Sabra

j

uting for

S

Jacob

T-.

f|

v:

L.

her.

visits

iville. Unity and Albion.
W. l'risbee is

?=

ress

!

;;al

I

i.ron

soon en-

for surgical treatment.

accepted a fine
Rintel Drug Co.,

has

Walker
Boston.
the

still confined to

street and will

His

family will

poon
re-

present.

arid

family

have moved here

Mass., and taken the William
•called, on Elm street. Mr.
to. find employment here.

m.

the

A

Lunch and Auction.
Mrs. Amos Clementertained Monday afternoon in honor of
her truest, Mrs. J D. Clement of Orono.
The

ent

home

was

gladtdii
m

bright with a profusion of red
large bouquet of these fall flowthe centerpiece on the
dining tables

made

and

formed

ers

fr<

Ames started last

i;»ge drive to include

which

a

a

three

course

lunch

was

served at

clock
Little Misses Lillian Dexter and
Katherine Kittredge assisted in serving. The
place cards were the American girl series.
Auction followed with score cards of the
Dutch girl design. Mrs. Morris L.
Siugg won
1

-o

the lirst

prize, a toilet 6et, and Mrs. Frtd E
poor received the consolation, a dog
pitcher.
The guesLs were Mrs. Cora Morison
King, Miss
Margaret O. White, Miss Clara is. Keating,
Mrs. Fred li. Poor, Miss Florence K. Dunton,
Mrs. Frances Howes Whitman, Mrs. Grace C.
i illshury, Mrs. Morris L.
Siugg, Miss Amy E.
Stiddard, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, and Mrs.
Raymond R. Sherman.

BELFAST Opera House.
Tonight at two
Society will have a Hal- j
shows, 7.00 and b.30, one of the greatest sensaGrange hall. North
tions of the present
literary and dramatic
■t. 30th.
Supper will be served
epoch, ‘‘Bella Donna," a Paramount feature in
m., followed by an entertainfive stirring reels, will be offered. In the famous role of the
alluring and treacherous
B. Gilchrest entertained a few
vement
in

'A

Special Announcement

Granite

unday afternoon, her sister, Miss
Dunton, who recently arrived from
i.s
assisting in receiving. SandToa were served, Mrs. William H.

Bella Donna,whose soul contains all the
passion
of the Orient and whose
impulses are as exotic
as tne Nile
itself, Pauline Frederick, the fore-

most emotional artist of the
screen, has suggested a creature of rare fascination and unusual power. Beautiful and

Dunton, Charles P. Hazeltine
left last

Monday

and

Made to order from materials

for

purchased

of

The Woman’s Club.

wants your

opinion

J-JE

$500 is to be paid for the best opinion.
$200 for the second.
$100 for the third.
a

Consolation Contest in

which the priaes aggregate $200. Opinions which
do not win prizes, but which nevertheless are considered suitable for publication, will be purchased at
lOcentsa word. Noopinion shouldexceed 200 words

make it possible tor you to compete for a
prize even though you do not
own one of these wonderful instruments.

At the meeting last

Miss

;

Grace A. Lord

prize, a picture, and
consolation, a silken

;

was

the

Mrs.

winner of the first

the nearest approach to perfect sound reproduction sofar achieved.
state as a fact. You do not particularly care why this is so, but
you are decidedly interested in knowing that it is so.
To demonstrate to you the remarkable superiority of the Sonora
(and we hope that you are ultra-critical, that you are extremely exacting, and that you have a sure, trained judgment in matters musical)
you must hear the Sonora.
This is what we ask : Before you buy your phonograph—

means

This

|

we

Hear the Sonora

ribbons and runner.
Others present were Mrs. Charles Bradj bury, Mrs. George R.
Doak, Mrs, George I
J
Keating, Mrs. I, M. Cobe, Mrs. E. R Conner!
j Mrs. James
C. Durham, Mrs. Ben
Hazeltine,
!
Mrs. Jennie Mudgett, Mrs, S, H
Lord, Miss
Caroline Gilmore and Miss Louise
Ferguson.
Sale of

case

wii h

Drinkwater Farm
A deed
Nov. 6, 1801, was recorded
in the Waldo County
Registry of Deeds last

bearing

the

the date of

Thursday.

It

was

recorded

as a missing record
recently transferred from
Walter E. Drinkwater, et als., of
Northport,
to Louis and Mary V.
Pennington of Washington. D. C. This farm adjoins the
property of

in the title of land

Mrs. Louise J. Pratt, has an extensive waterfront, including a small island, and runs back
to Knights’ 4Pond. It has been owned
by the
Drinkwater family since the above date_115
years—when it was deeded from Henry Knox
of Thomaston, County of Lincoln and commonwealth

of

Massachusetts,

to

Mrs.

Norman Staples,
Walter Achorn.

{

Ten

&

$45

$60

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine.

superb

$150

had

M.

Hayes.

Tonight Only—Two Shows

Kleine- ftdieon Features

and 8.30 p.

7 00

m.

THE FOREMOST SENSATIONAL ARTIST OF THE SCREEN

PAULINE FREDERICK

a

‘BELLA E2NNA”

A five part picturization of the famous literary and dramatic sensation.

HEARST NEWS

COMEDY CARTOONS

Geo. Kleine Presents in Six Parts
“BETWEEN
Billie

SAVAGE

Burke in

‘Gloria’s Romance”
I

MARY PICK ORD
in

a

TIGER”

AND

|

Another
WN.

j

j

Big Success

HVRT |SJ ..TRF ARYAN”
_

!

Kaystone Two-Reel Comedy.

EDNA QOODRItH

Drama of Faith

~MAE MARSH™

in

and Love
“THE DAWN OF A TO-

j

jn

ARMSTRONG’S WIFE” !

MORROW

BEATRICE FAIRFAX

TRIANGLF Pi AV

!
!

___

Ksystone Comedy

SPECIAL BOND OFFERINGS
City of Winnipeg. Canada, 5’<, 1926
City ot Calgary 5’s, 1935
Central Maim Pow r 5’s 1939
Portland Hailway 5’s, 1945
All yielding over 5 %

or

j is

nature’s grandest growingfood; it strengthens their bones,

makes
motes

healthy blood
sturdy growth.

Scott & Bowne,

and pro-

Bloomfield. N. J.

13-27

I

Full particulars and price on application.
We recommend strong Canadian Municipals to lay away, A
specially opportune time to buy them.
Saving ar.d Checking Accounts solicited.
We are the Largest Bank in Waldo County and provide every service which
can be obtained from any Bank in the State.
Our Deposits have Increased $175,000 since July 1st.

j
I

j

j
I
I

i

Micajah

Don’t

Freeze

The

Up

AND BURST YOUR

GASOLINE ENGINE
BUY A

Miss Marian

“NEW-WAY”
AIR COOLED
that is guaranteed to go and go right for every purpose
in any climate under the sun.

©T^cf*©

GOODHUE & CO.,

THE CORRECT

bride

beautiful

vocal and instrumental music, and
toasting
marshmallows at the fire place. The guests
were Misses Annette Holt, Lytle and Mabel
Townsend, Susie Braley, Hazel and Ethel
Heal, Amy, Louise and Marie Sholes. The
marriage will take place in the early fall and
they have leased the Woodbury house on Vine
street where they will go to
housekeeping, Mr,
Heal came here from Lincolnville and has been
I
employed for some time in A. A. Howes & Go’s
| grocery store. Miss Hayes is a graduate of
the Belfast High school and is employed in the
office of the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory.
Both have many friends who wish them a
happy and prosperous voyage on the sea of

matrimony.

$350 $1000

J

Belfast Opera
House
^W

under-size
under-weight I
| remember—Scott’s
Emulsion *

diamond ring in her
Then came congratulations and best
wishes. The supper menu included chicken
salad, potato chips, olives, pickles, fruit pudding, ice cream, cake and coffee. Later the
prospective groom and other young men arrived and the evening was spent with
games,
a

$225

Laureate, $190.00

J

IF YOUR CHILDREN
ARE
DELICATE OR FRAIL f
I

an announcement
party at the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
D. Hayes, 185 High street, last
Thursday evening. Lunch was served at 7 p. m. from the
dining table,which was prettily decorated with
1 sweet peas. The favors were
tiny blue silk
I bags with a card attached on which was
writj ten, “The cat is out of the bag.” When the
bags were opened toy cat* appeared with ribbons around their necks to which were attachi ed a card bearing the names of Ralph M.

Marian

$190

BELFAST, MAINE

of her

and

models:

$175

The Home Furnishing Co.,

Hayes gave

home

|

$100

“ivi^'iTSBELFAST

preservation, the handwriting perfectly clear
distinct,

M.

$75

Come in and hear the beautiful Sonora. Satisfactory time payments can be arranged if desired.

were Mrs. T. S.
Everett
Nickerson, Mrs.
Mrs. Richard brown and Mrs.

Drinkwater of Northport, county of Hancock
and commonwealth of Massachusetts.
This
transfer was for one hundred acres of land
and the price paid was $200. The
survey was
by John Harkness, and David Fales was the
witness. The deed was in a good state of

Announcenent Party.

j

It speaks for itself. Words are unnecessary.
The Sonora plays all makes of disc records as they should be played.

25, and the ladies who served

Harry W, Clark, the Thompson,

44 Main

Agents,

Street, Helfast, Maine.

New Hats
Now

M. R.

FOR FALL
Being Sold Here

KNOWLTON,

Public Auctioneer.
Licensed to

All the shades that are
all the colors that
are liked, in all the grades
that are popular are now
ready for the approval of
those men who like to
have their new hats early.

right;

sell all kinds of
2w41

_property.

Tenements

to Let.

Special bargains in real estate.

Apply

to

UlCKEY-KNOWLTON
REAL ESTATE CO.

t,

COMPANY
12 Main St.,
Belfast, Maine

Life Insurance Fit Id Manager-Solicitor
$150 a month to right party. References,
lock Box 594, Bangor, Maine.

4w4lp

/

For Sale

or to

Let.

My residential property at the corner of
Park and Hathorn streets. Pittsfield, Mass.

attached!

Fifteen room house with large stable
Surrounded by big maples, with small garden
plot In the rear. Huilt-in garage for summer.
Heated garage and workshop for cold
weather;
150 gallon gasoline storage.
A particularly
good opening for a physician. Also two driving horses. One saddle horse. Apply to
V. T, LATHBURY, M. D„
85 State Street, Augusta, Me.
4w42p

FOR

WANTED

«

L

advance in the
is marked by the
by words alone

an

How shall we
Sonora?
you to understand the unique exquisite beauty
of tone which sets the Sonora on a pinnacle by itself?

1

has the, opinions of the music critics, but he
made the New Edison for the American home,
and he wants > our opinion- Accordingly the Edison
Compan v has arranged a prize contest for the best
opinions about the New Edison written bv people Heal
elect
who hear it in their homes.
bag.

c:

explain what
reproduction

we

cause

——-—cx.

MR. EDISON

^

HOW

shall

art of sound

||

CARLE & JONES.

An

there is

The Triumph of Music

Very truly

and

addition,

and

entered

Monday evening of the Belfast Woman’s Club,
us.
Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
yours,
president, and Mrs. James
S. Harriman, the club’s delegate, gave a
report
of the recent meeting of the Maine Federated
Clubs at Kineo, in which the scenic attractions
n
of Kineo, the comfort of the
hotel, the good
fellowship of the Maine club women and the
|U|
business and literary sessions of the Federation had
appropriate and laudatory mention.
The Federation’s president, Mrs. Grace A.
The Winterport corn factory doBed last Wing of Auburn, was described as "a perfectMiss Lydia S. Ferguson was taken to the
ly splendid” presiding officer. The Federation’s
Tapley hospital Wednesday morning for surgi- week after a successful run.
cal treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry G. Hayes moved last work for the conservation of Maine’s scenic
from No. 1 Bay View street, to No 3 attractions and resources was emphasized and
Fred A. Robbins has bought the genera Saturday
the endorsement of
Court street.
equal suffrage noted. Mrs.
store
of
Clarence
M.
Knowlton
in
East
grocery
Fred Rackliff recited the suggestive
poem
Belfast and took possession last Thursday.
There was no meeting of Emma White
“The Nightingale and the Glow
Worm,” and
Mr. Knowlton, who had been in this business Barker Tent. D. of V., last Friday
evening on Miss Alice E. Simmons read an
for about 14 years, has as yet no plans for his
entertaining
ccount of the storm.
account of her recent trip South and on the
future business.
Elon B. Gilchrest and guest, Charles Wilson Pacific coast, which we shall
take pleasure in
There were about 135 present at the Baptist of Bangor, and William H. Hall are on a hunt- publishing in full in our next issue.
church last Friday evening to listen to a report ing trip in the vicinity of Long Pond.
iucciiii^ ui. mose
of the recent trip to Mt. Katahdin by George
Mrs. Robert Hart brought to town last week interested in the organization of the Checker
H, Robertson and his Sunday school class. Mr, some
apples that were gathered a year ago, Club was held in 'E. M. Hall’s barber shop last
Robinson and Masters Keith Weymouth and and
that were as firm and sound as when taken Friday evening and Frederick W. Brown,
of
the
the
told
story
trip, from the tree.
Raymond Young
Frank G. Mixer and Arthur W. Coombs were
which was beautifully illustrated by stereoptimade a committee on organization and arWalter
who
is
a
Whitehead,
two
taking
The net
con views, 80 of which were colored.
week's vacation from the Fogg market, re- rangements The room in the Opera House
proceeds of the evening were $12.50, which has turned
formerly occupied by E. E. Wyman
SatUfday from a weeks sojourn at Lake basement,
been placed to the credit of the class.
has been leased and will be fitted with tables
Quantabacook.
blackboards, etc., but will not be available*
Mrs. Martha Campbell and !
West Belfast.
Miss Lillian McKeown, who has been emuntil after election as it is used as a
polling
daughter Eugene of Amherst, U. S., are visit- I ployed in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory
The first
place.
meeting will be held
ing her sister, Mrs. Fred Toothaker. They ( for the past six weeks, left Monday for her Nov.
10th, when the organization will be
will spend the winter in Los Angeles, Calif.,
home in Middleboro, Mass.
completed and officers elected. The special
with another sister, Mrs. Tyler-Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis K. Hirsch, who
recently evenings for playing will be Tuesday and Fri- !
! Mrs. Seeking are visiting their son, Herbert L.
bought the Harriman bungalow in Northport, day but the rooms will be
open afternoon and
Seekins_Miss Sabra B. Dyer is substituting left
Saturday for short visits in New York evening for p-ivate games. Until me room is
for Miss Eva O. Tibbetts in the office at Fogg’s
city and Akron, Ohio, before going to Mobile available games will be played in offices and
i market.Mrs. George B Dyer entertained
Aia for the winter.
stores, etc. The membership fee is 50 centsi
| the F. C. Club last Friday. The afternoon was Leslie P. Miller and
family will close their with 10 cents weekly for those who play. Eu| spent with needle work and crocheting an.l a house on
Belmont avenue and have taken rent gene Pierson has played in several of the State
delicious lunch of sandwiches, chocolate and
j
in the Coombs bouse, No. 17 Union
street, for contests a*'d it is hoped he with others will at- I
nut cake, olives, pickles, coffee and fruit was
the winter. They make the
the
tend
State
in
Lewiston in Janu- j
meeting
change on account j
served_Mrs. Abbie Toothaker is visiting in
of Mr. Miller’s ill health.
ary. Belfast has about 30 fine players, and
Searsmont and Lincolnville for two weeks....
Charles W. Coombs, who was employed in material for many more with practice.
Mrs. Annabell Underwood, Mrs. Belle Towle
Presque Isle during the summer, has arrived I “Gravelling the Roads.” In the summer
and Mrs. Annie Cross spent the day last Friat his home, No. 76 Union
street, suffering of 1870 it was doubtful if the Belfast & Mooseday with Mrs. Harvey Cunningham... .Geo.
with a lame foot, the result of an
accident head Lake railroad would be completed by the
Slipp returned from Houlton last week with a
when an oven door fell on it.
first of November, as required by the contract
; new Hollis automobile.
A cable has been received
announcing the with the Maine Central, and on Sundays for
Vital Records. Alfred Johnson of Brooksafe arrival in Lisbon,
Portugal, of the schoon- several weeks gravel trains manned by volun| line, Mass,, and Belfast, who delived an ad- er Rachael W. Stevens,
Cape. J, O. Hayes of teers were run. The volunteers included many
| dress on The Collection and Preservation of this city. This is the second
voyage that Capt. of the business and professional men of the city
the Vital Records of the State of Maine at the
Hayes has made to Lisbon during the war.
and their work was commemorated in verses
the State Council of
the
open session of
written and published at the time and recently
Dr. foster C. Small returned last
Daughters of the American Revolution in
Friday
republished in The Journal,entitled “Gravelling
Memorial hall laBt evening, has been connect- from a week’s visit in Boston, during which
the Road.”
Last Thursday a road gravelling
ed with this work in both Maine and Massachu- he visited the Peter Brent Brigham and other
bee took pla^e in East Belfast. In response to
and
is
hospitals
the
latter
State
the
work
attended
the
clinic lectures. He
setts, In
largely
a call for volunteers to gravel a section of
published by the New England Historic Gene- was accompanied by George Thompson and road between the
George A. Leavitt place and
made
the
in
his auto.
trip
alogical society, of which society Mr. Johnson
the Kelley axe factory, known as Kelley’s Flat,
is recording secretary, and in Maine it is under
Mrs. Grace A. Wing of
Auburn, president of the following men responded, furnishing teams
the supervision of a person appointed by the
the Maine Woman’s Club
Federation, will be or labor: T. S. Thompson, team and one man
Maine Historical society, Mr. Johnson being
the guest of the Belfast Woman’s
Club Tues- besides himself; Eugene S. Achorn, W'alter
that person. He is a Harvard graduate, and
day evening, Oct. 24th. She will give an ad- Achorn, Norman Staples, Alfred Ellis, Captain
holds the degrees of M. A. and Litt. D., and is
dress at 8 o'clock, which will be followed
by a Ralph W. Pattershall, Eugene Nickerson,
an interesting speaker.
A law has been passreception. Mrs. Wing will be the guest of Robert P. Logan, Frank P Staples, William
in
ed both in Maine and Massachusetts’
regard
Mrs Amos Clement while in the
Mason, Raphnel Leavitt, George Patterson and
city.
to the printing of these records, and Mr. JohnE. A. Bowen. Some shoveled gravel to load
The New England Tel. & Tel. Co. have
son has been deeply interested in the matter
de. the carts, others did the
teaming, and others
in both States and the object of his address cided to string an overhead 30-pair cable from
spread the gravel when dumped. The day belast evening was to point cut in what way the the central office in Belfast to
The
Northport.
fore Eugene Achorn had got the road in shape
various chapters of the D. A. R. might cooper- estimates have been approved and work will
for the gravel and while the work was not enWe begin in the near future.
ate with the work, if they wish to do so.
They will also tirely completed Thursday,
only a little was
shall print a full abstract of this address in string cables on Spring and Cedar streets.
| The cable
left undone, and Mr. Achorn finished that the
service is more
our next issue.
satisfactory as the next day. Dinner was served
by the ladies of
wires are less liable to accidents.
the neighborhood in the Masons Mills chapel,
A Barn Dance.
Last Friday evening, de- |
Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman gave a most
enjoy- at which Rev. William Vaughan, Mayor W. K.
spite the storm, thirty-three young people i
able auction party
Tuesday night. Oct. 10th, at Keene, aldermen Wescott, Morse and Thompmet at the Woman’s Club room for a lunch j
her home in Cedar street,
before going to a barn dance at the home of
entertaining 13 son and councilmen Nickerson and Staples
j guests. Supper was served
at 6 o'clock at one
were guests of honor.
William M. Randall,
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore, Congress street, j
large table in the dining room. The floral deco- proprietor of Pineland Poultry Farm, East
The lunch was served from small tables deco- j
rations were sweet peas, and the
place ard Belfast, contributed beans for the dinner,
rated with red geraniums and asparagus ferns, j
score cards hand-painted in
pretty girl designs. which was worthy of the reputation of the
and the menu was fruit cocktail, chicken salad, l
iadies of East Belfast. Covers were laid for
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The Failure of Words

into partnership with Edward
Hogan in the bakery and restaurant business
and have put in a lunch counter and small
tables at the bakery. Mr. and Mrs. Wise of
Pittsfield have succeeded Mr. and Mrs. Thompson at the Jellison & Greer restaurant.

Dress Skirts

°

:
j* yK-Advertised Letters. The following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post
office for the week ending Oct. 17th: Ladies—
MrB. Hattie Bradley, (2 letters), Mrs. F. H.
Hanson, Miss Mildred Heal, Mrs. George M.
Tuttle. Gentlemen—Cecil Cooley, Mr. V. D.
Wilson, Leroy Williams.

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Thompson, who for the
past five years have been employed as cooks at
the Jellison & Greer restaurant, have
resigned

Ladies’ and Misses

cruel, irresistible
and pitiless, she plays with life and love until
j the inevitable moment of reckoning arrives.
a hunting trip.
The two first The Hearst News with its
many interesting
made this trip annually for many
topics, and some comedy cartoons will round
;ii recently were accompanied by
out this remarkable offering.
Friday evening
'go E. Johnson.
besides the currant episode of “Gloria’s
Romance” with Billie Burke and a
Vogue comedy.
meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Geo. Kleine
in
six
presents
stirring parts, “Beheld Monday afternoon, October
tween Savage and Tiger.”
Saturday matinee
-ce school building.
A study of
and evening, W'illiam S. Hart is ffered in
his
w
f the C. L. S. C. book, “The Gerlatest big success “The Aryan," Also a
KeyBetween Two Wars.” This book
stone two-reel cimedy will be shown. For
ged by Robert H. Fife CB^ecial- the remainder of the
week’s attractive proS. C. study. A program in line
gram 6ee advertisement in another column.
on will be given.
Roll-call, CurHigh School Athletics. Principal Faulkner
All who may be interested in
v >rk and reading are
cordially in- of the Belfast High school had no sooner entered upon his duties than he demonstrated
his interest in athletics by coaching the
Miss Amy Wilson was a
i.LS.
boys
in foot ball at recess and after school.
While
of her father, M. O. Wilson....
foot ball is regarded by many as a rough
Anna and Marian Brown spert j
game
everyone must recognize the importance of
their mother, Mrs. Luella Brown.
Wade went to Hartford, Conn., physical culture and will approve of the move hot rolls, olives, ice cream, cake and coffee.
j in this direction in the
High school. Last Fri- The barn had been most attractively decorated
•in her husband on his barge and
an athletic association was orabout three weeks_Mrs. day evening
y
by Mrs. Dinsmore in a manner appropriate to
j
with the following officers:
orth is stopping with Mr. and | ganized
president, the Hallowe’en season. Stalks of corn were
Archie Robinson; vice president, Harland
Pat- used around the sides and through the raftWentworth, for a while.... Mrs. j
tershall; secretary, Frances Macomber; treasBt spent last week with
ers, and many grinning Jack o’ Lanterns were
Mrs.
Harold Cobh, sub master; assistant treaso....The Ladies’ Sewing Circle j urer,
placed here and there, while from every availWinnie Marriner. An advisory board able
Underwood last week and this I urer,
place cat’s heads, witches, pumpkins and
consisting ol a member from the
t at the hall.
school-board, other' Hallowe’en favors were suspended.
one from the faculty, and one frt m
the three
Comfortable seats were placed around the
From the Big. Woods. About
upper classes, will be appointed.
Basketball sides of the room, and the electric lights were
the evening train on the Belfast
teams will he organize
the
among
boys and hidden within Japanese lanterns. A cosy
nearing the city had to slow down girls and a football team has been
selected
corner was arranged in a recess, and here
running over a bull moose which and is
practicing daily. Vaughan Hayes is cards were played by those who wished.
g the track, and was in no hurry
manager of the team.which has for its present
Cider was served during the evening, and
Later it was learned that the
line-up: Donald Shute, fb; Vaughan Hayes, music was furnished by a Victrola. The guests
with the cattle in Frank Clements
rhb; Weymouth, lhb; A. Vaughan, qb; Patter- were Edward Wilson of
Bangor, Alfred and
aldo and seemed very much at
ahall, it; Nickerson, ig; Robinson, c; Bramhali, Dorothy Hayden of Norfolk, Va., Mr. and
from
the
Many
city went out to rg; B. Vaughn, le; Durham,
Mrs Fred A. Johnson, William M.
re; Simmons, rt;
even visitors who came in autoRandall^
Sammy Brown and Mariner, Bubs. This team James H. Howes, Mrs. R. P. Whitman of
> not disturb him.
He is described
their
firet
played
game of the seaaon Saturday Campello, Mass., Miss Margaret O. White of
null moose, standing higher than a
afternoon on the McLellan field against a acruh
Miami, Fla Frank R. Keene, Clara B. Keatact friday he was reported as
having team from Leonard & Barrows shoe
factory ing, Mr. and Mrs Morris L. SI jgg, Clyde B.
•'vpcu-td. no doubt taking to the woods to B.
H, S. winning by a score of 7 to 0. PracHolmes, Mrs. Amos J. King of San Juan, P.
storm, but has since returned. A tice games are
played daily under the coaching R., Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Miss Flor;,go a moose was reported as doing of
Principal Faulkner, who will also coach the ence E. Dunton of
Madison, Wis., Mr. and
Bangor gardens, and last fall a cow basketball teams. The football
teams would Mrs. S. S. L. Shute, Mr. and Mrs. Clement W.
ned with the cows on the Paul like
to
get games with schools in thei
Wescott, Dr. William C. Libbey, Henry Mudearsmont for several weeks. There class.
The Athletic Association will
observer gett, Herbert Foster, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
of four years on moose and carinext Saturday as Tag
Day as a benefit f„r the and Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Hall, Mrs. Grace C.
organization.
Pillsbury and Miss Edna D. Crawford.
E.
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JOHN GEORGE,
Washington Street, Belfast.
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GOOD

Names.

[Lincoln Colcord. in Tne New Republic for
September 16. 1916.]
What’s in a name? If the heart has
atrophied, having attained that wisdom
which is mainly disillusion, a name is
nothing much; but if the heart keep

name’s the world and all. What
young,
man of parts,choosing a book at random,
would hesitate between Paolo and Francesca and Peter Simple, or spend his
money tor “Martin Cnuzzlewit" if his
eye fell on “The Last of the Mohicans”
or “The Master of Baliantrae” in the
next row of the stall?
And, of all rightspirited young sprouts of sensibility and
good romantic proclivities, who would not
rather love a girl named Eleanor than
one
named Mary Jane; who would not
rather follow a commander named Nelson than one named Henry Simpkinsjwho
would not rather go to sea in a ship
named the Talavera than in one named
the Codfish; who would not rather sight
the land in the Straits of Sunda than at
Brackett Bay?
a
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SHAKY NERVES

breakdown.
In meeting this
condition it is necessary to exercise care
in the diet and take a nervine tonic.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills contain ingredients that build up the nerves at
the same time that they tone up the
system in general and their value in
preventing nervous disorders from developing cannot he disputed.
They are especially recommended for
nervous, run-down people because they
are a non-alcoholic tonic.
If you have any nervous troubles
write today to the Dr. Williams SledicineCo., Schenectady, N. Y., for their
little book on nervous disorders.
It
gives methods of home treatment and
directions regarding hygiene that every
one should have.
A diet book will also
be sent free on request.
nervous

Krakatoa, Gunong Delam, or Lambuan;
finer, more sounding than all the rest,
Telok Betong and Rajah Bassa, a town
and a mountain—Telok Betong at the
head of Lampong Bay and Rajah Bassa,
r-vf

fiurou unrl

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale

shore,

People are

sold by your own druggist
will be sent direct by mail, postpaid,
receipt of price, 50 cents per bos,
six boxes for {2.50;

anHHbn ennulla

or
on

How shall we cross the China Sea—
through Banka, Gaspar, or Caramata
Straits? It all depends on the monsoon.
In Banka, we are fairly launched among
We pass
the smooth Malayan names.
the Lucipara Islands, we take a bearing

Tobo Ali Lama and the Karang BromBut Gaspar is the main highway.
Brom.
How often have we picked up the light
on Shoalwater Island, made the coast of
Billiton, and passed close under Southwest Point, where the white light-house
stands above the palms. Navigation in
these channels was a constant menace to
the old-time navigator.
Many a vessel
driving home on a clipper passage touched a point of coral that showed no
breakers, and found herself wrecked
beneath calm and tropic skies. She left
her name along with her bones.
Hipnogriffe Shoal, and Hillsborough Rock,
Actaeon and Severn Reefs, andmany
more, each mark the grave of some fine,
ship. We think of them as we pass by.
The waters of Caramata t ouch the
shores of Borneo, inscrutable and lovely
We hail the town
island of the East.
of Banjarmassin, and sail on.
Perhaps the two most beautiful names
in all the East are given to the waters
lying along the opposite coasts of Borneo
Palawan Passage, and Macassar Strait.
Palawan skirts the Borneo shore in the
China Sea, running between Palawan,
Labuan, and the group of shoals to westward in open water, named mostly for
ships or captains of the past. South of
Palawan, Balbac Strait leads into the
Sulu Sea; to the northward lies Mindoro
Strait. The names along these coasts
are divided between the English and the
native
Triple-Top Island,
tongues;
Treacherous Bay, Boat Rock, and Conflagration Hill alternate with such names
as
Bahelee, Inlulutoc, and

Appurawan,
Malampaya. Spanish

names, too, begin
to appear; Santa Monica is a town on
the north of Palawan, and Punto de San
Tomas, on the island of Mindanao, is the
Bite of a remarkable Spanish ruin.
Along the coast of the Philippines,
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Everywhere.
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FLOUR
It you tell the

■

family

that
there will be muffins made with
Juba Self-Rising Flour for supper you can be sure they’ll be
home on time.
The same is true of biscuits,
waffles, batter cakes and pastries,
made with this flour. The whole
family will say they’re the best
ever

tasted.
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Juba Self-Rising Flour goes
farthest. Keeps the
table down.
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At All Grocers
Baking Recipes

on

Every Sack

“Buy It—Try It-You’ll Like It”
<35>
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have, m the last few years, been printed in the magazines; and now Mr. Tefft's
first book has been published. It is
called Journeys of a Soul —an exceptionally attractive little volume of sixty
He declared that
pages, neatly printed and artistically neighboring ReDublic.
bound, from the Gorham Press of Bos“every American who really knows anyton.
This is the opening paragraph of
thing of the true conditions in Mexico,
an
appreciative review by Oscar A. knows that Carranza’s absolutism, deShepard in the Bangor Daily News, and spite Wilson’s support, is tottering to a
who says in conclusion; “All of the
fall.”
real literature read in Bangor is not
Senator Fall finished by giving a list of
produced by outsiders;—there are those 285 “American citizens” who, he said,
to
their
are
way
in the city who
cleaving
had been killed in Mexico by armed Mexhonorable positions in the world of let- j icans
during the revolutionary period beters. And among ihe'm, I feel confident, tween
December, 1910, and Sept. 1,
Mr. Tefft must be numbered."
1916.”
Senator Fall ciec'ared that “every bank
Brimful of interest is the October
and practically every business institution
Popular Mechanics Magazine. Two hunrearticles
in
Mexico has beer, looted: the railroads
dred and twenty-eight terse
cord the new inventions and recent de- ; nave been Uestroyed; the rails torn up
velopments in science and mechanics, j and burned over fires until useless;
This magazine is always noted for its American property to the extent of hunthis re- | dreds of millions of dollars, and foreign
many fine illustrations, and in
spect the October number is better than property to the extent of many millions
more has been destroyed; religion has
ever. Among the war pages is a remarkable series of photographs showing the been crushed out of existence and those
occupreaching it exiled from their homes,
successive steps in the capture and
pation of a German first-line trench. while the sisters of charity have been
An American aeroplane, of unusual de- outraged and murdered and those left
sign, in recent tests at Buffalo establish- alive comuelled to flee."
ed a new speed record. A full-page picHughes Answers Dr. Eliot.
Other
ture of the craft is presented.
Charles E. Hughes, speaking Oet. 10th
bascule bridge
page views show the new
in the great armory at Baltimore, where
of the Chicago
over the north branch
Woodrow Wilson was first nominated
River; a public-owned power plant pro- for the Presidency, assailed Mr. Wilon
duty son’s
posed for Niagara; our soldiers
policy as President toward the
along the Mexican border; some pieces of promotion of American trade abroad and
in
trend
the
designfurniture which show
replied to published statements of Dr.
ing; several of New Jersey’s country Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus of
club-houses and golf links, etc.
Harvard, indorsing the President’s polFilled from cover to cover with inter- icy.
pierces the heart of the
esting and helpful matter of practical | “Dr. Eliot
value to authors is the October number matter,’’ Mr. Hughes said, “and he
finds
that
the
record
of the Administraof “The Writer,” the Boston magazine
‘No intervention by
for literary workers. In an “Editorial tion means this:
Talk with Contributors” the editors of force of arms to protect on foreign soil
the Smart Set explain in detail what American commercial and manufacturwho, of their own free
they want and do not want in the way ing adventurer,
of manuscripts, giving many suggestions will, have invested their money or risked
from the editorial point of view that will their lives in foreign parts under alien
be uBelul not only to contributors to the jurisdiction.'
“Think of the import of that, you who
Smart Set but tj those who write for
other periodicals. Clyde McLemore gives represent the best genius of the world,
and are thinking of using it abroad,”
along list of “Substitutes for ‘Said,’
“Think of that,
which story writers will find it profit- Mr. Hughes added.
able to keep constantly before them. In you, who it is suggested are to be asked
the new department, treating of Adver- to finance the chief undertakings of the
tisement Writing, Joseph Gerard Mor- j world. Think of that, merchants, salesclerks and tlealers, who, in
gan writes in a practical way of “Dis- men, tellers,
the world,’ take your place replay in Advertising,” givihg many valu- j ‘serving
able suggestions. The publication of ; mote from your friends and safeguards,
“The Writer’s Directory of Periodi- in communities where revolutions are
frequent, and only respect for your fiaer
cals,” giving the addresses of publics- and
the power it .symbolizes may stand
tions that buy manuscripts, with inforyou and ruin, or even death.
mation, furnished by the editors, about between
"What right has this Administration
their manuscript needs, is continued,
to
change American policies as to the
and in the department “The Manuscript
of American citizens? Was
Market,” official information is given protection
about the present special manuscript their platform molasses to catch fi'i-s,
needs of many periodicals and about otherwise.known as American investors’
“The Have they had any mandate from the
prize offers for manuscripts.
American people, or the slightest authorWriter,” now in its thirtieth year, is
the recognized trade journal of the liter- ity from the American people to withhold protection abroad? Have they used
ary profession, and it is of the greatest
a delegated power, or have they abused
value to literary workers, wmle it will
the authority?
De found interesting by all who like to j
“We are desirous—no one more than
get an inside view of authorship. The'
1— of aiding and maintaining the peace
price of the magazine is ten cents a
of the world.
I believe it to be a miscopy, or one dollar a year, and the adtake to suppose that an adequate policy
dress is P. O. Box 1905, Boston
of protection to the known rights ot
The leading article of the uctober At- American citizens is likely to necessitate
lantic is “The Achievement of the Demo- the actjjal use of force.
cratic Party and its Leader Since March
“The sanction of torce lies back of the
4, 1913,’ by President-Emeritus Eliot of laws and pursuits of peace. It i“ idle to
Harvard. No less timely, in view of the expect that American enterprise will
increasing impatience in this country of trust the assurance of a policy which inci rtain features of the British blockade,
vites the destruction of life and propis an outspoken paper, ‘Our Relations erty by advance notice that no effective
with Great Britain,’ by Arthur Bullard, means will be taken to prevent it. Such
who draws a lesson and indicates the a policy will paralyze American enterremedy from the history of our past, re- prize in the very places where it should
actions to English conservatism: Henry be promoted.
“a self-respecting policy, worthy of
Dwight Sedgwick, in a delicate essay,
‘On Being III,’ finds many compensations the American name, maintaining Amerifor the valetudinarian; Samuel McChord can honor, assuring protection to the
Crothers, playfully satiric, contributes a known rights of American citizens under
delightful literary chat on ‘The Gre- international law, is absolutely necesgariousness of the Minor Poets.’ “The sary. That does not mean war. It
Devil Baby at Hull-House,’ by Jane Ad- means the security of a self-respecting
dams, fulfills the weird promise of its peace. It means that regard will be
title.
‘Hometown Revisited,’ by Sey- paid to our just demands.’’

they

Always Bought
of

theSignature

A Speech About Mexico.
I"---—speech entitled, “The Truth about
Mexico” United States Senator Fall of
New Mexico, at a recent Renubl'.can
meeting in New York city, denounced
President Wilson’s policy towards the

Nathan ApNews staff
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Speeches.

Bath.

Thousands of children have worms that sap
Bath, Me., Oct. 10. Announcement j their vitality and make them listless and irritable. Kickapoo Worm Killer kills and removes
was made here today that the Texas Company has arranged with the Texas Steam- 1 the worms and has a tonic effect on the system.
ship Company for the building of four Does your]child eat spasmodically? Cry out in
large steamships of 9000 tons deadweight sleep or grind its teeth? These are symptoms
capacity each. Work upon the vessels of worms and you should find relief for them
will follow the complelio of four steamat once.
Kickapoo Worm Killer is a pleasant
ships which the Texas Steamship ComAt your Druggist, 25c.
pany is already arranging’to build, work- remedy.
on two having been started.
These two
are 416 feet long and will have a
Second Maine ropuiar at i.areuo.
gross I
tonnage of about 6300 each. It was
stated here this afternoon that the Texas
[Laredo Times, Oct. 4.]
Steamship Company is considering addiWith the arrival here tomorrow of the
tions to the local plant involving the em- Second Florida Infantry, which will go
ployment of nearly double the present into camp in the northern portion of the
force of about 450.
city, the Second Maine Infantry, Col.
Hume commanding, will load their belongings on to the cars and occupy the
USE ORRINE
coaches on the return trip to far-away
DRINK HABIT GOES Maine.
Laredo regrets to lose the Maine boys
Don’t wait for the drink habit to get and their excellent college band. Since
their coming here they have made an extoo strong a hold upon your husband,
as well
son, or father, for it can be broken up cellent reputation as gentlemen
quickly if Orrine is given him. This as soldiers and leave Laredo with a clean
scientific trt atment can be given in the
record, not a single one of their men
home secretly and without loss of time
having been arrested for any violation
of the civil law while here.
from work.
Laredo people have met and enjoyed
You have nothing to risk and everything
the company of Maine officers and men;
to gain, as Orrine is sold under this guarantee. If, after^a trial you fail to get
they have enjoyed the music rendered by
Larany benefit from its use, your money will the Maine University band—hence
edo people as a whole sincerely deplore
be refunded.
Orrine is prepared in two forms: No, the departure of the Second Maine In1, secret treatment; Orrine No. 2, the fantry.
voluntary treatment. Costs only $1.00 a
Easier to Stop Now.
box. Ask us for booklet.
It iB easier to check a bronchial cough now
Read & Hills, P. O. Square, Belfast.
than later. Coughs grow worse the longer
they continue. Foley's Honey ami Tar stops
tickling in throat, allays inflammation and irritation, restores sore and discharging membranes to healthy condition, opens congested
FOR FLETCHER’S
air passages, and affords longed for relief. Sold

Bears

In Use For Over 30 Years.

j

j

^
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j

The Kind You Have

j

Rid Your Child of Worms.

Shipbuilding

on

—

American hun orists are merely human
after all. Close on the heels ot Irvin
Cobb’s declaration that Wilson was the
man for his money comes the announcement of George Ade that he wili support
Hughes. Explaining this course, Ade
says:
‘When 1 recall what has happened to
this country during the past three years
1 pity ail the good men who are sitting
around benumbed by repeated insults
and bewildered to learn that their native
land is regarded by the rest of the world
as a joke, but the
large share of my pity
is reserved for the poor historian of fifty
years from now who will have to explain
away our shame so that school children
will believe it. Of late Mr. Wilson has
been talking preparedness, but his
voice doesn’t sound natural.
Why did
he have to wait eighteen months after
the European war broke out to discover
that we needed a regular army and navy?
He did not speak out on the preparedness issue until Democratic politicians
had worn a path to the White House telling him what he had better say if he
wanted to be re-elected. The Democrats
said in 1912. that they would reduce the
cost of living. All necessities and staples
are now higher than ever before.
We
do not blame the Democrats for high
We
do
blame
them
for
continuprices.
ally making idle promises.”

Unless you are well advanced in years
your hand should be steady.
If your hand, your thumb or foot
trembles when you try to hold it still,
the
if
lines are shaky when you write,
if yon have tremors of your lips or chin,
nerves
need strengthening.
your
These signs often precede a serious

or

old bulwark on the Sumatra

NEWS

|

M

and uninhabitable
island, and
though the full-rigged ship Henry B.
Hyde was one of the swiftest and most
beautiful vessels that ever spread a sail,
yet the sailor’s heart refutes the prose
of knowledge, and still believes in delecHe dreams
table and sounding names.
of capes and islands whose appellations
are music and a song, of lands that echo
their delightful syllables, of mountains
that shout the grandeur of their crowned
and stately realms; and if by any chance
a ship were given him again and he were
told to sail in search of treasure and romance, he would lay his course for Eastern
waters, where squalls hang in the
the
where
shadow of Sumatra-side,
North Watcher stands like a sentinel at
the head of the Thousand Isles, where
the land breeze drops at evening from
the Java hills.
Th" track towards the East is marked
with singing names. No sooner is the
voyage well under way, than Fernando
de Noronha heaves in sight; that island
of the tall black Pinnacle, a pencil of
rock, a mighty spire above the mountain
roof, known to every sailor who has
It ap
crossed the Line in the Atlantic.
pears, rises, stands on the horizon pale
and wonderfully green in the shimmering tropic air, a jewel set on a still and
silver sea.
It vanishes astern, as the
ship picks up the southeast trades.
In the height ot the trades another
island, Trinidad (not Pore of Spain)
breaks the horizon,a dark lump of barren
rock in the midst of sparkling waters,
quickly passed in the hurry of the constant breeze.
Soon afterwards the Cape
of Good Hope stands abeam; the Cape of
Good Hope,first called Cabo Tormentoso,
Cape of Storms. Vasco de Gama, the
Portuguese, first rounded it. And then
the Indian Ocean, past Algoa Bay.Natal,
and Madagascar. And past the Keeling
Islands, that bold piratical group, where
blood and mutiny abound, and treasure
caskets lie buried under burning sands.
The first big land sighted on the outward passage is at Java Head, beside it
stands Cape Sangian Sira, with its name
We are in the Straits
like a battle-cry.
of Sunda; name charged with;the heady
languor of the Orient, bringing to mind
pictures of palm-fringed shores and native villages, of the dark-skinned men of
Java clad in bright sarongs, clamoring
from their black-painted dugouts, selling
These waters
fruit and brilliant birds.
are rich in names that stir the blood, like
bleak

grand

Spanish, English, and native names are
equally divided. Beside the is'andof Popototan lies Isla Verde, and next to that,
the Haycock. Off to the westward we
find another group of shoals and dangers Many Belfast Readers Have Heard It and
named for clipper ships: Diana Reef,
Profited Thereby.
Elphinstor.e Rock, Rifleman Bank, Investigator Shoal. Out on the middle' “Good news travel* fast,” and the many bad
track, of the track of fair monsoons, lie I back sufferers in Belfast are glad to learn
the Anamba
Islands, Amboyna, and where relief may be found. Many a lame,
Seluan. And farther still to the west- weak and aching back is bad no
more, thanks
ward, in the Gulf of Siam,are many well to Doan’s Kidney rills. Our citizens are tellknown names of fine romantic flavor:
the good news of their experience with
Saigon, Bangkok, Cambodia, Pulo Con- ing
this tested remedy. Here is an example worth
dore, and Cape Padaran,
But if the northeast monsoon is at its reading:
Mrs. Z. A. Connell, Belfsst, says: “I was
height, we would better turn side from
Sunda and the China Sea, and take the taken down with a complication of diseases
Eastern Passages to the Pacific. These and when I recovered I had a very serious case
waters have seen stirring times.
Here, of kidney trouble. For over a year I was not
in days when great fleets of sailing ships
able to work at all and I was helpless. I suftraversed the eastern seas, when coasts
fered terribly from my back and kidneys. The
were
carelessly charted, the captain
lived in constant fear of hidden dangers. kidney secrections were unnatural and irreguWinds were baffling, tides confusing and lar in passage. I doctored, but the relief was
strong; the channels were so narrow and only temporary. I finally commenced using
tortuous that often it was a difficult oper- ! Doan’s Kidney Pills and after taking one box I
ation to work a ship through without felt
improved. When I had finished several
striking on the outlying shoals. Many a ( boxes I was able to be up and around about my
man has looked |down
through the clear work.”
waters of Macassar Strait or Ombay
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mrs. Connell
Pass, and seen the white coral rising to
his keel when he thought he had twenty said: “Whenever I.need a kidney medicine, I
fathoms to spare.
But on they drove, use Doan’s Kidney Pills and they always do
for tea and silk and spices, across the me good. No other kidney medicine goes to
Flores Sea through Ombay Pass, across the root of the trouble as
quickly as they.”
the Bania and Arafura Seas, up through
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
Molucca Passage,past Atnboina and the
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
rich Spice Islands, out at last through
the Straits of Jillolo to the open Pacific. —the same that Mrs. Connell has twice pubThen northward and in by Bashee Chan- liclv recommended. Foster-Milburn Co., Props,
nel, where in the fairway lies Botel Buffalo. N. Y.
Tobago, an island named for a boy’s
wildest dream.
WHY THEY SUPPORT HUGHES.
And on to the ports of China, so familiar that we seldom try to remember
[Biddeford Daily Journal,]
how they used to sound.
Halbert P. Gardner of Maine, former
Hong Kong,
:
Amoy, Canton, Foochow, Shanghai— member of the Progressive national
these speak a secret language to the j committee, on his way for a campaign
sailor, a tale of ardent adventure in the tour of two weeks in Indiana, called
old clipper tea-trade, and bring to mind Monday at the
headquarters of the Nathe long procession of shins that have ! tional
Hughes alliance in New York and
passed away. Romance. He likes to explained, briefly, why the Progressives
repeat the names that once were part of in the Pine Tree States had united with
!
every day in port: Stonecutter’s Island, the Republicans to turn Wilson out.
He
Lyrnoon Pass, the Great Ladrones, and said:
Kowioon-s de. With joy in each syllable, !
"We have followed Roosevelt in behe tells of Pratas Reef,and Pedro Blanco, | lieving that ir Hughes we have a man
and the Pescadores, which used to lead who will meet the b sis of the
Progreshim in from Sea. And h< remembers,too, sive national committee, who will not
another place called Happy Valley, lying merely stand for a
of
cleanprogramme
amid the palms and blossoms of Wa' chi. cut, straighout Americanism before elecLincoln Colcord.
tion, but will resolutely and in good faith
put it through if elected.”

Maud

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought has borne the si<r,m.
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under |,M
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger tin,
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

CASTOR I A

state,particularly

GOODHUE & CO

Yser’ —by

Chudren

He is Robinson Jf ffers, a writer of exceeding promise, aid his book is Californians, a volume of verse, dealing for the most part
with the varying aspects of nature in
the Monterey
the great

peninsula.
Many graceful poems by
pleton Tefft of the Daily

the

Mortimer; a half humorous and altogether delightful description of
the littleknown Salonica scene by Albert Kinross,
of the British Army, and a group of
really remarkable letters from some of
the greatest living physiologists, who,
forsaking their laboratories, are ‘doing
their bit’ for England.

introduced.

COOKth

Less Fuel.

by

nouncement that
poet is to be

hospital

admiraole

When The Macmillan Company anthat it has discovered a new poet
of very great merit, poetry lovers have
learned by experience that it is worth
while to investigate! For did not Masters, Masefield,"Gibson and Colcord, to
make
say nothing of a host of others,
their first appearance in book form
through The Macmiilan Company? All of
nounces

Have Heaton Five Sides
More

mour

—

RANGES

@of

Deming, makes tbe long-neglected
plea of the provincial town with the

News and Notes.

charm that we have come to expect of
The House of The Iron Shutters, a this author. Wilson Follett, keen intershort story by Otis Peabody Swift, ap- preter of literary moods, speaks his mind
pears in the October number of Young's on certain books of the hour in ‘SentiMagazine. Mr. Swift, who is a junior mentalist, Satirist and Realist; Notes on
at Columbia University, was born in Some Recent Fiction;’ while Meredith
Lewiston. Last summer he wa9 on the Nicholson, close friend of James Whitreportorial staff of a Portland news- comb Riley for thirty years, contributes
a character sketch ihat makes the readpaper.
er feel as if he, too, had known and lovA charming book on birds called The
ed the Hoosier poet. In the department
Chickadee-dee and His Friends is among of the Great
War, the Atlantic offers a
the recent publications that will charm
merits striking document straight from the
its
from
aside
and
and
young
old,
bloodsoaked
battlefields of Verdun,
will have an added interest for Farming‘With the Iron Division,’ by a young
ton people as its author, Miss Lyle Ward
Frenchman who writes, perforce, under
Sanderson, passed three years of her the nom de guerre of Louis
Octave Philchildhood here, her father. Rev. Roscoe
ippe. Ellen La Moite describes the
Sanderson, being pastor of the M. E. doubtful pleasures of an unauthorized
church
in this village. Farmington
trip to the battle-lines in ‘A Joy Ride;'
Chronicle.
there is a series of

to Lift?

You don’t have to lift the Roller

made

Literary

ii—————————
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Give Numbers

“SEVNATEFISIX.

ing

Clearly

Everyone realises the possibilities of
when 785G is asked for in that way.
When numbers

nected, hurried

or

that there will be

error

in te

given to operators in that
otherwise indistinct {fashion, it

are

an error

and

a

wrong connection

n

7here is an absolute necessity for the clear enuiu
of all telephone numbers: the operation of our switch
A wrong number
is directed wholly by numbers.
understood number invariably means an error call,
our operators should not be held responsible.
“Seven eight fi-te six” is the better way t<>
above number. Clearly pronounced numbers uttered
ly into the telephone transmitter will obviate a mad
error calls.
1

When you have given a number to our operator
peats it. You should listen for that repetition, for
may correct her if she has misunderstood you. That v
a great deal of delay and trouble; and, if you will
“Yes” or .“That’s right.” if she repeats properly,
have your assurance that she is doing her work con

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMP#
E. R. SPEAR,

Signs of Fall

Manager

STATE OF MA

in Montana.

COUNTY OF

[The Montana Fanner, tiept. 2Uth ]
The ears have been bent downward for
Below them the stalk is
many days.
losing its green and t: king on the yellow
russet of husking time and here and there
a yellow leaf,shows among the green tops
of the field. The meadows are short and
sere, or in the high valleys, heavy with
second crop clover or alfalfa. Grain
stubbles grow green with fall weeds.
Black patches of fall plowing anil summer
fallow break the landscape imo
checkered squares and rectangles. The
cottonwoods already are parting from
their leaves and the bright yellow of the
coming fall gleams in tne branches of
scattered trees. Tne blackbirds gal her
into hunches and flocks and chatter noisily
as a sewing circle at a luncheon. Already
the first flight of ducks has hit the
marshes and in the highlands the tender
plants have grown black under the harsh
Fields are
touch of the early frosts.
dotted with shocks of grain, the dust
in
from threshers is seen
every direction,
brown hay stacks mark tbe meadows;
of the sumare
there
signs
everywhere
Here
mer’s labor and accomplishment.
and there one hears the click of a belated
mower laying low the last cutting of hay,
while in the orchard the apples shine
When
with glimpses of ruddy ripeness.
the sun goes down there comes premonitory gusts of chilly air which promise
cooler weather and whisper of coming
storm and snow and heated furnaces.
The horizon is misty these autumn days

WALDO, FS
Oct*
Taken this tenth day of <
execution dated October
1
judgment rendered by tinCourt for the County of Wa
thereof begun and held on r
of September, 1916, to wit
day of September, 1916, in f
Croxford of Winterport, >:
W aldo, against F.verett N. 1
I in the County of Penobscot,
i lett, conimorant, at said
! hundred eight-three dollars
i cents, debt, or damage, ami t
I forty-one cents, cost f so;
! at public aution at the
j Cowan, in said Winterport,
der, on the iitteenth clay ot
ten o’clock in the forenoon,
scribed real estate und all
interest which the su'd l.
and had in and to the san
day of August. 1916. at tet
minutes o’clock in the form
the same was attached on t!
suit, to wit, a parcel of
southerly side of the Bang.
W hite’s Corner, so-called.
and bounded northerly by
leading from Monroe vitiated easterly by land owr
Isaac Perkins; bounded sout'
pied by George Clark an*:
] bounded westerly by land n
cupied by Frank Grant am

uncover the land
Which I hid for old time in the west
As a sculptor uncovers his marbles
When he has wrought his best.”

**Lo, I

PIUS
FOLEY KIDNEY
kidneys and bladder

“oTbackache

«

1

<

«

!
|

;

1

!

j

containing twenty-five acreing part of the premises c
j Bartlett by Arthur W. Km
f October 4, 1913, ami record
of Deeds, Book 313. 1’
j try
the first parcel described in
tonfChase to Arthur W. Km
! 2. 1913, and recorded in
313.
Page 20.
though loath to take up the chill azure of
Also another parcel »jl la
winter. The bright colors of spring and northerly side of said Bang
summer have faded into the ripe, rich
Corner in Wintepoit afort-s
tints of autumn, warm, comfortable erly by the road leading ft
colors in which nature bedecks herself at to the residence of Arthur f
this, the fruition time of the year. owned and occupied by sa *
heretofore bounded northerly by la:td
The
come.
Shorter days
munds, land of Everett N. ! .<
lingering twilight comes brisk. The Walter Bickford: bounded
candles twinkling in the casements of said Walter Bickford and lam
the woods go out suddenly.
Night, with by; anu bounded southerly h
its thousand voices and thousand eyes I and land of said t‘harles
comes
quickly. Katydids and harvest j forty acres, more or less, in
flits weaving their tapestry ol sound in ; the premises conveyed by
the loom of the woods accent the promise ! Knight to said Ellen M. Bar:
dated October 4. 1913, and 1
of the coming season of hoar frost and j scribed as the second
ami ;!■
the owl breaks through the tapestry with I: deed from said
Wellington
lament for the season that is gone. | Arthur W. Knight, dated *1
Fancy takes the sounds of September recorded as aforesaid.
Also another parm 1 of m<
midnight and twists them into a sentimental purpose valuable to folk who I southerly side of said Bam
would live partly in illusion and partly in j the parcel lirst described
and described as follows.
fact. The falling leaves of the cotton- I
southerly side of said road
woods are the sands of summer in
easterly corner of Churl*•Each deeded
the hour glass of the
year.
to him by
Henry C
as it twists and tumbles from its lofty
south or southerly by a st
is
evithe
to
rods
to
a
ground,
brook; thence w*
perch and nestles
dence that another grain has run. Soon about twenty rods to the lr
a'•
the glass will be turned up and the grain ing from White's Corner,
port village; thence wester
will be flakes of snow.
said road and land former
There are signs of fall. The signs are land deeded to Albert Win
for another of those long, mild Montana thence easterly by said lan
falls rich with the ripeness of things and White about twenty rods t
strong as old wine with a fruity soundness northerly by said land form*
and the tang ot a full ripening. When the to said Bangor road leading
winds blow cool and the sun shines strong lage to Bangor; thence east*-1
road about sixteen rods to tl.
and the days are bright and warm and the
c>
of ing; being the premises
the
with
medicinal
strength
nights
Libby to Nellie M. Bartlett b>
A
breezes.
west
long, cember 14, 1905, and recorded
north and
motherly autumn in whose lap Montana Book 276, Page 298.
rests content and satisfied. Weather
(Signed) FRANK A. Ml
li,
that no Japan current can breed, skies
A
true
of
concopy. Attest:
not
that Italy could
equal, valleys
FRANK A. LI M
tented rest peopled with happiness.
3w42
Montana in a Montana fall! Montana
and her harvest and her climate and her
Gentle —But Sun

people!

■
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Biliousness, sick headache,.bloating, constipation, dyspei
tressing consequences of reta
and fermenting
I undigested
ach are avoided if the bowei*
and regular. Foley Cathartic
I aid to good health. Do not grip
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crom
>£?^wind
front the

Maine.

“REAL SHIPS.”

rocks and sea
jilt's
i**10', rented by the pine
#II‘
through the sycamores today,

T

“THE DEEPWATER

He

ivhere sequoias line
.f giant sentinels that guard

jr*;,
‘“:ks,

I

western slopes,
,.f this briny breeze brings

f*

'[

hearts

lira')

“Faith an’ now Wilson’s for protection. Four year agone he was agin
it, for it was agin the constyehooshun.
Now that he is for it, that immortal

hopes.

new

and the rivers cry the
that is Maine’s

ins

W

J.

pride

iliese

was

insthrument

;i,.|r desperation wanes;
hearts are raised to look
,ture in the face
has been the clarion that’s

,;r

W"’
v

f

race.

a

Mittg

that sunk the souls of us
ns we never knew
nr Hag was honored in the
i, here
it flew,
(•aid us homage, for
a
our hands were white,

!

own

air

like

m

countrymen hail

a

blight.

songs we sing of
we must do
dream that passed away
our

avelously true;
souls that breathe the
to life again
a! tills a nation’s heart
i- the wind from Maine.
! WARD S. VAN ZiLE.
Sept.. 13.

:
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burial Comments

I

j’ooty

it

on

ti¥e

new

navy?

signs of War Departihe Administration is
'■rut ging
to
bring the
a' just in time to enable
or Mr. Hughes.
i’

in sight

rs
a

a

ago Woodrow Wilson
that hard times were
but he isn’t trying to

the Memphis caused
Americans belays to seeing the navy
to

“‘How about tile Army bill?’

•ratio Congress has puss-

than tlie one
upon himself at
re

_

half dollars will have an
Hi ou one side and on tlie
agle, iu full flight. Wilson

'he McAdoo shipping law:
rises on the American

never

rat's idea of an ideal watehTroasury is a Porumerau-

is now busily engaged
other side of the suffrage

:

Wilson seem to be takvaeations just now.
i\v

I

wasn’t tlie only thing the
broke—there's the Fed-

ress

«Ti.

n

axes

“‘We’re on,' says the Sinirors, falling ofT. An’ the Merry-Go-Round plays
Wilson Waltz, (which ye know,
a
Jawn, is wan step forward, two steps
An’ Tuhack, hesitate an’ sidestep).
multy goes out to spread the glad
tidin'g that the preparation p’rade will
he led be the Presidint in person.

igu agents who two years
usily engaged thanking God

<

i

“‘Ph'what does this mean at all
‘I’ve the wan
at all?’ they axes.
thrack mind,’ says the Presidint, ‘an’
ye go all through me train iv thought
before ye come to the pork car,’ says
he. ‘Are ye on?' axes tlie Apostle iv
Common Counsels.

-on

.sury.

thro’ the

©LINW0O0
K

As you burned up lives to fashion
The frame of each lumbering shell
So you ended all the “Romance”
Of the ships we loved so well.
Can man lavish his affection
On insensate bolted steel?
When its great heart is a c nder
Which can neither sense or feel?
But “Real Ships,” your wild crews loved you
With that strength which kinship brings
And they idolized and knew you
To be pulsing, “living” things—
With the “Albatross” and “Dolphin”—
The “Storm Petrel” and “Sea Gull”—
’Tis the quickening breath of tempests
Wakes life in each stray-draped hull.

And

the

“Storm King's” hoarse

war

mons

O brave keels!—for years we furrowed
Your path thro' sea’s sapphire plain—
With its air-borne sprites we doubled
The “CsTies” of thy great domain.

■

sklent Marshall says Mr.
is an echo of the past.
Quite
i statesmanship, of patriotic
ce and safe legislation.
n

"aits of the Adamson bill:
York street car strike.

Incompeten-Sea.

And I’m g:ad life still can summon
From a past’s rich memories
Reminders of those “Queenly Clippers”
Which for decades held the seas.
—George C. Bugbee, in Attleboro Sun.

Idiosyncra-Sea.
Inadequa-Sea.
Delinquen-Sea.
Impermanen-Sea.
Hypocri-Sea.

OF FAMOUS SPEECH
editor of the
ic campaign book, made up
of “Woodrow Wilson’s Wit
aim,” has tampered with one
ti
speech by omitting the

®

that

tlit*

!
|

■

8t"
i'n.N'
:

tight.”
smacks of lese majeste,
loo

proud

to

to

II HEADACHES
By Applying Sloan’s Liniment to Forehead You Can Stop the Severe Pain.
Many headaches are of a neuralgic
The symptoms of such headorigin.
aches are tense and lingering pains in
the brow, temples or back of the head.
There is one certain relief that has
been known and recommended for years
back, Sloan’s Liniment. One application
and the dull pain is practically gone. It
is easily applied without rubbing. Rubbing is unnecessary, as Sloan’s Liniment
quickly penetrates to the seat of trouble.

Aching muscles, rheumatism, bruises,

lumbago, chilblains, sprains and stiff
neck can also be most effectively treated
Cleaner than
with Sloan’s Liniment.
mussy plasters or ointments; it does not
stain the skin or clog the pores.
At all drug stores, 25c., 50c., $1.00.

jhaughty

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears

the

^nature

J. M. Gael.ill, Etna Greer. Ind., write
offered from severe backache and Bhai p
I could not stoop over. Foley Kidne y
p.rs Rave
me ruch relief that I cannot praii e
too
highly.” This standard remedy f< ir
^
.ICr‘fcy trouble and bladder ailments can 1 e
fcktn with absolute safety. Sold every wher s.

r';r'

Navy Departproposes

this

and Daniels!’

Of the 3S electors who east Penn
sylvania’s vote for Roosevelt in 1912.
35 are living and 27 of them have
pledged, unitedly, their support to Mr

Hughes._
Cut This Out—It Is Worth Money.
Don’t miss this. Cut out this slip, enclos
with 5c to Foley & Co., Chicago, III., writin
You will rt
your name and addreBB clearly.
ceive in return a trial package containin i
bronchi)
for
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pill
and Foley Cathartic Tablets. Specially con
forting to stout perBonB. Sold everywhere.

of

No More backache for Her.

the juice that

Used It Eleven Years.
is one remedy that for many yeai
given relief from coughs, colds, crou
and whooping cough. Mrs. Chas. Rietz, Alle
Mills. Pa., writes: “I have used Foley’s Hone
and Tar for the past eleven years and I woul
It promptly relievi
not be without it.”
hoarseness, tickling throat and wheezy breatl
Sold
everywhere.
ing.
r

There

Silas D. Weymouth came into the Oboffice Saturday with a market

Basket full of

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

apples, among them Nodheads, Black Oxfords, Northern Spies,
Mildings, Wolf Rivers, McIntosh Reds,
Porters, Baldwins, R. I. Greenings,
Tolman Sweets, English Russets, St.
Lawrence, Lady Sweets, Nonesuch, and

Is situated

picked

the hogs, for he believes they will
fall unless they are imperfect in
some way.
Mr. Weymouth holds no patent on
these methods of protecting apples from
the various enemies that attack them,
for the value of birds and the danger
j from windfalls have been urged by ornithologists and orchardists for years.
It certainly must be a satisfaction to
|
hear the birds sing and to see the hogs
j grow, and greater than can be obtained
from running a sprayer or feeding apples that have become wormy through
neglect.—Piscataquis Observer.

WI"i ■* nWIIW'i i+rmimr^rmr. ———wamw

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.

up every !

to
not

|
|

Leave Rockland, Rockland Hotel,
12.00 m. and 4.00 p. m.

j
j

EXTRA CARS FOR CHARTER

J

31AIXE
QRRIN

r

afternoon

a

tug

was

TEAXSH/R1 A TIOX

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country a Belfast, Maine.
BfcLFAST AOFMS.

&

HALL.

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

seen

Eastern Steamship Lines.

3
3
«

Hughes Sympathetic With

De-

mands of Labor Which Are
Proved to Be Just.

8
S
8

“I am sympathetic with every 8
demand to improve the condig
I % tions of labor, to secure reason- 8
I
2 able compensation for iabor.
g
ef- £>
j am in sympathy with every
g fort to better human conditions, 8
8 and particularly the condition of
those who toil in industrial pur- 8
p suits, in railroad pursuits, in all g
:R these great activities that are
g
8 essential to our prosperity. But

3

I 3

to
£j
g when you have a proposition
8 change the scale of wage you g
:h
have a vital proposition which 8;
2 requires examination. You must g
p at least know whether the de- g
£
g mand is a just one.
“Labor, of course, should not Jr

;3

desire anything but what is just, y
:3 I do not believe labor intends to g
what is £
g ask for anything but
;3 just. What is just can be ex- ?
H amined and will survive inves- £
3 tigation. Nothing is lost by hav- 2

proved

the facts to be

otherwise,

ever.

supposed wreck proved to be the
clay-laden barge John R. Penrose, formerly the three masted schooner of the
The Penrose got into difsame name.
ficulties in New York bay last month and
as a result she was dismasted and converted into a barge. The first conversion
was sudden and unexpected, but having
cut down her masts and rigging without
I doing any damage to the hull, the owners, Pendleton Bros., of New York, de: cided to keep her as a barge and let it go
; at that.
The Penrose brings a heavy cargo of
clay to the Winslow pottery and will go
around there today io discharge. Capt.
Dodge, her genial commander, when she
still sticking to the
was a schooner, is
ship, now she is a barge, and will continue to do so.— Portland Press, Oct. 12.

3 ing the process of
applied £
is 2
%$ If only that which is Just
required.”—Mr. Hughes In His £
2
3 Speech at Portland, Maine.
reason

The

Aroostook Potatoes.
From $2.75 to $3.00 has been the price
of Green Mountain potatoes in Fort Fairfield most of the past week. Just now
it is pretty hard if not impossible to get
the even $3.00, $2.85 being about the go-

He was about 60
sulted immediately.
years old.
The driver was attempting to pass
other cars when the accident happened.
Finding that he was too close to the
guard rail, he tried to turn back into the
road, but the momentum of the car
caused it to overturn and drop down the j
six-foot embankment. An investigation 1
was held and the county medical examiner decided that an inquest was unnecessary. Thursday night the body of Mr.
White accompanied by his family, was
removed to his home in Salem, Mass.;

Mrs.

George

Mondays, at 7.45 a. m for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.

Gilmore of Burnham

Fitzgerald.
Mrs. Josephine Seavey

B. L.

of Boston is in
town for a visit with Attorney and Mrs.
J. W. Manson.
Mr. and Mrs. B. N. Pendleton and little

daughter of New York arrived in town

except

Kheumabsm.

For headache and nervousness due to kidney and bladder disorders, for weary,
pajn_iaden days and sleepless nights, for
weak, lame back, take Foley Kidney Pills,
Contain no harmful or habit forming drugs.

SOLD

EVERYWHERE

]

^

<

\

TRUCKING

I

I am prepared to do all kinds ot trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac concern.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will

re-

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, week
days at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Bangor week days
at 2 00 p. m. for Boston and intermediate land-

ings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
BETWEEN

PORTLAND

REDUCED

AND NEW YORK

Fares and

STATEROOM

PRICES

Residence 17 Church St.,

Portland and New York. Passenger serTuesday and Saturday, one week; Thurs-

From

day, alternate week. Freight service Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, 6 p. m. Leave New York, 5
p.

m.

METROPOLITAN LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
-13 1-2 HOURS.

ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS

MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL
Wednesday for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Bigelow.
Leave North Side India Wharf, Boston, week
A party comprising the families of days and Sundays at 6 p. m. Same service
E. D. Call, Frank Fuller returning from Pier 18, North River, foot of
ing figure. Cobblers are worth about Charles Bussell,
Murray St., New York City,
$3.00, but few are coming. The offer- Edwin Childs, and T. E. Getchell] spent
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
at the Call cottage at Unity Pond
libare
Sunday
Mountains
of
Green
fairly
Belfast, Maine
ings
eral. The car shortage bothers consid- where a picnic dinner was enjoyed.—
erably.—Fort Fairfield Review,Oct. 11th. Pittsfield Advertiser.
He con a- li ano

,

•planct

E.

PERSONALS.

spent Wednesday with her sister, Mrs.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
p

Leave Belfast week days, at 5.00 p. m. for
Camden, Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast

daily,

vice

PITTSFIELD

__

_

CUMI AM.

Ptione 316-3, Belfast. Mane,

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Rest Equipped Factory in the

JACKSON

|

a. m.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1867

^

j

!

Arrive in Rockland,
and 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Belfast,
1.30 p. m and 5 30 p. m.
9*30

SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION

DICKEY. Manager.

J

They

I
BARGE PENROSE. SUMMER RESIDENT OF ISLESBOKO

I

i
Killed in Automobile Accident at Etna,
Newport, Oct. 12. McDonald White ;
coming into port towing what had every
of Salem, Mass., connected with the
appearance of being a sailing vessel that
and
had been up against something good
Boston publishing house of Houghton
hard and had come out second best. It Mifflin Co., was killed today in an autoat
on the State road
locked like a three-maBted schooner or a mobile accident
ALL THE WAY BY WATER.
Etna, five miles east of here while resquare-rigger, with omv one mast stand- turning to his Bummer residence at Isles- i
a
foreof
the
piece
ing and that only
boro after a day’s trip to Bangor.
BANGOR LINE
mast. Immediately everybody jumped
Mr. White’s wife and daughter and j
at the conclusion that it was the pulp
Miss C. D. Councilman of Boston, esTurbine Steel Steamships Belwood barge which the Ossipee towed
without injury, but the chauffeur,
into Rockland and which this strange tug caped
Edward Mooney, was badly bruised. Mr. j
fast and Camden
must be towing in here. Investigation
White’s ribs were crushed and death rehow-

Yesterday

air street.

etc. Care id dii\ers

AUTO SERVICE.
Beginning October 1, 1916.

morning, and every apple that falls goes i

j

just oft ^

I have single and
desired. Your patron1 elephones—».tahle 235-2. house 61-13.
Iy28
VY. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
street

huckboardf,

ROCKLAND-BELFAST

He doesn’t depend entirely on the
birds, however: he keeps 1(5 hogs to eat
are

Washington

——U——— W

—

sects.

the windfalls that

on

double hitches,
age issolicited

several other varieties.
They were
grown on his farm in East Sangerville,
owned
L.
Charles
formerly
Brockway.
by
The fruit was of such fine quality that
we asked Mr. Weymouth how often he
sprayed nis trees and he said he doesn’t
Bpray them any, but doeB everything
possible to keep birds in his orchard and
they take care of the troublesome in-

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
St. Paul St., Boston, Mass.
PENDLETON

PRESTON’S

server

—

THE

g

Hie Jacet!

say

tte 'tast.
Ti1 miy possible excuse for this sin
n‘
mission that we can think of is
‘-•>at there may also be times when
handbook compiler is tot
hroud to print..

^ways

Also, with a mind to
has made our State and
ments famous, “Life”
toast:
“Grape Nuts! Bryan

New subscribers for The Youth’s Comfor 1917 who send $2.00 now will
receive free every remaining weekly
issue of 1916. The Companion improves
every year—new features, captivating
stories, side-splitting sketches of downeast life. If you have a growing family
whose pure ideals you wish to see reflected in their reading you cannot choose
a more satisfying publication for everyone in it than The Youth’s Companion.
Let us send you free the Forecast for
1917, which describes in detail the good
things promised to Companion readers
during the 52 weeks of the coming year.
New subscribers for 1917 will receive
free The Companion Home Calendar for
1917.
The publishers of The Companion have
arranged with the publishers of McCall’s
Magazine—the famous fashion magazine
to offer you both publications for 1917
for $2.10.
This two-at-one-price offer includes:
1. The Youth’s Companion—52 issues in
1917.
2.
AH remaining November and Decernber issues of The Companion free.
3.
The Companion Home Calendar for
1917.
4.
McCall’s Magazine—12 fashion nuinbers in 1917.
5.
One 15-ceot McCall Dress Pattern—
your choice from your first copy of
McCall’s—if you send a 2-cent stamp
with your selection.

Trussell, Belfast

MAKING NATURE HELP NATURE.

panion

;2

Inefficien-Sea.

I'NfUL MUTILATION

notice

oligarchical

ontological, oleaginous,
Sir Joe-sea-fuss!

Mitchell ®

ALL REMAINING 1916 ISSUES FREE.

dryly.

This is a free advertisement for
“Life,” issue of September 14:
If you want to find a reliection of
your own inward opinion of the present amiable, inconsequential and bemuddling Secretary of the Navy, here
’tis; for “Life” dedicates an entire Issue to our own officious, omniscient,

“Make Cooking Easy”

1

At “Sea Siren’s” low-voiced lay;
Held alike its vibrant meaning
For those “ships of yesterday.”
Gone forever from the skylines
Those broad silhouetted yards
With their bulging stretch of canvas
To the “Haven of Discards.”

OH, YOU JOSEPHUS!

Wilson’s scheme for coinfor everything has
been
planned to make three jobs
a
ing Democrats grow where
would grow before.

I

f:

sum-

“Wid his mouth,” responded Finne-

at

..

H

When in a hurry both Coal and Gas Ovens
can be operated at the same time, using one for meats and the other for pastry,
Call and look them over and you will agree that a Glenwood “Certainly does

i

And like them you share a common
Kindred care as on you drive—
A mere sliver in the Maelstrom,”
Yet th*1 “Great Deep” lets you live.
With life vested—you can fathom
Seas’ eternal whisperings—
With its mystic love conversant
On thy wild adventurings.

Si .10 men.
■

Range

sea.

‘How does he save his face?" asked

gan

Gas

some

Malumphy.

didn’t want a Tariff Cora•omposed of $12,000 men,
100 salaries being designed

"s

Two ranges in
the space of one
save room and
hundreds of
steps each day.

Killed the last shred of sea fancy
In these metal-sided things.

‘Oh
me,’ says Wilson.
all preparedness is a
matther Iv the heart an' not of guns
or forts.
Did Cleveland ivir give ye
a job?’ be axes, sroppin’ short like.
“‘Pivil a wan,’ says Hay.
‘Thin,’
says Wudthrow shakin’ the both iv
Hay’s hands cordial like, ‘for yer patriotic service in so bravely sipportin’
he says, ‘in all their
me policies,’
phrases,’ he says. ‘I make a judge iv
ye’he,’ says he. ‘as well as yer frind
that ye put in the Joker,’ says the
Prisidint.
‘Ilowly Saints,’ says the
preparation Sinitors.

hw

4

'Twas the furnace man that built ye,
Not the craftsman out of oak,
put heart and love and purpose
Into every good ax stroke,
'Tis the boilermaker’s triumph
And the forge-pot’s sputterings

Hay—aftlier

lie proShadow

and gas broiler are above the
right to get at without stooping.

oven

Who

‘Embrace

was

e

says

him,’ says Hay.

eulogy of Lincoln at
more literary but

sun’s

elevated gas

coal range just

ruthless monster panting
Proudly its volcanic strength
There is naught to feed emotion
In that iron-plated length.

“‘I have here a hill,’ says Hay, ‘providin’ for an increase iv five hundtlier
men a year for twinty year.’ he says;
‘an’ amynishun for six hours’ ackshun.’
he says.
’twill make us safe from
muckrakin’
measles,
Madd.vgasker,
milit-rism and marital infidelity,’ he
says, ‘an’ we’ll catch Villy before he
dies av he doan’t die before we catch

the interviews with the
umnissioners that the caiua.an this year in the Sonora
■■it is “Thank God for WoodM1U."

row W

Blindly shuttling

Like

eye.

t v

The Glenwood

Sealed hermetically—crowded
With a dazed humanity—
Just a block of “mixed” Manhattan

for detinse must be the wurd.’ says
Wudthrow, wid heroic ris’Iution in his

at Wilson’s speech of uccep■uki have been phrased even
Cnctly in the graphic words
•veed. “What are you going
... it?”

That’s A Fine Idea

With the whine and plaint of engines
Belching smoke and cinder spark_
Just a monster boiler factory
Or machine shop on a lark.
Creature of a thousand windows
In a jewel-like ellipse—
Gilden cattle pens for profit
Anything you please but ships.

Hay.
‘Thorough an’ instant preparation

ry—profane history.

Sr

mind.’

which he found

Fighting “wind jammers” who made
Big sail records—all have vanished
From the sea’s broad lanes of
trade.
Staunch home-timbered “Temerares”’—
“Merchant flyers” of the world;
Our “queen clippers” of the “forties.”
Steel-wrought hands your sailB have furled.
In your place now squats the
product
Of a subterranean slime;
Fostered by the “Imps of Darkness”
In the chambers of the mine.
A mere thing of pipes and funnels—
MoluseB and invertebrates—
As unfeeling—cold and lifeless—
As its burned-out furnace grates.

“‘But this same is the Ra.vpublican’s bill,’ says Kitchin starin’. 'Ye’ll
go an’ pass it.’ says Wudthrow, pounding the desk. ‘Hooray.’ says the black
Raypublicans votin’ for the bill. ‘I)o
1 dream,’ says Kitchin.
‘If I iver
drank, I’d fink 1 was boozed,’ says
Kitchin in a thremblin' vice. And he
falls off.

Mai'meat,

to

open

‘F’what iv the Navy?’ says Kitchin.
shud
be thruly adequate ivrywhere,’ says the Great Playlist, ‘except in Montany, wtiere we need no
Navy,’ says he. ‘and in St. Louey,
where it shud be the biggest In the
world.
We’ll be none exthravagant
like thim Raypublicans,’ says he. ‘so
here’s the IMmycrnt bill ye’ll pass,’
says he.

! responsibility for the
parity.
■

an

‘It

one-track
lie composed of shuttle
on

kape

changes

Monster craft of bolted iron—
Not a “square rig” in the lot.
Gone those lofty sparred creations—

stop me music and lave me off.
‘Are ye crazy or am
says Garrison.
I?’ Garrison moans, layin’ on his hack
an’ gazin’ wildly at th' sky. ‘God hless
ye,’ says Wudthrow. 'I’ve a near-real
raygrit at losin' you.' he says. And as
Garrison beats it to Jarsey the MerryGo-Round plays a side step.

dollars to invest
to the business
inis Daniels? Then,
mile tlie millions that

t

as

Wudthrow.

two
trust

to

the

Where our old-time flush deck
clippers
Yankee-built and Yankee-manned,
Jockeyed—five deep—for the service'
Of a quickened trades
demand;
Now a jam of “fore-and-afters”—
Sea hogs—barges and what
not;

also
changed Its
mind. He makes me head shwim.
“But I’ve good company. Bryan an'
Garrison, the civil service Dimycrats,
and the rale Dimycrats, the I’assylists
an’ the vulgar sow Is that’s none Too
Proud to Fight’—they’ve all been on
the Merry-go-round.
Some iv thim
turned sick.
‘God bless ye—ye’re a good man,
but ye make me dizzy,’ says Bryan,
leppin' from the Ilobby Horse and runnin' for the woods. 'I’ve a ginywlne
ra.vgrlt at losin’ ye,’ says Wudthrow
throwin' him a Cocked-Hat iv the vintage of 1909.
‘Here's the Army bill,’ says Garrison.
‘How does it suit?' he axes,
‘Fine,’ says Wudthrow, ‘barrin’ a
few changes.’
‘Ye’ll redraw it,’ he
says, ‘to provide,’ says he, ‘voluntary universal service in a Federal
Milishy,’ says he, ‘conthrolled be the
states,’ says he; ‘an’ recruited be
‘It
spiritial com-pulslon,’ says he.
shud be nayther too large nor too
small,’ says he; ‘or maybe both,’ he
says; ‘an’ the ammynition,’ says he,
‘must be nayther too much nor too
little,' says lie. ‘I’ve to see Hay, before I decide the daytales, for 'tis me

shattered,

By

MAN” COMES BACK.
puzzled and bewildered

the wharf lines of our “Harbor”
As he stood and gazed around;
After a long spell of silence
Ure
.<*,8BU8t unsealed his lips—
*'
it!—I can’t get my bearings:
What’s become of all the ships?”
In

v

was

goods of every description. Furnt
ture. bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yoi
have anything tt
sell drop me ?
postal card ai.d you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. J)OMBH.
<34 Main Street, Belfast.

Telephone

249-3

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
BLADDER
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS
AND

let. 234-3

Notice of Foreclosure
Jackson Mathews of Lincoln-

WHEREAS,
ville, County

of Waldo and State cf
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the
eleventh day of July, A. I). 1916, and recorded
in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 247,
Page 178, conveyed to me. the undersigned,
under the name of Isa M. Adams, my name before my marriage, a certain parcel of land
with the buildings thereon situated in said Lincolnviile, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones at S. W. corner
of the Free Meeting House lot at Lincolnville
Center, so-called: thence S. 24 deg. E; 5 rods
to a stake and stones; thence N. 79 deg. E. 8
rods to a stake and Btones; thence N. 24 deg.
W. 5 rods in the road to a stake and stones;
thence S. 79 deg. W. 8 rods to the first mentioned bounds; whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been broaen, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof
1 claim a forelosure of said mortgage.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1916.
IRA M. SMYTHE.
3w42

STORAGEFirst class accommodation for furniture
storage at $1.00 per month per load. ApELON B. GILCHREST.
ply to

5KARSP0RT.

.I

Bert Littlefield i» afflicted with
the side of his neck.

being taken along the water front.
Mrs, Thomas L. Wagner arrived Sunday
Smelts

■OH ROE.

I

There is

from Boston.
Walter S. Towers has moved into the Deshon
house on Elm street.
Lawrence Hamilton arrived Sunday
Boston for a short visit.

from

F. S. Dyer has returned from
with friends in Lincolnville.

visit

Mrs.

a

Miss Geneva Curtis has been suffering
verely from an attack of neuralgia.

Elder George Brooks of Cortona preached
at the Mission last Sunday evening.
Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols left Monday for Boston, where she will spend the winter.

If you have been induced

Mrs. Henrietta R. \oung has moved into the
for the winter.

Congregational parsonage

made from alum

powders

David W. Kane left Thursday for New York,
where he expects to join a steamer.
H. N. Colcord is moving into one of Mrs.

Mrs. Marshall Rand, Mrs. Herbert Cooper
Mrs. Theo Dickey were in Brooks last

and

will be

Reservoir street.

pleased

difference in the

M. A. Cook returned Friday from Eustis*
where he attended the funeral ol his sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer Stevens and Mrs. B.
F. Pendleton left Monday for Milwaukee, Wis.

You

a rent in Bangor
Mrs. Rand will move there this week. Mr.
Rand and Earl.both being employed in Bangor,
have boarded there for some time.

of the food.

J. ?. Walker and daughter. Miss Alice Walker, closed their cottage and returned to Bangor last week.

landing here
strong southwesterly

The Boston boat did not make

Friday

account of the

on

wind that

ed

day.

Miss Lillian Smith went

to

Belfast last

County Hospital

and entered the Waldo

week
ap as-

Havner, who has been in town to
close her house,left Saturday for her home in
Worcester, Mass.
Augusta called

Mrs. G. A Robertson of

stay the

At the town meeting held on Saturday,
October 14th it was voted to have the Town
Hall wired for electric lights, and the work
will be done at once. It i* expected that as

of hunt-

soon

Griffin and Mrs. James T. Ersk-

Thursday.

prospects, and Monday afternoon
and

the

Barge

warm.

Mrs. Samuel F.

summer.

Greenwood arrived

Friday

from Perth

Amboy with 1,600 tons of coal to the P. C. &
W, Co. at Mack’s Point.
E. Wallace is putting up the frame tor
his new house on Prospect street. The main
house will be 24x28 feet, with L.
Isaac

Capt. Frank E. Curtis left Tuesday for New
York to take command of the

quite ill, suffering

steamship

Co-

attending

Stevens is

Rev. T H. Martin is away on his vacation
and there will be no services in the Congregational church until the first

Sunday

in

Adams, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. GilEdith Williams went to Augusta
key
and Togus last Sunday in Mrs. Adams’ Overland car.
Mrs. L. E.

and Miss

McDonough, who has been at work
for Eugene T. Savage at his cottage on the
western shore for the summer, left Monday
Patrick

Boston.
and two friends, who have
week at the Jackson bungatheir homes in Everett, Mass.

Arthur Jackson

Monday.
Mrs. James P. Erskine of New York

Dr. and

returned there
doctors

Monday

mother,

after

a

visit with the

James T. Erskine,

Mrs.

on

Main street.

Arthur E. Colson and Mr. and
the fair in Pittsfield last week, making the trip in Mr. Colson’s
Overland Car.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Mrs. M. F.

arker attended

W illiam £>,

closed

his

street,

now

from his recent ill-turn and

Gordon,

who has been

visiting

his

Savery is moving his stave mill to
H. N. Colcord farm and will continue sawing lumber on the Savery brook, which runs
Howes

the

Gilkey &

have bought of
Mrs. D. S. Goodell of Allston, Mass,, her cottage on West Main street,which was damaged
by fire last year.and are putting the buildings
in first class repairs.
W, R

Son

Hope

last

C. E. Biils visited friends in

week.

S. Rendell, which his young son and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Archie McLaughlin, are already occu-

and vote for

pying. Happiness and
new occupants.

proved;

Mrs. J. E. Prescott

contentment

to

Mrs.

Mayvilie)

up-to-date fall
the inspection of our ladies at
her Main street room in La Furley’s block.
Those in need of such articles will do well to
give her a call.
Mr. and Mrs

was

at

home

over

Robert Gushee is in VVaterbury, Conn., where
employment on a farm.

he has

McCorrison is in Barre, Vt., with
her daughter. Mrs. Mary Melcher.
Mrs. V. O. Keller is visiting her
daughter,
Mrs. Clarence Simmons, in Oakland.
Mrs. Sabra

Marie Keller

Miss

was

at

home from Oak

Grove Seminary Saturday and Sunday.
Sam. Wentworth has returned to Westboro,
Mass., after two weeks' visit with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Wentworth.
J. Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Gordon and
Mrs. Alice Gordon of Warren were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Berry.
Mr.

Albert Newbert of Rockland
Walter Newbert of Boston,
were
guests last week of Mrs. Oakes at the Oakes
Mr. and

Mrs.

and son,

place, Appleton Ridge.
The schools in town

closed again on account of infantile paralysis in several
families in Burketville. There are no cases in this

vicinity

and every

are

precaution

is

being

used

to

prevent.

are now

Every man should keep fit these days and
make the most of his opportunities.
No man
can work his best handicapped with disordered kidneys and bladder, aching back, swollen
stiff muscles or rheumatic pains. Foley

J'[idney
oints,
times

Pills pay for themselves a hundred
in health improvement. Sold
every-

over

where.

shiftei

a

reason

every

LIBERTY.
J. J. Walker and son Donald spent last week
in the big woods on a hunting trip.

for

Wilson has

as

for

voting

Mr. and Mrs.

for

election

of

Hughes!

There

is no

peace

the

vices

job.

Swett, who have returned to BanSuccess to the new

Mrs. H. B.

gor, their former home.
entei prise and the young
uccup.. ing the J.
Middle street, ielt town

McMann, for

able to attend

to

L. Lancaster

recently

his duties

as an

E. Verrill and two children have

harry

I

Miss Alma

nor

days, coming

home

attend

to

Mixer and Alfred

wer Active

SWANVILLE

E. Thompson.

treatment for several weeks.

All atten-

proved of no avail and he returns home
feeling much discouraged. Sympathy is extended

the sufferer and to his anxious wife
and family.
to

Among

j

people attending the
Sunday were the fol-

the out-of-town

funeral last
a sister of Mrs. Littlefield,
Mrs, Stone and son; Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Pierce,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waning, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Waning, Mr, Albion Kenneth, Mr. Elmer
Kenneth, Mr. Heba Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs,
Littlefield

lowing relatives:

Craig,

Mrs.

Wellbridge

and Mrs. Biather.

Mrs. Charles W. Frye and son,
Frye, left last Thursday in their auto
on their return trip to their home in Scituate,
Maas., after a four days’ visit in town with his
sister, Mrs. Fannie Bridges, Middle street.
Before coming to Stockton they had been on a
motor trip over the “Mohawk Trail,’’a most
picturesque and delightful drive.
Mr.

and

Deane

Susie

A.

Mr.

Ruby Gray

large delegation of Masons went to Searslast Saturday evening to witness the
work in the M. M. degree. They report a large
number of visitors from cities and other towns
and

a

grand good time.

F0LEYKIDNEYIMUS
FOR

BACKACHE

WEST

K!DNEYS AND

BLADDER.

FRANKFORT.

Velma Grant has returned home from

Miss

Bangor.
Miss Daisy Stevens is in iswanville, where
employment.

Mr. and Mrs, Parks of Lynn, Mass., who
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant and other
relatives here, have returned home.

Mr.

Mrs. Freeman Clark of Monroe
relatives here, Oct. 14th, enroute to
Prospect, where they spent the week-end with
their daughter, Mrs. Grace Rainy.

CENTER.

called

were

and

on

The farmers

are harvesting their apples and
Both crops are light in this vicinity
The hail storm did lots of damage here, and

in

potatoes.

many will have

was a

no

harvesting

to

do.

Mr. aDd Mrs. Frederick Nickerson, accompanied by Mr, and Mrs. Bert Nickerson of

Miss Stella Berry is visiting friends in Bangor.

daughter

Belfast
were recent callers at Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Robertson’s.
son

and

of

Mr. John Vickery is visiting in New York.
He will return this week.
Miss Annie Paul, who is teaching in Prospect, spent the weea-end with her parents.

The Industrial Club met Oct. 11th with Mtb.
McKeen. Among the goodly number present
were Mrs. Leander Sargent and Mrs. Parse of
Searsport. Mrs. Sargent is a member of the
Club. It was an enjoyable meeting as they
always are. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Rushbrook Thayer, Oct. 26th,

The Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs. Ella
Littlefield and Mrs. Ida Cross, Thursday, Oct.
19th.

Sunday Drs.

Last

Pearson and Ham held

Either way you put it—in the center of busiA. A. Howes & Co.’s store—or A. A.

Co.’s store the center of business—
cigar the center of at-

over

on receiving a visit from
Capt. FerCommander of Thomas Ii. Marshall
Post, and Mrs. Julia McKeen of the Circle.

gurson,

traction.

Rendell arrived Oct.

although the case was a serious one is looking forward to ultimate recovery, to the joy of her family and many
and

friends.
Mr, and Mrs. L. A. Gardner. Middle street,
accompanied by their friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Dunbar, School street, arrived home last
Thursday evening, from a five daya visit in
Kingman, the home of Mrs. Gardner's parents,

EOT CLAST WOOD FURNACES
m.»l»

KTT ..

neat the whole

house, store,
church with a single
fire, saving enormously from
the trouble of separate stoves.
or

One will cost but little to
install and will pay for itself
many

umes

over

in

^

|
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Probate Court held at
the County ».| Wahl.;
her, A. l». mid.
I
Abl> si BLFY "I Bella
J
son in law <»t Hannal
1
Belfast, in ‘aid Coiintv of W
mg presented a petition 1.1 a,
ward Sibley ot sard
Bellas-.
administrator ot the estate
At a
i«u

SWAN’WHII rEN-P'lKfOKD COMPANY

1

Oct

j

i^nw

__

{

I

Ordered, That the said petitm
deed dated the 12th day of October, 1914, and ! all persons interested by r:m>
order
to be published tluv.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, j
m Hu* Republican
Journal, a
in Book No. 318, at Page 173, conveyed to me, |
ed at Bellast, that they may 11.>.•
the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate j
Court, to be held at Belfast, w
1
situated in Searsport. in the County of Waldo,
Comity.on the 14th day of V.\
at ten of the clock before lum,
bounded and described as follows:
d any they
Beginning at a hemlock stump near the er
have.why the pia\should not be granted.
northerly margin of McClure's Pond (so- ;
•l \ \ ps 1
called) in the southwest corner of Frank
A true copy. Attest:
West’s land; thence north two degrees east by
A 111 HI K W. l.Ka N
said Frank West’s land and land ot W. i. C.

!

■

:

\

1

Runnells

and

Alvin

West

one

1

1

hundred and

j

]
i
;

*•

Stockton Springs Trust Company,

ind Mrs

Henry Grindle, a daughter.
Fernald. In Troy, Oct 11, to Mr and Mrs
[ra Fernald, a daughter.
Sides. In Gamden, Oct 9, to Mr and Mrs
Majk Sides,

a son.

Andrew Kandolnh.

MARRIED.
In Searsport, Oct 4, by Rev

Janies Ainslee, James H Carr of Searsport and
Mies Zama C Yeaton of leleeboro.
Curtis-Massure. In Jackson, Sept 30, by
Rev Frank S Dolloff, Charles Curtis and Mrs
Lizzie Massure, both of Jackson.
Covell-Johnson. In Brooklin, Oct 3, by
Ralph E Dority, EBq, Alton A Coveil of Searsport and Miss Lillian Johnson of Islesboro.
Darby Trundy.
In Belfast, Oct 18, by Rev
Arthur A Blair, Ralph A Darby and Mrs Rosina
C Trundy, both of Belfast.
In Searsport, Oct 16, by
Porter-Parks
Rev James Ainslee, Mark Porter and Mrs Rosa
Parks, both of Searsport.
SuLHVAN-t_>ROSS. In Bucksport, Oct 7. by
Rev William Forsyth, W Leslie Sullivan and
Miss l*aura Gross, both of Bucksport.
Whitmore Owen. In Rockland, Oct 7, at
Jalilee Temple parsonage, by Rev E S Ufford,
Martin Edgar Whitmore and Hannah Ellen
3wtn, both of Camden.

Dikii.
Bakeman. In South Brooksville, Oct 5, John
I Bakeman, aged 51 years and 5 months.
Butler, In Searsmont. Oct 15, Andrew C
Butler, aged 83 years and II months.
Gilman. Iu North Bucksport, Oct 9, Simeon
E Gilman, aged 55 years, 1 month and 19 days.
Hadlock
In Aliaton, Mass, Sept 30, Frances H, widow of Col William E
Hadlock of
[slesford, aged 81 years.
Hale. In Ellsworth. Oct 10, Mrs Elia F
Bale, aged 68 years, 1 month and 15 days.
Linscott. In Eastford, Conn, Oct 9, Rev
Arthur F Linscott. aged 34 years.
Littlefield. Iu Stockton Springs, Oct 13,
Mary A Littlefield, widow ot Jason Littlefield,

In Morrill, October 12, Merle F
Sheldon, aged 12 weeks.
Thompson. In Gloucester, Mass, Oct 6, Alfred Thompson, formerly of Stockton Springs,
aged 52 years, 6 months and 25 days.
Videto. In Troy, Oct 7, Mrs Lois Videto,
aged nearly 90 years,
Sheldon

CO., Bangor, Me.

i-

a

At a Probate Court held at I
ninety-three rods to a stake and stone at the 1
for the County of Waldo,
southerly m rgin of Cain’s Pond (so-called);
October, A. A». 1916.
thence southwesterly by the margin of Cain’s
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
C. Mi KF LS of s.-:i.
P'lMA
Pond thirty-eight rods at right angles to a
>, trustee under the nisi i
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
cedar stake to the northerly margin of Mcp. Nickels, late o: Seai'spo;:,
Clure's Pond; thence by the margin of Mc- Waldo, deceased, having
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
Clure’s ond northeasterly and easterly fiftyiug petition:
four rods at right angle s to the place of be18 00a22 00
Apples,per bbl.l 00a2 00 Hay,
STATE Ob MAIN
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
18
ginning, containing forty-eight acres, more or : To the
Honorable, tne Judg.
5 75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
less, being tbe same premises that were con16
Court
in and tor the Corn
4 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E„
75a 1.25
veyed to Joshua Nickerson by George W. Cun- !
32 Mutton,
Respectfully represents En
Butter,
8
ningham and others by warrantee deed dated
8al0
sides,
32
lb
Beef,
Oats,
60
April 29th, A D 1901, and recorded in Waldo J Searsport, in the County
of
Maine, that she is trust
Beef, forequarters, 8al0 Potatoes,
1 00
Registry of Deeds in Book 263, Page 130.
1
00 Round Hog,
And whereas the condition of said mortgage I of Edward D. P. Nickels,
10
Barley, bu,
said County of Waldo, deceas24 Straw,
has
been
broken.
Now
Bheese,
8 00 j
therefore, by reason lit of herself
25 Turkey,
during her life or 1.
Bhicken,
26a30 i of the breach of the condition of said mort32 Tallow,
ries, ami one-half of all estao
Jalf Skins,
2 gage I claim a foreclosure.
I). P. Nickels which shall re
20 Veal,
October
1916.
Duck,
13,
12al3
of her decease or remarri lg
40 Wool, unwashed,
3w42
J. H. KNEELAND,
38
Bggs,
and devised by said will to tt
‘owl,
5 00
hard,
18a20jWood,
said Edward 1). P. Nickels
18* Wood, soft,
lieese,
3 50
his sist-r Ahgeline McLellan
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
(4.20); unto his sister Enn
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
1 10
twentieths (6-20); unto hi8 s
Butter Salt, 141b., 18i22 0at Meal,
5
Woodward, four-twentieths 1
I hereby give public notice that I shall ap- 1
108 Onions,
Born,
4
rietta T, Jennison, two-tweiply at the next session of the Maine LegiSla- i all the children of his broth*
Bracked Corn,
1 O30il, kerosene,
13al4
ture for a charter to V intain a Ferry across I
1 031 Pollock,
Born Meal,
9
twentieths (4-20); to be div
tho Penobscot River between the towns of |
17
in equal shares; unto Car
Bheese,
25; Pork,
Verona,Hancock
and
Stockton
2 15 Plaster,
Botton Seed,
County,
Springs,
1 13
hrotner Fred’s daughter,
Waldo Countv, Maine.
10 Rye Meal,
5
to have ard to hold to then* a
Bodfish, dry,
Bucksport, October 14, 1916.
12; Shorts,
Branberries,
160
assigns forever; and the other
W.
D.
BENNETT.
3w42p
Blover seed,
24 Sugar,
8
estate is bequeathed and dev
8 85a10 50 Salt, T. I.,
90
tioner at the time of her reFlour,
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
B. G. Seed,
3
does not remarry said one-1
18 Wheat Meal,
is bequeathed and devised urn
Lard,
her heirs at law or to such i
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE.
may designate by her will; th
BORN
Notice is hereby given that Bunk Book No. she holds certain real estate, t
Bahrt.
In Belfast, Sept 25, to Mr and Mrs 320 of the Savings department, issued by this j lots or parcels of laud situaibank, has been lost and application has been port, being lots numbered 8 m
Arthur C Bahrt of Tampa, Fla., and Belfast, a
made for a duplicate book according to the showing partition of certain
daughter, 10 pounds—Nellie Frances.
of David Nickels, late of
laws regulating the issuing of new books
Clarke. In Winterpo»t, Oct 10, to Mr and
S. B. MERRITHEW, Treasurer.
ceased, recorded in Waldo 17
Mrs Artnur Ciarke, a son.
Book
Stockton Springs, Me., October 16, 1916--8t42
1U7, l'age 508, said |..i
Grindle. In South Penobscot, Oct 7, to Mr

rroy.j

satis-

SOLD BY W. A.

Special courses for members of Women’s
Clubs, Societies, etc.
Year began October 4th. Send for booklet.
i&AURILLA C. POTE, Principal, Gainsboro
Bldg., Studio C, 295 Huntington Ave., Boston,
Mass. Phone Back Bay, 21817.
2w42p

71 years, 1 month and II days.
Mixer. In Stockton Springs. Oct 6, Arietta,
wife of Herbert Mixer, aged 57 years, 4 months
and 16 days.
Perkins.
In Penobscot, Oct 6, Amos W
Perkins, aged 79 years, 1 month and 26 days.
Richards. In Belfast, Oct 13, Mrs. Annie
Louise Richards, aged 72 years, 8 months and
24 days.
Roundy.
In Detroit, Oct 6, Mrs Martha
Roundy, aged 78 years. Her former home was

THE EOT BLAST

WOOD & BISHOP

Speech.

Day and Evening Classes.
Training for Platform and Stage.

aged

Burn rough wood such as
can be had at least
expense.
Control the fire because
they are fitted tight.

Pote Scnool of

new a'

(

<»ui!f> of Waldo
]».* 1916.
A
I.. PKA.SK of l»
If daughter of Lena F B
said < minty or Waldo, «b>ented a petition praying 1
1 ease, aforesaid, or some ot
may be appointed dnuniMi
01 said deceased without t»
,1
Ordered, 'that Hie s;,id p.-tn
ah persons interested
by
order to be published :‘htv
m 1 lie Republican
Journal, a 1
ed at Belfast, that they am..
Court, to be held at Belfast v
County,on the 14th day ..1 V •...
at ten ot tin* clock before ii .m
if any they have, why the m,.\
nr should not be
granted
JAM hrA true copy. Attest:
A irrm k w
1 m

tainable at

last week

and Cedulss Havana

hall

a

D. O Bowen, who has been
confined to his home and much of the time to
his bed the past two months.
They report
hopefully. Mr. Bowen was very much pleased

consultation

ness

Howes &

Parisian Sage is inexpensive and easily obdrug and toilet counters everywhere.

f’p'bate court

October,

nent

Cark-Yeaton.

MORRILL.

ertson.

Graftcn,

If the i.air root s absolutely dead, permaDaidneor* will be your lot, and you might
as well cheer up as to bemoan your fate.
If your hair is falling or thinning out, don’t
wait another day but go to A A. Howes & Co.
and get a bottle of Parisian Sage, the truly
efficient hair grower.
Don’t say, “It's the same old story; I’ve
heard it before,” but try a bottle at their ris
They guarantee Parisian Sage to grow hair, to
stop falling hair, to cure dandruff and stop
scalp itch, or money refunded.
Parisian Sage contains just the elements
needed to properly invigorate and nourish the
hair roots. It’s a prime favorite with discrimI
inating ladies because it makes the hair soft,
It is
| bright, and appear twice as abundant.
antiseptic, killing the odors that are bound to
arise from excretions of the scalp and, as
everyone knows, sage is excellent for the hair
and scalp.

a

l«»r the

Good Way to Mop Loss of Hair
and Mart New Hair Growth

took an automobile trip to Burnham
Oct. 11th to attend the North Waldo Pomona

Grange.

At

a

Swanville,

and Mrs. Wm. Hebard of Winterport
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

Mrs.

last week.

A

week-end guest of
her parents, returning to Pittsfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs, H. P. White were recent guests

were

He returned home

and

rnont

will speak next Sunday at the Monroe Center
church.

tion

neighbors

old

in

are closed on acof the infantile paralysis scare. There
have been no cases in town as yet,;but there
have been five cases at Burkettviile with two
deaths.

Elden Pendleton, Cape Jellison, returned
last week from the Maine General Hospital I of Mr, and Mrs. C. B. Jewett in Winterport.
Portland, where he had been a patient for care
Rev. George Hamlin, a Home Missionary,
and

on

was

All the schools in town

-Bowels Regular

H.

Miss

trip

to

count

at the Lit-

Littlefield and H. P. White
Carmel Monday on business.

|

recently calling

relatives.

Mrs. Fred Young has returned to her home
in Medford, Mass.
E.

A. Drummond of Salem, N. H.f

town

:

|

auto

she has

Keeo Stoiu?di Sweet

the funeral of

uncle, Mrs. Herbert

B.

tablets
poxm iummc
T

home in

their

an

Miss Mary Kent Dovey who has been passthe summer at her home here, will leave
this week for Boston to pass the winter.

J

Camden, having
been witn her lather aud mother, Mr. and Mrs*
Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, for a few
to

Donald Maihieson and Mr.

ing

mourners.

j

Gray,

Mrs. Neal Skidmore took
Augusta one day last week.

interment was in the vil.age cemetery beside
her late hsubsnd. Sympathy is extended to
all

iur

accountant.

Sunday

m.

Edward Stockbridge of Islesboro
week on Green Island.

and

home, Rev. A. A. Blair, Universalist
;
pastor, officiating. Many relatives from near
and far were present, and the many and beau:
tiful flowers bespoke the esteem in which she
I
The
was held by friends and acquaintances.

some

house,
Dixaiout,
where they will remain for the present witn
his sister and famiiy, he being physically untime

held at 2 p.

a

Here’s

Mrs. Maurice Gray left last week for a visit
with relatives in New Haven and New York.

tlefield

proprietor.

Mrs. Charles O.

and

were

passing

are

staunch, unswerving candidate like the inHughes.
A young married lady living in El Paso,

William

linishmg

improving,

Prosperity.

we see

see no reason

Oshea Sylvester from Brooks
guests of Mrs. Sylvester’s son, J. B. Wiggin.

The many friends of Mrs. Elander Grant
were saddened to hear of her de .th, Oct. 2nd.
The funeral was held at her late home and the
interment was in Pleasant Hill cemetery.

Texas, (whose mother was a Winterport lady,
well known in Stockton 40 years ago) writes
to friends: “Do everything you can for the

11th
Annie McLain left Wednesday for
Brockton, Mass., where she will spend the from Fort Faitfield, where she had been for
several weeks with her youngest daughter,
winter. She was accompanied by her
niece,
Mrs. Sadie Lewis, who has returned to her Mrs. Ada A. Baker, since the death of her lithome in Brockton after a visit of two weeks tle daughter, to call upon her mother. Mrs.
John C. Randell, Cross street, leaving the next
with Miss McLain.
day, Thursday, en route to Brooklyn, If. Y.u
An Overland automobile owned
by Lynden where she will
spend the winter with her
M. Johnson of Appleton and driven
by his
wife was in collision with the trolley car eldest daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
bound for the Highlands shortly before noon
George Ginn.
Saturday. With the couple were their daughter Irene and Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Mr.
Miss Alice LaFurley, we are glad to anSprowl.
Johnson received severe but not serious cuts
has sufficiently recovered from an
around his head, and his daughter also receiv- nounce,
ed some injuries to her head.
The others operation for appendicitis at the Tapley hoswere not injured.
The car was demolished. pital in Belfast to return to the home of her
It was coming down Cedar street and it was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maitland R. LaFurley,
said none of the occupants heard the
warning
signals.—RocklaDd Courier-Gazette, Oct. 10th. West Main street. She is apparently steadily

Make the Most of

but

We

millinery

Quite a large number from the village attended the meeting of the Eastern Star in
Thorndike Thursday evening, Oct, 12th.

Avery moved Oct. ; security for us Americans here while Wilson
11th from the Goodhue house into the J. L.
remains in the Presidential chair. My husband
Lancaster house. Middle street, a convenient J remained by his gold mine property in Mexico,
location for Mr, Avery, who is the superin(to save it from confiscation) until held up by
tendant of the Lawrence sardine factory at
Mexican bandits and relieved of watch and
Merrithew’s point,
chain, diamond ring and all the money on his
for
Mrs. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy, Mass., person, after which he concluded it safer
arrived Saturday night by train, called here ; us to rendtzvouin El Paso."
Mrs, Mary Littlefield, 71 years of age, died
by the illness of her father, Simeon F. Eilis, 1
Church street. She will remain until her last week of pneumonia after a short illness at
father has sufficiently recuperated to be able j the home of her son, Isaac Littlefield, Bay
Her husband passed away in
View street.
to return to business.
this village a few years ago and since then
Mis. Jennie Morse Bragg, West Main street,
she had made her home in her son's family
recently added a loof, in place of the awning
the greater part of the time. A sudden, sehitherto used over the attractive piazza on the
vere cold resulted in this illness, which terminorth side of the L of her house, Lancaster
nated fatally last Friday. The funeral seraud Thompson doing the work,
The painters

Mrs.

Miss

daughter,

Their

vincible

her usual line of

displaying
millinery for

Hughes.”

thanking God for such

the

a

(formerly

his

National election Nov. 7th. From the Boston
Herald we quote the following: “To those who
and Hughes
ma> be hesitating between Wilson
—between love and duty, aB 'twere—we offer
this possible solution: Thank God for Wilson,

McLaughlin recently bought the School
residence of the late Capt. and Mrs. C.

her maternal aunt and

Mildred Wentw’orth
from Morrill.

Miss

Sunday

a'ccount of illness.

on

DON’T BE BALD

has returned from Bos- !

The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Jennie
Vose Oct. 12th. A large number were preaeni
and a nice treat was served.

has

Gladys, a member of the Stockton Springs
High, school is now boarding with her aunt
Mrs. Maria (Blanchard) Howes, Sylvan street
Stockton is eagerly scanning the political
horizon for prophesies as to the result of the

provement when completed.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs.

home

Wiggin

full line oi fall and winter

a

Mr. and Mrs.
are

Miss

Fletcher, Church street, is employing Lancaster and Thompson to build a
piazza along the front of his recently purchased residence, which will be a great im-

returned

APPLETON.

Mixer,
spent the last weeks of her illness and

with whom she planned to spend
during Mr. Heath’s absence. Mr. Heath
unexpectedly been obliged to return to

George C.

street

sister, with whom

her

the winter

Sunday at “The
morning. Mr. Steele is 1st officer of steamer
America, carrying paper from Cape Jellison
piers to New York.

Mr.

the farm.

Capr..

she

Machiasport spent
Stockton,” leaving Monday

daughter, Mrs. Henry G. Curtis, on Water
Arnold Knox opened a bakery and lunch
sheet, returned to his home in Bridgewater room last baturday in tue Culcord buiiumg
Mass., Tuesday.
/
East Mam street, recently vacated by Mr. and

through

the death of Mrs

un-

Murch is visiting her mother and

Mrs. Hattie
ton with

Only $5.00

Lagrange.

Mrs. J. H. Sawyer is having her head treated
by Dr. Austin of Waterviile.

Mrs. Charles Heath and young son Herbert
to thtir Sandy point home since

i

Bay Electric Company

Penobscot

Mi68 Edith Lawrence is dressmaking for
Mrs. Eunice Plummer.

have returned

of

Mrs. Steele

and

stay

Heat,

Fred in

Dodge.

Mrs. Anne
brother in

town.

ably improved
care of Dr. G. A. Stevens is looking
forward to a rapid and complete recovery.
Mr.

during

son

Mrs. Mary Thompson is visiting her sister,
Mrs. D. W.

his native

in

Low

And the Price

Eliza E. Vose is visiting her

Mrs.

of his married children

his week's

4 Hours tor 1 Cent
61-2 Hours for 1 Cent

accomplished moving pictures
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Houlton.
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is

Ellis, Church street, is consider-

Simeon F.

Thomaston, Monday

for

Sylvan

one

Medium Heat,

FREEDOM.

of West

living
He was the guest of his brother and
there.
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, church
ing to visit

2 Hours for 1 Cent

will be presented here weekly.

of the late Mr. and Mrs.

son

jitney

son, took

Dr

case.

Mixer, having

is

spending
low, returned to

trouble

invalid.

an

wife,
with his daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Barrett at Stone House Farm.

Novem-

ber.

a

the

chronic

a

htr

avenue, is

street house after the death of his

John

Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived Saturday from Newport News with 4,500 tons of coal
to the P. C, & W. Co. at Mack’s Point.

been

from

has long held

which

American-Hawaiian line.

lumbian of the

West, Railroad

Thompson

this

made

Somerville,Mass.,
J. W.
Thompson ol this village, who was called here
last week to attend the funeral of his sister
Mrs. Mixer, and his brother, Alfred F. ThompLinneus

bright

was

Banger. This enjoyable trip
Mr. Gardner's new auto.

the eldest

der the

F. Biilings returned home last week
Rockland, where he had been coopering

during

in

Gardner

as

com-

High Heat,

which he
was

sold in

pupils.

Last week gave us cold, disagreeable weathThe present week opened with brighter

on

Albert

for

of music

Herbert

Mrs. L. C.

ine last

Monday in

town, coming by jitney to attend to her class

nurse.

Miss Mabel E.

K. Stackpole spent

Mae

er.

leton at Park.

from

Mrs.

a

Mortman Stevens of Milwaukee, YVib., arrivFriday and is the guest of Mrs, B. F. Pend-

sistant

Mr. and Mrs. Scott. During their
gentlemen indulged in the pleasures
ing “in the woods of Maine," Mr.
bringing down a fine 260 pound buck,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

and then compare the low cost at which you may obtain this
fort, at 10c. per k. w. you can use the Electric Heating Pad.

Llewellyn Knowlton has moved into the
house on the Belfast rAad, owned by Mrs
Wealthea Grant, and repaired and improved
by her since it was vacated by Mrs. Annie
Ryder, who occupied it for several years.

W. Co.

Thursday.

complete
secured

has

and

New York

Mrs. Alphonso Wagner, who spent the summer in town, returned to her home in Boston

Think of the Comfort

recovery.

a

Marshall Rand

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

Barge Herndon arrived Thursday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C. &

favorable lor

are

with the results and the

quality

busfness.

Allen Colcord of Searsport was in town
last week, and called on many friends. His
health is much improved, and the prospects

baking

Powder instead.

Royal Baking

use

on

The Rebekah thimble club met with Mrs. M.
J. Curtis last week, with quite a large attendance. The next meeting is appointed for
October 24th, at Theo Dickey’s.

phosphate,

or

Everyone knows by experience that the application of heat will
afford relief from pain. But the full possibilities of this treatment
were never achieved until the Electric Heating Pad was put on the
market, not only as a hospital appliance, but as a household
necessity.

this week.

week

Heating Pad

Brings Relief To Many Ailments

Many members of the order here are planing to attend the Rebekuh Assembly in i.angor

are

to use

se-

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Clark spent Sunday
with their daughter. MrB. Rainey, in Prospect.

derived from mineral sources, are used in
some baking powders, instead of cream of
tartar, because they are cheaper.

alum, which

and

The Electric

Mrs. Laura Palmer and Mrs. May Curtis
in Bangor last week, shopping.

Real Difference

a

Phosphate

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Curtis returned to their
home in Everett, Mass Friday.

on

carbuncle

were

Cream of tartar, derived from grapes,
is used in Royal Baking Powder because
it is the best and most healthful ingredient
known for the purpose.

Miss Vera Page left Thursday for Boston
where she will spend the winter.

C. E. Adams houses

a

on

are

Wing.

In

Morrill,|*Oct

Wing, ageii)17 ■»—-

—-

17, Lewis Arthur

ffllrin

ticularly

described as followLot No. 8.
Beginning in
of the Black road at the nor
of lot No. 7 of said plan, tl
the line on said. Black road,
twenty-one links to the souti
No. 1-2 on said plan; lhenc<
line of said lot No. 7-2 twe
twenty-four links to the sou;
said lot No. 7-2; thence south*
west corner of said lot No. •'
erly to the northwest corn“Nickels lot” on said plan; ;
the line of said lot marked “Six69
Union
street,
near
The house at
Condon, teen rods and eighteen links
corner of said lot marked “Ni
has 8 rooms and bath, with all modern imsoutherly in the line of said 1.
provements. For particulars apply to
els Lot'1 to the northwest
MRS. JOHN W JONES,
No. 7; thence easterly in the
33 High Street.
40tf
No. 7, eleven rods and ninei.*
place of beginning, contain *
fifty-seven and one fourth iLot No. 8-2.
Beginning in it.
of the Black road at the n*>rt
of lot No. 4-3 on said plan;:
The Iiewis O Fernald homestead at corner
the line of said Black road
and seventeen links to the e*»u
of Cedar and Salmond streets.
JOHN R. DUN TON,
38
lot No. 7-3 on said plan; th***
Adm’r estate of Lewis O. Fernald, decease i
line of said lot No. 7-3 to 0
thereof; thence southerly in
northwest corner of said
easterly in the line of s id
place of beginning, cental!
half acres, more or less; tom
interest of said beneficiary
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber her.e- estate that said real estate I
by gives notice that lie has been duly ap- private sale anu the proce*
pointed executor of the last will and testament and
managed by her in ace
of
provisions of said will
EDWARD SQIBLES, late of Knox,
Wherefore
she prays that
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami glvee
orized to sell and convey n
bouds as the law directs. All persons having de
or
de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
private sale and inv
; public
sired to present the same for settlement, and ail
thereof.
indebted thereto are requested to make payDated this second day of (»
ment immediately
EMM \
HARVEY A. SHIHLfc.8, Executor.
Knox, Me,, October 10. 1916.
Ordered, Thai the said pet.!
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The suball nelsons interested
canxl scriber hereby gives notice tnat lie lias been petit ion to be publishedbyHire* •'
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
m The Republican .louin.u,
fished at Belfast, that they n*.*y
JOSEPH W. L1NNEK1N, late of Knox,
bate Court, to be held at Bell *
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
said County, on the 14th day
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- !
at ten ot the clock In imamls against the estate of said deceased are
cause, it any they have, why tin*
desired to present the same for settlement, amt
should not he grant'
petitioner
ail indebted thereto are requesteo to make pay- |
JAMES I I
rnent immediately
A true copy, Attest:
DANIEL O. LINNKK1N. Administrator.
Ain huu W. Lm n
Knox, >ie., October 10, 1916.

Glasses fitted.
Eyes Examined.
Frank F. Graves,
Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me., I. O. O. F. Bldg

TO
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1

House for Sale

..

■

I

■

j

j
I

j
\

1 hesubscrh.
lias been duly
appointed administratrix of Hie estate of
EMERY PARKER, late of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persous having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present; the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
LULA ISABEL HEAL,
A DMIMSTRATRIX’S;N(ITICE.
>i er hereby gives notice that she

Administratrix,
Lincolnville, Me., October 10, 1916.

j
|

mu
scriber hereby gives n>*n
been duly appoinleu aunimi.-i*
will annexed, ot the estate of

Administratrix^

K WAhlf O. L11T1EHH.D.
in the County ot N' aldo, dec*
bonds as the law directs,
demands against the estate "i
are aesirtu u present the sam*
and all indebted thereto are r* <i

| payment immediately.
HOKTESSK
j Belfast, Me,, October 10, Ibid

A.

